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Dear Eng. Abdel Hai,
 

The National Urban Policy Study is pleased to sumbit our report on
 

Second Round Alternatives. This report, as agreed at previous Steering
 

Commiiftee meetings, reviews the analysis of alternatives developed in
 

the First Round Alternatives paper and describes NUPS recommended settle

ment strategy.
 

NUPS recommends a "mixed strategy which combines desirable elements of
 

the "pure" alternatives presented earlier. In particular NUPS recommends:
 

A major effort to enhance growth in Alexandria, as an essential ing
redient of a long-term plan to reduce polarization of the urban systew
 
in Cairo.
 

A focussed decentralizatlon to ihe Canal Zone, with an emphasis on Suez
 
City for major industrial expansion and complementary growth in Ismailia
 
and Port Said.
 

A decentralization effort to Upper Egypt through the designation of an
 
initially limited number of "special emphasis" cities -- the most likely
 
candidates are Assiut, Qena-Naga Hamadi, and Aswar, -- to lay an indust
rial base and develop institutional mechanisms for more substantial
 
decentralization in the next century.
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- A growth management strategy for Delta cities with the aim of limit
ing unnecessary intrusions on arable land while providing additional
 
urban employment.
 

- Plan! for Cairo "etropolitan Region population by 2000 of 16 to 16.5
 
mi!,ion, with an intra-metropolitan strategy of ccre deccncenrration
 
and a reorientation of te major direction of growth toward desert
 
areas to the east and west.
 

- An experimental approach to the settlement problems of the remote areas
 
to utilize emerging technologies and establish implementing institutions
 
to increase the attraction of these areas for human settlement.
 

- Sectoral policies for housing and infrastructure at affordable standaras
 
and mechanisms to reduce the amount of urrecovered public investment
 
required.
 

We welcome your review and comments, so that we can finalize our work
 
program for the Draft Final Report.
 

Sincerely,
 

Harvey A. Garn
 
Team Leader
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WORKING PAPER
 

'ON
 

SECOND ROUND ALTERNATIVES:
 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE PREFERRED STRATEGY
 

INTRODUCTION
 

The Government of Egypt has the possibility of adopting a national urban
 
policy which integrates spatial and sectoral policies, builds on the
 
strengths of the Egyptian economy, is tailored-to Egyptian circumstances,
 
and has areasonably high chance of leading to improvements in income and
 
the quality of life for Egyptian citizens.
 

The NUPS recommendation in this report is the adoption of a spatial strategy
 
of a phased, selective decentralization to the Suez Canal Zone (with a
 
major emphasis on Suez) and to Upper Egypt (with a priority emphasis on
 
Qena-Naga Hamadi, Aswan and Assiut). Itis recommended that these prior
ities be coupled with metropolitan deconcentration plans for substantial
 
growth in Cairo and Alexandria, a:growth management appruach to the Delta
 
and an experimental approach to increasing the habitability of the remote
 
areas.
 

However, the choices required to adopt such a policy and implement it are
 
many and difficult. Some choices which appear to be strongly warranted
 
on the basis of NUPS analysis run counter to popular ideas about what the
 
urban policy can or should be. Some choices indicate the advisability of
 
modifying or postponing the implementation of policies already enunciated.
 
Some will require substantial changes in the methods used to provide urban
 
services and pay for them. Many will require coordinated choices and act
-ions by separate ministries of the national government and local governments;
 
which do not now tend to coordinate well or at all. Most will require a
 
clear distinction by policy makers between what is ideally desired and what
 



is likely to be feasible to accomplish. Further, a recognition is
 

needed that there is no identifiable solution to urban policy choices
 

that will simultaneously satisfy everyone's sense of priorities -- even
 

good policies may and usually do have some adverse consequences or their
 

implementation may require the postponement of other good policies.
 

Why undertake such an arduous task ? First, because the problems which
 

need to be addressed are unlikely to be solved unless such critical
 

choices are made. Second,.because serious-gaps may develop between the
 

expectations generated by the enunciation of unimplemented orunimplementable
 

policies and what can be shown to have been done. Third, because Egypt
 

is now in a relatively strong economic and political position which can
 

be used to sat in motion sustainable urban policies with the prospects of
 

success in generating long term benefits for the Egyptianpeople. Fourth,
 

because a continuation of current spatial and sectoral policies without
 

change (which does constitute an urban policy) is likely to lead to
 

undesirable growth patterns, increase the amount of unplanned urban intru

sion on arable land, and use morepublic resources than necessary.
 

The research and analysis of the NUPS team supports the adoption of a
 

spatial (or settlement) strategy that places primary emphasis on urban
 

locations which will contribute most substantially to national economic
 

growth and an additional emphasis on a selective effort to achieve wider
 

geographical distribution of.economic activity and population. Similarly,
 

the analysis supports the adoption of sectoral policies which have the
 

primary purpose of reducing requirements for unrecovered public investment
 

and the additional purpose of spreading the benefits of public investment
 

more quickly to a larger segment of the low income population.
 

The 	basic dimensions of the recommended settlement strategy are these:
 

1) 	the exploitation of strong economic advantages of the Cairo and
 

Alexandria metronolitan regions to absorb a major portion of the
 

expected growth in urban population (Plans for Cairo 2000 population
 

of 16 to 16.5 million and for Alexandria 2000.population of S to 5.5
 

million).
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2) 
a concentrated effort to support growth possibilities of the Suez Canal
 
Zone with a focus on Suez City (year 2000 population targets of 750 to
 
850 thousand in Suez, 400 to 500 in Ismailia, and 550 to 650 in Port
 
Said).
 

3) a strategy for managing the expected spontaneous growth of Delta cities
 
which aims at limiting unnecessary intrusions on arable land while
 
providing additional urban employment (special emphasis on Tanta and
 
Mansoura with year 2000 population targets of 525 to 575 and 500 to
 
550 	thousand, respectively).
 

4) an effort to induce growth in an initially limited number of Upper
 
Egypt cities to 
develop both an economic basis and a knowledge base
 
for more deceitralization in later time periods than the planning
 
horizon of this study (specialtemphasis on Assiut, Qena-Naga Hamadi,
 
and Aswan with year 2000 population targets of 550 to 600, 325 
to 400
 
and 400 to 450 thousand respectively).
 

5) 	an experimental approach to the-settlement problems of the remote
 
areas to find ways to utilize emerging technolog'bs and establish
 
implementing institutions to increase the attraction of these areas
 
for human settlement (no major urban inc,-eases anticipated, year 2000
 
population targetsifor existing urban areas of between 250 and-300
 
thousand).
 

6) the choice of standards for housing and infrastructure service levels
 
that are affordable by a wider range of the population and mechanisms
 
that will increase the proportion of public cost recovery.
 

Major elements of the reasoting-behind th3se spatial recommendations 
are
 
reported in the Interim Action Report, the Working Paper on First Round'
 
Alternatives, and the series of Occasional Working Papers prepared by the
 
Study Team 1/. The agreement of the ACR on the dimensions of the prefer
red spatial strategy,as described above, would permit the Study Team to
 
develop detailed sectoral policy recommendations in the elaboration of the
 
preferred strategy both to insure that desired spatial patterns are achieved
 
and to facilitate the provision of urban and inter-urban services'without
 
excessive demands 
on unrecovere public investment.
 

I/ 	See discussion in Section IIof this paper for review of summary

conclusions and Appendix A for a list of most relevant Occasional
 
Working Papers.
 



The benefits of adopting the basic policy directions indicated above -

an efficiency oriented settlement strategy with some decentralization
 
and a strategy of conserving public investments -- derive from their
 
probable positive effects on e'icouragement of economic growth (and thus
 
an increase in the potential resource pool for future investment and
 
efforts to improve the equity position of the worst-off elements of the
 
population) and the reduction of pressure on public resources; pressures
 

which currently limit government flexibility, increase the risks of in
sufficient resources to complete desirable projects and lead to popular
 
expectations about what the Government can do that are difficult to
 

achieve in practice.
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I. THE CONTEXT FOR POLICY CHOICE
 

Several aspects of the current population and economic picture
 

contribute to the conclusion that it is extremely important for the
 

Government of Egypt to develop and implement an integrated set of urban
 

settlement and sectoral strategies over the next two decades with an
 

emphasis on efficiency in the settlement system and conservation of
 

public investment in sectoral policies.
 

A. Population
 

First the magnitude of the urban population to be settled
 

and served is large and is expected.to grow rapidly. One reason
 

this is true is thatrthe:natural rate of population increase remains
 

.
high as-the decline in fertility rates anticipated in many population
 

forecasts has not yet appeared. Consequently, the resident population
 

total of 67.5 in 2000 adopted by NUPS as a reasonable medium estimate
 

for planning purposes, may turn out to be on the low side. It is
 

highly unlikely that the population will be lower than this estimate.
 

Secondly, the resident population is a function-of the rate of migration
 

to other countries, for given rates of natural increase. Although it
 

is very difficult to anticipate the future push and pull factors which
 

will determine this rate of migration, there are indications that the
 

demand for Egyptian labor is declining in other Middle Eastern countries
 

or at least not increasing at rates which have prevailed in recent years.
 

Consequently, external migration may fall below current estimates lead

ing to a higher residential population than anticipated earlier.
 

The third aspect of the population issue is the proportion of the
 

resident population which will settle in urban and rural areas, respect

ively. The estimate of year 2000 urban population used in NUPS calcul

ation of 37.0 million assumes a decline in the rate of population growth
 

in rural areas, but an absolute increase of over 7 million.
 

http:expected.to
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The amount of rural to urban migration which will occur betw.een nmw
 

and 20CO depends upon urban and rural development policies, as well
 

as the rate of natural increase. Although the detailed examination
 

of rural development policies is outside the scope of our current NUPS
 

work, the team has made an attempt to understand the effects of major
 

elements of rural development policy and agricultural prospects.
 

Efforts are currently being made to shift agricultural policy in direct

ions which will tend to Increase the returns to farmers for their
 

produce, which could result in generally higher incomes in rural areas.
 

At the same time, however, the evidence suggests that aggregate labor
 

requirements in agriculture will increase very slowly, if at all l/.
 

Thus, the overall prospect is for improvements in rural standards of
 

living, but continued need for the rural population to seek non-farm
 

employment leading to continued high rates of rural to urban migration.
 

The 	option of large increases in non-farm employment in rural villages
 

and farms is not appealing since it poses a direct threat to land used
 

for farming and fails to take advantage of agglomeration economies
 

afforded by the larger urban areas in rural governorates. These latter
 

advantages support a recommendation of locating a substantial portion
 

of agriculturally-related industrial and service activities (which may
 

grow in importance in the economy, if current trends in agricultural
 

policy are maintained) in proximity to the farm areas, but in existing
 

urban centers.
 

The combination of all these factors (continued high birth rates,
 

possible reductions in the rate:of external migration, and continued
 

high rates of rural to urban migration) means that the NUPS assumption
 

of 37 million urban residents by the year 2000 is, if anything, on
 

the low side 2/. Consequently, it is imperative for those dealing with
 

urban issues to plan for at least this much urban population in estimat

ing urban and inter-urban investment requirements. An expanded and
 

1/ 	See W. Weideman Working Paper "The kqricultural Resource Base: Status &
 
Expectations, December 1980. "New Directions in Agricultural Policy:
 
Relations to Industrial & Urban Development", August 1981.
 

2/ H.W. Richardson suggests that an urban population of at least 41 million 
- by the year 2000 may be more likely. See Occasional Working Paper "From 

First Round Alternatives to a Preferred Strategy: Suggestions & Comments" 
p. 8.
 



effective population policy would clearly be desirable but would have
 
relatively small effects on the population by 2C00.
 

B. The Economy: Aggregate Grcwth, & the Resource Pool for Invest-ent
 

The recent growth performance of the Egyptian economy, in aggregate
 
terms, has been excellent. The major sources of growth in the last
 
several years have been petroleum revenues, remittances from Egyptians
 
working outside the country, revenues from the Suez Canal, and tourism.
 
A recent report prepared for the Ministry of Economy 1/ as well 
as a
 
recent report from the World Bank 2/, while recognizing the strength
 
of this growth caution against assuming that (a) the recently exper
ienced rates of growth in these sectors will continue in the post
1985 period or that (b)the growth represents any major improvement in
 
the economic performance of domestic industry.
 

The investment required in the Egyptian economy to generate additional
 
output and employment remains high by international standards and
 
indicates. the need for productivity improvements in existing industry
 
and agriculture as well as 
continued efforts to select future industrial
 
projects with a high probability of positive rates of return and loc.at
ions for the projects which provide the greatest cost advantages.
 

As shown in earlier reports, these requirements generally favor locations
 
in areas which already have substantial economic bases and are large
 
enough to generate economies of agglomeration 3/.
 

. . .. . . .I.... ........ :.......
 
I/ See Ministry of Economy, A.R.E. Economic Studies Unit, Recent. Development
*inthe Egyptian Economy, January 1981.
 

2/ See World Bank, Arab Republic of Egypt. Domestic Resource Mobilization
 
and Growth Prospects for the 1980's, Report No.3123-EGT, December 1980.
 

3/ See, in particular, the discussion of the analytical framework in the
 
Status Report, p. 6-8 in "Working Paper on Characteristics of Alternative
 
trategie's", and p. 54-58 in the Interim Action Report.
 

- 21
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The NUPS projections of a 703rate of economic growth to the year 2000 
assume relative stability in the relationships bet;wqeen investment and
 

both output and employment. ':hile this assumed stability ispotential

ly achievable, itwill not happen autcmatically -- a concerted effort
 

to improve productivity in existing industries and agriculture and to 
select new investments with technical characteristics and requirements 

which are aligned with Egypt's factor endowments will be required.
 

A further aspect of the economic situation which requires specific
 

attention is the generation of resources available for investment.
 

The investment levels required to generate an average annual growth
 

rate of-7% are much larger than car. be financed from domestic saving
 

unless there is a dramatic chance in recent patterns. As shown in the
 

Working Paper on First Round Alternatives:
 

"The fraction of output growth which was saved in 1978 and 1979
 

fell far short. of that anticipated in the Development Plan. In
 

words an increase in national income of one pound led to an
 

increase in saving of only four to five piasters in 1978 and 1979.
 

If this pattern were to persist, the investment targets would
 

become hopelessly out of reach. Investment projects would have
 

to be abandoned, employment growth would slow down and self

sustained economic growth would not occur" 1/.
 

There are three basic sources of investible resources available to
 

Egypt: (1)foreign savings; (2)public domestic savings and (3)private
 

domestic savings. Although foreign resources have been available in
 

the recent past to help permit the very substantial investment program
 

to be followed, it isreasonably clear that major improvements will need 
to be made in domestic public and private saving for the longer-term
 

maintenance of investment at desired levels.
 

1/ p. 12 of NUPS Working Paper on First Round Alternatives. 
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It is worth repeating here the ccmment from the 'linistry of Planning's
 

Ey'pt's Davelccment Stratecy, ..
ccmic Manacement & Growth Obiectives,
 

1980-84 cited in our earlier report:
 

"The domestic savings target will require special efforts, because
 

it calls for a significant change in the existing pattern of
 

saving. Government current-expenditure will clearly have to be
 

rationalized and the public sector enterprises and organizations
 

will have to eliminate their deficits and generate sizeable
 

profits. The need to increase domestic resource generation cannot
 

be exaggerated because it is becoming clear that at the present
 

time it is the shortage of domestic resources that is slowing down
 

the implementation of projects and inhibiting the utilization of
 

the project aid that has already been committed by donor countries
 

and organizations" 1/.
 

Public saving is defined as the difference between Government revenue
 

and current expenditure. In the years 1976 and 1979, current expend

itures exceeded government revenue resulting in negative public savings.
 

In 1977 and 1978, publ'c saving wp.s positive but covered a relatively •
 

small portion of public investment (18% in 1977 and 10% in 1979).
 

Consequently, the Government deficit (the differences between public
 

investment and public saving) rose from L.E. 1.265 billion for 1976
 

to L.E. 2.637 billion for 1979. While the Government has recently
 

announced that the 1981/82 budget will not require Government borrow

ing to finance the deficit; the public saving issue remains one of
 

finding ways to increase revenues without stifling private investment
 

and 	to reduce current expenditures or the unrecovered portions of
 

public investment.
 

l/ 	Ministry of Planning, Egypt's Development Strateqy, Economic Management
 

and Growth Objectives, 1980-84, p.13
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The conclusions from these ccnsidoraticns about oublic saving and
 
,
investment -re that The Cve, rnt shuldselect oublic entrrise
 

investments thac will ,ieid relatively hin revenues, emohasize 
! urban loc-ticns aith. r economi: odvantaces and that the Govern

ment should select housing and infrastructure nolicies that result
 
in higher rates of cost recovery per pound of investment than are
 
now achieved. The means for achieving the first result are 
careful
 
evaluation of the economic consequences of the types and locations
 
of public enterprise investments, where efficiency criteria should
 
dominate selection. An efficiency orientation in the settlement
 
strategy such as that reconmended here will help achieve the second
 

result. The means for achieving the last result are careful selection
 
of affordable standards for housing and infrastructure programs and
 
the initiation of cost-recovery mechanisms from the user's of public
 

investments.
 

Domestic private savings are influenced both by the possibility of
 
direct investment of funds not used for current consumption and the
 
availability of financial instruments (e.g. savings accounts and
 
investment certificates) which yield a positive return. There is,
 

for example, strong private interest in the informal housing
 
sector which already is producing the major share of new housing.
 
Its encouragement, on sites the Government finds desirable -
i.e. because it is on non-arable land or because its location could
 
contribute to desired changes in the direction of growth of expand
ing cities --
could further relieve the Government of requirements
 
for unrecovered public investment in housing. Policies which en
courage private entrepreneurs in other lines of productive activity
 
would also increase the private share of the investment pool.
 
Substantial increases in private use of financial instruments 
are
 
unlikely unless the return is not only positive but greater than
 
the rate of inflation -- otherwise funds are channelled into the
 
purchase of consumer goods rather than into saving.
 



C. Summary
 

This review of the overall context within which national urban policy
 

choices must be made shows that population grcwth in the national
 

population, relatively little increase in the population absorption
 

capacity of agricultural areas, and a possible slcw-down in the rate
 

of external migration all point to a substantialincrease in the urban
 

population. This in turn, leads to the conclusion that there will be
 

very high levels of demand for jobs, housing, and infrastructure
 

services in urban areas. Satisfying these demands will require the
 

selection of job-generating investments (both by type and location)
 

with a high probability of positive economic return (and, therefore,
 

their continuing provision of employment opportunities). I will
 

require, also, increasing the contribution of citizens to investment
 

(as in the formal housing sector) and their contribution to the costs
 

the Government incurs for housing and services through insuring that
 

the standards of provided housing and services are affordable and that
 

users pay for a larger share of the services received.
 

The review of the overall economic picture emphasizes the need to
 

generate higher levels of domestic public and private saving, both
 

to insure that there are sufficient local resources to make full use
 

of foreign assistance and that the overall resource pool is large
 

enough to finance purely domestic'investments.
 

The NUPS team recognizes that the necessary actions to generate an
 

adequate resource pool and meet the requirements of an expanding
 

population must involve more than the Ministry of Development.
 

However, this review suggests a potentially highly influential role
 

for the Ministry of Development, through its adoption of a preferred
 

strategy for national urban policy, insetting the stage for comple

•.mentary actions by other ministries. This can be done by adopting
 

spatial priorities for urban development that contribute to an effic

iency-oriented settlement strategy and sectoral policies consistent
 

with a strategy of conserving public investment -- that is the provision
 

of housing and other infrastructure at affordable standards (reducing
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initiil outlays per capita) accomoanied by increased efforts at
 

higher levels of cost-recovery frcm those served by public in

vestment (increasin the ret,-rn flcw of rein'.vest-ble funds.
 

The analysis of the settlement system and the costs associated
 

with aiternative settlement strategies provides a theoretical
 

and empirical basis for choosing the major elements of an effi

ciency-oriented settlement strategy accompanied by Efforts to
 

achieve longer-term decentralization of the settlement system.
 

This paper presents our recommendations for the spatial elements
 

of that settlement strategy. The recommendations recognizo the
 

significance of expecting substantial increases in urban popula

tion and that sufficient financial resources are unlikely to
 

be available to finance all of the sectoral investments that
 

the Government would like to undertake.
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II. REVIEU OF FIRST RCUND ALTER,,,TIES WiORKINrG PAPER 

The overall ciensicns of -he recmon ded settlement strategy are
 

listed on op, 2-3 of thi: report. Their individual spatial elements
 

will be descriLed in more dezaii later in this parer. A review of the
 

material on pp. shc, zhe reccmmended spatial stra-teay2-3 ',.jill that 

des not conform exactly to any of the "pure" alternatives described 

in the Working Paper on First Round Alternatives. To indicate what 

elements of these alternatives are selected as elements of the 

.......preferred alternative,z-a-summary of this earlier paper is provided 

here. 

The 	major points developed in the Working Paper on First Round
 

Alternatives are essential for making a choice of a preferred
 

This section is designed as
strategy in national urban policy. 


a brief review of the earlier paper for the reader's convenience
 

In the Working Paper on First Round Alternatives, four major topics
 

were discussed:
 

1. The problem of generating a sufficiently large resource pool
 

to finance needed development investment over the next two
 

decades. (Chapter I)
 

2. 	Cost estimates for generating employment and population 

supporting infrastructure in urban areas including investment 

in industrial and service activities and intra-urban infra

structure for the four basic alternative spatial distributions
 

of the urban population of Egypt-. (Chapter II and III)
 

3. An analysis of administrative and legal instruments--other
 

than direct investment--required to implement national urban
 

policy. (Chapter IV)
 

4. 	An analysis of the Cairo Metropolitan Region, it's current
 

and projected trends in development, and a preliminary concept
 

plan for managing expanding urbanization in its region.(Chapter V)
 

Two of the Alternatives were presented in two variants.
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A. The Basic Alternatives
 

The Working Paper examines implications of four basic alternative
 

spatial distributicns of the urban population of Egypt. These
 

alternatives are:
 

1) Alternative A: The emphasis is on generating additional output
 
(and employment) with least cost and generazes considerable
 

growth inmajor metropolitan centers. That is,this alternative
 
is the most completely oriented to economic efficiency.
 

2) Alternative BI: The emphasis is on inter-regional decentral

ization through the creation of a major metropolitan area in
 
the Suez region, preferably in Suez City.
 

3) Alternative B2: The emphasis is on inter-regional decentralization
 
through the expansion of multiple growth centers.
 

4) Alternative C : The emphasis ison maximum decent;-alization
 

Gf the urban population.
 

The analysis of the alternatives in the report focussed on the use
 
of direct investment in industry, services, housing, and intra
urban infrastructure as major instruments of national urban
 
policyl/.Additional administrative and legal instruments were
 

examined also.
 

B. Major Conclusions 

The major points made in the report were:
 

- The total investment costs required for creation of sufficient
 
jobs as well as infrastructure to serve .industry and people are
 
very substantial. Our estimates for such expenditures in the
 
38 largest urban places only -- excluding operating cost and
 
inter-regional systems for transportation, power, water, etc..-
ranged fromnacout 84% to 109% of the investment pool that would be
 
available for lob creation and all infrastructure.
 

1/ Inter-urban infrastructure is critical also, to shaping the urban
 
system. Additional cost information on inter-urban transportation
 
power and bulk water is provided below. These cost elements were
 
not inciuded in the First Round Alternative Paper being reviewed in
 
this section. (See Appendix BI
 



1986-2000 period, if the economy grows at 7%a year. Thus there
 

is no alternative to a sustained effort to insure that all alloc

ations of investment funds result in clear benefits to offset
 

their costs.
 

The achievement of a high enough growth rate in the economy to
 

provide employment options for the expected labor force will
 

require a substantial improvement in the ability of both the
 

public and private sectors in Egypt to generate domestic savings
 

which can be channelled into productive investment. The National
 

Development Plan calls for the portion of investment to be finan

ced from domestic saving to increase to 145% of its 1979 share by
 

1984. Such an expansion in saving is difficult, if not impossible,
 

to achieve given current policies and recent expansions in consumpt

ion spending. That is,domestic saving is currebtly a more serious
 

bottleneck to investment than foreign resources. Improvement in
 

saving performance requires consideration of major government wide
 

policy choices relating to taxes, interest rate, exchange rate,
 

price and-subsidy and productivity policies.
 

-The total investment pool for industrial and service jobs, housing,
 

and intra-urban infrastructure would be about L.E. .25.6 billion in
 

the 1986-90 period if sufficient savings are realized to finance
 

investment. The estimated costs for direct invcstment in indust

rial and service jobs plus intra-urban infrastructure and housing
 

only -- as described earlier -- are about L.E. 21.5 billion in
 

the "least cost" (most spatially concentrated) alternative and
 

about L.E. 28 billion inthe most decentralized alternative.
 

There are substantial differences in the costs of alternative
 

spatial strategires for the allocation of industry and infrastruct

ure investment. The raost costly alternative -- the most decentral

would cost about 30% more than the least cost alternative.
ized --




The general rule Pplicable to the geography of Egypt is that
 

are made to more urban places and
costs increase as investments 


more spatially dispersed locations. That is,more compreilensive
 

coverage and greater decentralization require increased expenditure
 

to provide jobs and infrastructure services for the same number 
of
 

(If there

people at th2 same infrastructure and housing standards. 


issubstantial upgrading of housing and infra.structure in dispersed
 

locations the cost differences becomq even more substantial).
 

Cost differunces between alternatives with spatially concentrated
 

versus more dispersed investment patterns will
investment patterns 


be reflected also by the inclusion of operating costs for infra

structure systems and costs of inter-reqional infrastructure as is
 

shown later in this paper. (See Appendix B).
 

The estimated costs and cost differences between alternatives can
 

be posicively influenced by Goverlment project and policy choices
 

which affect:
 

Selection of industrial and service investments which have
 

terms of output and employment
higher than average payoffs in 


relative to Their costs.
 

The choice of standards of service provision for housing, phy

sical and social infrastructure in different types of urban
 

areas and different locations -- aiming for better matches
 

between staidards and affordability.
 

The levels and types of subsidy associated with industrial and
 

infrastructure systems provided and the amount of the investment
 

cost recoveret 
from users of the services.
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Direct investment in employment generating activities as well
 

as physical and social infrastructure are the Major instruments
 

of national urban policy, with the first being more influential
 

in-affecting population distribution.
 

Many of the urban policy instruments, other than direct investment
 

-- are
which a"r needed -- legal and administrative instruments 


either already available or are being actively considered by the
 

Government. However, the coordinated use of these instruments
 

(as well as the direct investment instruments) requires a more
 

structured planning framework tn utilize the instruments effect

ively and a clarification of the required roles and actions of
 

national ministries and the relative roles of the national and
 

local governments.
 

Regarding Cairo, the Study Team recognized the appropriateness of
 

the government explicit policy of deconcentration of the core of
 

the city. However, the momentum of past trends, the current direct

ion of development, and the reinforcement of these trends and
 

directions by individual sectoral plans and investment allocations
 

make it difficult to achieve the purposes of the explicit policy.
 

Economic incentives, the importance of agglomeration effects on
 -

choices by business,and mobile segments of the population, and the
 

natural increase of population in major metropolitan areas all suggest
 

the likelihood of substantial continued expansion of Cairo and
 

The key policy issue is how to manage that growth,
Alexandria. 


harness the positive aspects of these regions for the achievement
 

of national development objectives, and reduce the adverse consequen

ces of their size and growth; not how to make them smaller. Efforts
 

major element in growth
to deconcentrate core areas must be a 


management.
 



C. Costing Approach used in NUPS Estimates
 

The procedure used to estimate direct investment costs for industry
 

and service output and employment.takes into account relative local
 

advantages for certain types of employment associated with its exist

ing economic structure and, 'hat the Study Team called, "growth manage

ment" costs.
 

The resource base,accessibility to product markets, experience of the
 

labor force, and degree of integraticn of economic activities differ
 

by location. Places which have relative advantages in terms of such
 

factors should be expected on average, to be able to generate output
 

and employment at lower costs than places which do not have the advanta

ges to the same degree. These are the advantages associated with the
 

existing economic structure.
 

At the same time, the ability of urban places to absorb additional
 

investment without creating new problems, bottlenecks (delays or
 

shortages) in the provision of needed materials and labor congestion,
 

dnd administrative difficulties is limited. Cost-increasing problems
 

of these types (i.e. "growth management costs") increase as the rate
 

of investment, employment, and population growth increases. There

fore, a place with initial cost advantages over other places cannot
 

absorb unlimited amounts of investment without losing its initial cost
 

advantage. Costs for each alternative suggested in the paper, there

fore, reflect both the initial cost advantages and disadvantages as
 

well as "growth management" costs l/. Population growth estimates
 

for settlements were developed for each alternative after allocating
 

job creation investment using different allocation rules for each
 

alternative.
 

The allocation rule for direct investment in Alternative A was to find
 

the employment growth rates for each settlement which resulted in the
 

least total cost for creating the target number of new urban manufacturing
 

and service Jobs. The employment targets- are derived-from the macro

economic projection. The use of this rule allocates most of the
 

1./ See Appendix C, below, for a more technical discussion of the
 
way both sets of factors were employed.
 

2/ Technically, this is the growth rate for each settlement where
 
the additional cost of creating a new job in all settlements are
 
equal and the sum of jobs creating in all settlements equals the
 
total e jobs mining, manufacturing, construction and services
 
required for each five year period (1986-90, 96-2000).
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employrlent growth to places with existing industrial bases and agglo

meration economies.
 

The allzcation rule for Bl -,,as to allocate first, only enough inves.

ment in Cairo and the Delta to support urban populations in these
 

zones of 15.0 and 7.0 million, respectively in the year 2000. Second,
 

enough investment in the Canal Zone was allocated to support 4.0 million
 

Third, the remaining direct investments to other zones
people in 2000. 


were allocated using two allocation rules. Tile first of these rules
 

was the same as for the entire allocation in Alternative A. That is,
 

This is Alterthe residual allocation was made on a least-cost basis. 


The second rule was to allocate investment on an
native B1 Efficiency. 


equal per capita basis for settlements not in Cairo, the Delta, and
 

Canal Zones. This is Alternative B1 Equity.
 

The application of these rules in B1 results in exceptionally high 

growth rates in the Canal Cities in both B1 Alternatives. Bl Efficiency 

results, also, in high grovth rates for Alexandria relative to North 

and South Upper Egypt and the remote areas. B1 Equity (as a result of 

equal per capita shares of investment) reduced the allocation to 

Alexand-a and inc'eases it to the latter areas. 

more dispersed locat-
The intent of Alternative B2 was to invest more in 


ions than either A or BI . Consequently, the allocation rule was first,
 

to invest only enough in Cairo. , Alexandria, and the Delta to support
 

respective-year 2000 populations in their urban areas of 15.2, 4.4 and
 

The remaining zones then were allocated investment in two
7.3 million. 


ways: as in Bl Efficiency and as in Bl Equity. The. resulting distributions
 

are 	B2 Efficiency and 32 Equity. The application of these rules reduces the
 

and increases growth
supportable population in the canal zone relative to Bl 


rates in North & South Upper Egypt and the Remote Areas relative to B3.
 

Alternative C was designed to emphasize the effects of forcing more
 

substantial investments into the Remote Areas and Zones away from Cairo,
 

Alexandria and the Delta. In addition to restricting investment in
 

these latter areas, investment to support jobs for a population of 1.3
 

million in the Remote Areas was allocated. The residual was allocated
 

on an equal per capita basis to the Canal, North and South Upper Egypt.
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Implied Growth rates in the Remote Areas are very high in the scenario 

and generally higher in '.Io--h and South Upper Egypt than in other alter

natives. 

The employment of the various allocation rules affects the total direct
 

job investment cost for the alternatives. These are shown in Table I.
 

TABLE I
 

S'DIRECT'JOB'INVESTMENT COST
 

BY ALTERNATIVE
 

(L.E. Millions)
 

Period
 

ALTERNATIVE 1986-90 91-95 96-2000 Total
 

A 87;423 12;826 22,'247. 43,496
 

Bl Efficiency 8,891 13,493 23,010 45,394
 

BI Equity 9,030 13,598 23,157 45,785
 

B2 Efficiency 9,134 13,236 22,268 44,638
 

B? Equity 9,239 13,360 22,475 45,074
 

C 9,531 13,620 23,051 46,202
 



The procedure for estimating housing, and intra-urban physical and 

social infrastructure costs takes into account the effects of pop

ulation size, density of settlement, and ser/ice standards on oth 

total and per capita costs. Estimates were provided for indicative
 

costs of land, housing, water, sanitation, roads, transportation,
 

solid waste, education, health and social services in various
 

combinati6ns.
 

Tables II,III, IV, V, and VI summarize the cost and population
 

variations implied by the alternatives under consideration. The alter

natives range from A (the most concentrated pattern and the least cost
 

alternative) to C (the most decentralized pattern and largest cost
 

alternative). B1 and B2 emphasize growth centers other than Cairo and
 

Alexandria in various combinations. B1 includes a major counter-magnet
 

in the Canal Region and B2 a more dispersed set of growth centers.
 

The importance of the foregoing estimates for job creation, housing,
 

and infrastructure does not rest soley upon the details of the estimates.
 

Minor modifications are unlikely to affect the major policy conclusions.
 

The analysis shows that the selection of spatial. objectives for the "New
 

Map" of Egypt is likely to have pronounced influence on the ability of
 

the Government to achieve other development objectives and, conversely,
 

that spatial objectives cannot be achieved without a strong government

wide commitment to follow-up with consistent investment plans and
 
implementation mechanisms.
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TABLE II
 

FINANCIAL COST OF ALTERNATIVES
 

1986 - 1990
 

Direct In- Cost as per-


ALTERNATIVE 


A 


B1 Efficiency 


B1 Equity 


B2 Efficiency 

B2 Equity -

A (at C standards) 


C (At A standards) 


Infrastruc- Cost as a 

ture Invest- percent of 


Total 

Investment 


Cost 


(LE Billions) 


25.7 


27.7 


29.8 


28.9 


30.7 


33.4 


28.2 


30.7 


Cost as a
 
percent of
 
Alternative
 

A
 

100
 

107.8
 

116.0
 

112.5
 

119.5
 

130.0
 

109.7
 

119.5
 

vestment
Costs 


(LE Billions) 


8.4 


8.9 


9.0 


9.1 

- 9.2 

9.5 


8.4 


9.5 


cent of Al-

ternative 


A 


100 


105.9 


107.1 


108.3 


109.5 


113.1 


100.0 


113.1 


w~ent Cost 


(LE Billions) 


17.3 


18.8 


20.8 


19.8 


21.5 


23.9 


19.8 


21.2 


Alternative 


A 


100 


108.7 


120.2 


114.5 


124.3 


138.2 


114.5 


122.5 




TABLE III
 

FINANCIAL COST OF ALTERNATIVES
 

1991-1995 

ALTERNATIVE 
Direct In- Cost as per-
vestment cent of Al-Costs ternative 

Infrastruc- Cost as a 
ture Invest- percent ofment Cost Alternative 

Total 
Investment

Cost 

Cost as a 
pkc.ent of
Alternative 

(LE Billions) A (LE Billions) A (LE Billions) A 

A 12.9 100 19.6 100 32.5 100 
BI Efficiency 13.5 104.7 22.4 114.3 35.9 110.5 

BI Equity 13.6 105.4 24.0 122.4 37.6 115.7 
B2 Efficiency 13.2 102.3 22.7 115.8 35.9 I10.5 
B2 Equity 13.4 103.9 23.5 119.9 36.9 3.5 

C 13.6 105.4 30.1 153.6 43.7 134.5 

A (at C standards) 12.9 100 21.5 110.0 34.4 105.8 
Ca(At A standards) 13.6 105.4 23.4 119.4 37.0 113.8 



TABLE IV
 

FINANCIAL COST OF ALTERNATIVES
 

1996 - 2000 

ALTERNATIVE 

Direct In- Cost as per-
vestment cent of Al-
Costs ternative 

Infrastruc- Cost as a 
ture Invest- percent of 
ment Cost Alternative 

Total 
Investment 

Cost 

Cost as a 
percent of 
Alternative 

(LE Billions) A (LE Billions) A (LE Billions) A 

A 22.2 100 22.8 100 45.0 100 

BI Efficiency 23.0 103.6 26.6 116.7 49.6 110.2 

B1 Equity 23.2 104.5 28.0 122.8 51.2 113.8 

B2 Efficiency 22.3 100.5 26.5 116.2 48.8 108.4 

B2 Equity 22.5 101.4 28.8 126.3 51.3 114.0 

C 23.1 104.1 33.6 147.4 56.7 126.0 

A (at C standards) 22.2 100 24.9 109.2 47.1 104.7 

C'(At A standards) 23.1 104.1 28.1 123.2 51.2 113.8 



TABLE V
 

FINANCIAL COST OF ALTERNATIVES
 

1986 - 2000 

ALTERNATIVE 
Direct In- Cost as per-
vestment cent of Al-
Costs ternative 

Infrastruc- Cost as a 
ture Invest- percent of 
ment Cost Alternative 

Total 
Investment 

Cost 

Cost as a 
percent of 
Alternative 

(LE Billions) A (LE Billions) A (LE Billions) A 

A 143.5100 59.7 100 103.2 100 

B1 Efficiency 45.4 103.5 67.9 113.7 113.3 109.8 

B1 Equity 45.8 105.3 72.8 121.9 118.6 114.9 

B2 Efficiency 44.6 102.5 69.0 115.6 113.6 110.1 

B2 Equity 45.1 103.7 73.9 123.8 119.0 115.3 

C 46.2 106.2 F 85.2 142.7 131.4 127.3 

A (at C standards) 

C0(At A standards) 

43.5J46.2 

100 

106.2 

66.4 

72.8 

111.2 

121.9 

109.9 106.5J.119.0115.3 



TABLE VI a
 

KEY FEATURES OF ALTERNATIVE A (Direct investment costs)
 

1986-2000 INVESTMENT COST
 

ZONE COAM1ENTS 	 2000 1986 - 2000 Average Cost Total Cost
 
Pop. Emp.Change Per Job L.E.
 

(000) 	 Million
 

Cairo Expansion at slightly above-trend growth
 
rates; infill in Greater Cairo; fringe
 
expansion on East-West corridors; non
fringe settlements and new intra-region
al infrastructure 	 16419 3714 6438 23909
 

Alexandria Emphasis on Alexandria Metropolitan Re
to higher densities, New
 gion, infill 


Ameriya development. 5778 1469 6274 9217
 

Canal Expansion of Canal Cities below currer;t
 
master plan estimates but with some in
migration, especially in Suez. 1577 	 289 6581 1902
 

Delta Within boundary population growth in
 
Tanta, 14ahalla and Dameitta, possibly
 
as regional service centers: within
 
boundary expansion of cities near Cairo
 
region (Benha and Qalyub), and near
 
Alexandria (Kafr El Dawar). 5175 	 982 6470 6354
 

North Upper Greater expansion in Fayoum, but moder-

Egypt ate expansion in all cities. 849 93 6959 682
 

South Upper Emphasis on growth in Aswan, followed by
 
Egypt Qena/Naga-Hiamadi, 1581 189 6926 1309
 

Remote Areas No major expansion in these zones. 270 23 	 7174 16.
 

Total 	 31649 6764 6437 4?5'd
 



SUIARY OF INFRASTRUCTURE IN SETTLEMENT ALTERNATIVE A 1986-2000
 

SETTLEMENT ZONE 


GREATER CAIRO 


ALEXANDRIA 

CANAL 

DELTA 


NORTH UPPER EGYPT 


SOUTH UPPER EGYPT 


REMOrE AREAS 


TOTAL 

TOTAL COSTS 

L.E. 

(MILLIONS) 


15,679 


9,944 

2,492 

8,442 


1,675 


1,443 


772 


40,447 

PER CAPITA
 
COSTS
 
(L.E.) 


378 


700 

611 

634 


718 


334 


1,022 


504 

DESCRIPTION
 

Large expansion of population results in lz. je requirement for 
new infrastructure. Thus zone Total costs are high. Water 
and sewerage at Greater Cairo masterplan standardt_. Other physical 
and social infrastructure improved to medium high standards. 
Housing increased to 125% of National iousing Plan standards. 

Emphasis on infill of Alexandria Metropolitin iaion results in 
large requirement for new infrastructure. lligjhqr 1),,r copita costs 
due to high costs of Alexandria masterplan sLadodrds for water and 
sewerage. Other standards similar to GreaLer C-iro 

Reduced S.owth rates result in lower infrastrucLure requirements. 
Water and Sewerage standards maintain existinj stondards which are 
higher than national urban average standards. Other infrastructure 
similar to Greater Cairo, but housing at lational Housing Plan 
standards.
 
Growth of all settlements within boundaries resulting in extremely high
 
gross densities in Zagazig, Damanhour & Kdfr El [awar. Higher existing 
standards in Tanta & Mansoura maintained, standards of other settlements 
improved to national urban average or maintained at existing levels. 

Fayoum, Beni Suef and flinia at standards similar t.o Canal Cities, 
but water and sewerage improved to lower target standards for 
provincial cities.
 

Aswan, Qena and Naga Hamadi at standards similar to growth centers 
in North Upper Egypt. Other settlements at standards improved to 
national urban average standards or maintained at existing levels. 

Low growth rates do not require large investments in new infra
structure. Although standards are at national urhan average 
standards, per capita costs are high due to low grioss densities 
and higher unit construction costs. 

Emphasis on deLoncentration of major !ietropolitat areas. Thus
standards in Greater Cairo and Alexandria zone new towns and satelittes 
are high.
 

I 



TABLE VI b
 

KEY FEATURES OF ALTERNATIVE B1 EFFICIENCY (Direct Investment costs)
 

1986-2000 INVESTMEIT COSTS
 

ZONE COMMENTS 2000 

Pop. 


Cairo 	 Expansion of Cairo above natural increase
 
rates; maximum encouragement of out-migra
tion and migration diversion to Canal Re
gion; requires 	all elements of infill,
 
fringe and new 	settlement development. 14999 


Alexandria 	 Major development for expanded metropoli
tan role but at lower growth rate than
 
Alternative A. 	 5258 


Canal 	 Expansion of Suez as new major metropoli
tan center, expansion of corridors plus

new satellite development on both sides
 
of Canal; expansion of all three citics
 
over current plan; very high growth rates
 
in all cities. 	 3999 


Delta 	 Same as Alternative A except that more
 
out-migration is expected. 4864 


North Upper Emphasis on Fayoum as in Alternative A;
 
Egy;t lower growth rates for all cities than
 

in Alternative A. 795 


South Upper Emphasis on Aswan, Qena/Naga Hamadi as
 
Egypt regional centers; lower growth rates
 

for all cities than in Alternative A. 1482 


Remote Areas No major expansion in these zones. 253 


Total I 31650 


1986 - 2000 
Emp.Change 

(000)
 

2947 


1133 


1661 


823 


62 


128 


12 


6766 


Average Cost Total Cos 
Per Job (LE Millic) 

6218 18323 

5848 6626 

8368 13899 

6345 5222 

6548 406 

6547 838 

6667 80 

6709 45394 



SUMM1ARY OF INFRACTRUCTURE IN SETTLEMENT ALTERNATIVE BI EFFICIENCY
 

SETTLEMENT ZONE 


GREATER CAIRO 


ALEXANDRIA 


CANAL 

DELTA 

NORTH UPPER EGYPT 

SOUTH UPPER EGYPT 


REMOTE AREAS 


TOTALS 

TOTAL COSTS 

L.E. 


(MILLIONS) 


12,358 


7,809 


16,964 

7,920 

1,459 

1,308 


661 


48,479 


PER CAPITA
 
COSTS
 
(L.E.) 


318 


57C 


2,108 

621 

644 

311 


900 


600 


(1986-2000)
 

DESCRIPTION
 

Reduction in new population results in lower per capita costs than A due
 
to less need for new infrastructure. Water and sewerage at masterplan 
standards. Other physical and social infrastructure at medium standards. 
Housing reduced to National Housing Plan standards. 

Increase in new population plus higher costs of water and sewerage -esult
 
in high per capita costs than Greater Cairo Zone. Wlaer and seweraile at
Alexandria masterplan standards. Other infrastructure similar to 
Greater Cairo.
 

Major emphasis on growth in Canal Cities resuilts in large requirements
 
for new infrastructure. Standards are high (at Canal Cities masterplan
standards or Sadat City masterplan standards) to ilduce growth especially
in the counter magnet.
 

Reduced population lowers infrastructure requirements. Tanta and 
Mlansoura developed into regional service centers emphasizing vertical
expansion. Other settlements have standards which maintain existing
physical infrastructural standards but improve hualth aid education 
standards. Due to reduced pcpulation growth, rehabilitation of existing 
stock contributes to per capita costs.
 

Fayoum, Beni Suef and Minia at stanidards higher than other secondary
cities, but lower than Canal Cities. Costs remain high due to regional 
construction cost differences.
 

Low per capita costs result from reduced infrastructure requirements due 
to reduced growth rates. Aswan, Qena and Naga lHamadi at standards higher 
than other secondary cities, but lower than Canal Cities. Secondary 
cities at standards which maintain existing infrastructure standards.
 

Standards bring infrastructure to national urban average standards or
 
maintain existing standards. High per capita costs due to higher

construction costs in remote regions.
 

Settlements with horiaontal expansion potential allowed to e'xpand bound
aries when gross densities of 300 persons/hectare are reached, 



TABLE VI c 

KEY FEATURES OF ALTERNATIVE Bi EQUITY (Direct investment costs) 

1986-2000 INVESTMENT COST 

ZONE 

Cairo 

Alexandria 

Canal 

CO*IENTS 

Same as Alternative BI Efficiency 

Slower population growth than Alternative 
BI Efficiency Governorate population
twenty percent below Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative BI Efficiency. 

2000 
Pop. 

15001 

4630 

3999 

1986 - 2000 
Enp.Change 

(000) 

2947 

811 

1661 

Average Cost Total 
Per Job Cost 

(LE Million) 

6,216 18319 

5,641 4575 

8,368 13899 

Delta Same total population as Alternative BI 
Effici.ncy; balanced population growth
-inall cities. 4869 823 6,501 5350 

C: 

North Upper 
Egypt 

South Upper 

Egypt 

Higher population growth rates than 
Alternative BI Efficiency; balanced 
growth in all-cities, 

Same as North Upper Egypt 

999 

1813 

167-

293 

6,904 

6,933 

1153 

2066 

Remote :* 
Areas 

Balanced growth in all areas at near 
natural rate of population increase. 341 58 7,259 421 

Total 31652. 6765 6,768 45783 



SUMMARY OF INFRASTRUCTURE IN SETTLEMENT ALTERNATIVE BI (Equity)
 

SETTLEMENT ZONE 


GREATER CAIRO 


ALEXANDRIA 


CANAL 


DELTA 


NORTH UPPER EGYPT 


SOUTH UPPER EGYPT 


REMOTE REGIONS 

TOTAL 


TOTAL COSTS 

L.E. 

(MILLIONS) 


12,238 

5,972 


17,437 


9,360 


2,502 


2,208 


1,763 

52,180 


PER CAPITA
 
COSTS
 
(L.E.) 


332 


486 


2,203 


737 


943 


459 

1,972 

648 


(1986-2000)
 

DESCRIPTION
 

Growth rates and standards similar to 
B (Efficiency) 

Standards are similar to B1 
(Efficiency), however reduced population

growth rate lowers requirements for new infrastructure thus reducing
 
per capita costs.
 

Standards similar to B 
(Efficiency).
 

Tanta and Mansoura develuped into regional service centers 
 as in

B1 (Efficiency). Although all growth occurs within settlementboundaries, standards are 
improved to level of 
 non-Canal Cities
growth centers in B1 (Efficiency) to increase inter-regional equity.
 
All settlements at standards similar to BI (Efficiency). Increased

population growth rates results 
in higher per capita costs due to
increased infrastructure requirements and regional cost variations.
 
All settlements have standards similar 
to Aswan, Qean and Naga Hamadi 
in BI (Efficiency). 
As in North Upper Egypt, increased populationgrowth rates increases demand for new infrastructure. Per capita costsare lower than North Upper Egpyt due to lower construction costs inQena and Aswan where most growth occurs. 
Standards are similar to North and South Upper Egypt settlements. 
Per Capita costs are higher due to lower gross densities and higher
regional construction costs.
 
Standards of all settlements at levels proposed for North and South
 
Upper Egypt growth centers 
(except Greater Cairo, Alexandria and
the Canal Cities) to improve inter-regional equity. Settlements with
horizontal expansion potential allowed to expand onto non-arable landwhen gross densities reach 300 persons/hectare. 



TABLE VI d 

KEY FEATURES OF ALTERNATIVE B2 EFFICIENCY (Direct investment costs) 

1986-2000 INVESTMENT COST 

ZONE COMENTS 2000 
Pop. 

1986 - 2000 
Emp.Change 

Average Cost 
Per Job 

Total 
-Cost 

(000) (LE Millio 
Cairo Similar to Alternative BI 15000 2956 6232 18422 
Alexandria Similar to Alternative B2 4399 721 5692 4104 
Canal Development at about current plan levels 2165 597 7246 4326 
Delta Same as Alternative B1 Equity 4861 811 6449 5230 

North Upper 
Egypt 

Similar to Alternative B2 Efficiency 
although growth among cities is morebalanced. 1398 384 7583 2912 

South Upper
Egypt Same as North Upper Egypt 2525 682 7554 5152 

Remote Areas Expansion of Red Sea to population targets
in Red Sea governorate plan (700,000); 
Western Desert expansions at Gharga,
Dakla, Ferafra, and Beheira Oases (300,000);
Expansion of Northwest Coast and Sinai(300,000). 1300 614 9886 6070 

Total 31648 6765 6832 46216 



TABLE VI d (cont.) 

KEY FEATURES OF ALTERNATIVE B2 EFFICIENCY (Direct investment costs) 

CONT'D 

ZONE COMENTS 2000 
Pop. 

1986 - 2000 
Emp.Chanoe 

'000) 

Average Cost Total 
Per Job -Cost 

(LE Millio 

Remote Areas Partial implementation of Red Sea Gover
norate Plan to expand Ghardaka, Safaga,
And Ras Gharib to 157,000. Expansion of 
Western Desert cities to serve agriculture.
Expansion of urban areas in Northwest 
Coast and Sinai. 438 112 7714 864 

Total 31645 6756 6609 44650 



CU[IMARY OF INFRASTRUCTURE IN SETTLEMENT ALTERNATIVE B? (Efficiency)
 

(1986-2000)
 

TOTAL COSTS PER CAPITA
SETTLEMENT ZONE 

L.E. 	 COSTS
 
(MILLIONS) (L.E.) 	 DESCRIPTION
 

345 With the exception of water and sewerage standards wiich are the GREATER CAIRO 13,531 	 same
same as other alternatives, Greater Cairo standards are the 

as non-Canal growth centers to encourage growth outside Greater 
Cairo. Slightly higher growth rate- than Bl contribute to higher 
per capita costs.
 

rates and an em phasis on concentration in495 Reduced population growthALEXANDRIA 	 5,795 

result in lower per capita costs. Water and
the metropolitan area 


sewerage at Alexandria masterplan costs increase per capita costs 
higher than Greater Cairo costs, otherwise standards are the same 
as Greater Cairo. 

8,445 1,446 Housing and ljhysical infrastructure are lower thln BI , resulting
CANAL 

in per capita costs. 

Tanta and Mansoura developed into regional service centers. Other

DELTA 	 8,937 679 

Settlements at standards similar to BI (Efficiency). Higher popu

lation growth rates result in higher gross densities as settlements
 
are constrained to existing boundaries, but lower per capita costs.
 

NORTH UPPER EGYPT 4,788 1,45S 	 Due to growth center emphasis, Fayoum, Beni Suef and Minia higher
 
standards than Bl , which except for water aid sewerage are at the
 
same level as Greater Cairo and Alexandria. 

UPPER EGYPT 3,960 658 Assiut, Qena, Naga Hamadi, and Aswan are developed into growthSOUTH 
centers and have standards similar to Greater Cairo. Other 
settlements have standards similar to BI (Efficiency). Larger
 

number of non-growth center settlements and reduced regional 
construction costs in Qena and Aswan.
 

Higher growth rates result in hiqher demand for infrasti.=ture whichREMOTE AREAS 	 2,133 2,014 
increase per capita costs even though standards are similar to B 
(Efficiency).
 

Emphasis on improved standards in growth centers. Horizontal expansionTOTALS 	 47,589 593 

onto non-arable land when gross densities of 300 persons/hectare are 

reached. 



TABLE VI e
 

KEY FEATURES OF ALTERNATIVE B2 EQUITY (Direct investment costs)
 

1986-2000 IIIVESTIENT COST 

ZONE COMMENTS 2000 
Pop. 

1986 - 2000 
Emp.Change 

(000) 

Average Cost Total 
Per Job Cost 

(LE Million 

Cairo Same as Alternative B2 Efficiency 15200 3058 6258 19137 

Alexandria Same as Alternative B2 Efficiency 4400 725 5739 4161 

Canal Slower population growth than B2 Effi
ciency 2342 697 7241 5047 

Delta Same total population as Alternative B2 
Efficiency; balanced population growth 
in all cities. 5113 967 6829 6604 

North Upper 
Egypt 

Higher population growth than Alternat
ive B2 Efficiency; otherwise similar toit. 1456 420 7669 3221 

Suuth Upper Same as North Upper Egypt. 2639 753 7652 5762 

Egypt 

Remote Areas Higher population growth than Alternative 
B Efficiency; otherwise similar to it. 502 147 7966 1171 

Total 31652 6767 6664 45103 



SUMMARY OF INFRASTRUCTURE IN SETTLEMENT ALTERNATIVE B? (Equity)
 

SETTLEMENT ZONE 


GREATER CAIRO 


ALEXANDRIA 


CANAL 


DELTA 


NORTH UPPER EGYPT 


SOUTH UPPER EGYPT 


REMOTE AREAS 


TOTALS 


TOTAL COSTS 


L.E. 

(MILLIONS) 


13,772 


5,880 


8,127 


11,897 


4,886 


5,538 


3,392 


53,492 

PER CAPITA 


COSTS
 
(L.E.) 


351 


502 


1,542 


892 


1,465 


861 


2,777 


666 


(1986-2000)
 

DESCRIPTION
 

Standarcs and population growth rates similar to B2 (Efficiency)
 

Standards similar to B2 (Efficiency)
 

Standards are similar to Bl (Equity) wh'ch resulLs in higher per 
capita costs than B2 (Efficiency). However per capita costs are 
lower in B2 (Equity) than Bl (Equity) because reduced population 
growth rates (especially in the countermagnet) ruduce demand for 
new infrastructure. 

Tanta and Mansoura developed into regional service centers at 
standards of Bl. Other settlements at some standards as Bl(Equity) 
to improve inter-regional equity. 

Standards the same as B2 (Efficiency).
 

Standards in Assiut, Naga Hamadi, Qena and Aswan similar to standarcs
 
of Greater Cairo due to emphasis on growt centers. Other Settlemelit:
 
have standards similar to B1 (Equity), i.e., emphasis on improving
 
social and physical infrastructure and housing at National Housing
 
Plan standards.
 

Standards are similar to the non-growth center settlements in North
 
and South Upper Egypt. Increased, population orowth rates result
 
in higher demand for infrastructure which in oddit.ion to low gross

densities and regional construction cost dift.erencu- increase per
 
capita costs.
 

Emphasis is on growth centers, however secondary settlements have 
infrastructure service levels improved over 11 (Efficiency).2 

Horizontal expansion onto non-arable land after settlement gross
 
densities'exceed 300 persons per hectare.
 



TABLE VI f 

KEY FEATURES OF ALTERNATIVE C (Direct investment costs) 

1986-2000 INVESTMENT COST 

ZONE 

__________(000) 

COMMENTS 200'C 
Pop. 

1986 - 2000 
Emp.Change 

-Avera.ge Cost 
Per Job 

Total 
-Cost 

(LE Million 

Cairo Population growth rate slightly above 
Alternative BI; otherwise similar to 
Alternative Bl. 15200 3054 6256 19106 

Alexandria Population growth rate near rate of 
natural increase. More emphasis on 
regional economic links and less on 
national economic links than either 
Alternative A or Alternative BI Efr 
ficiency. Similar to Alternative Bl 
Equity. 4400 724 5721 4142 

Canal Expansion beyond current plan population 
levels. A major development zone in 
Lower Egypt but on a smaller scale than 
Alternative Bi. 2596 832 7320 6090 

Delta Essentially the same as Alternative A. 5111 965 6510 6282 

North Upper 
Egypt 

Expansion of all four cities, creation 
of majo," new centers at Fayoum and east 
bank of Nile at Beni Suef. 1374 376 7593 2855 

South Upper 
Egypt 

Large and fairly balanced expansion of 
all cities; leading regional cities to 
be Aswian and Qena/Naga-Hamadi. 2526 693 7664 5311 



SUMfARY OF INFRASTRUCTURE IN SETTLEMENT ALTERNATIVE C
 

SETTLEMENT ZONE 


GREATER CAIRO 


ALEXANDRIA 


CANAL 


DELTA 


NORTH UPPER EGYPT 


SOUTH UPPER EGYPT 

REMOTE AREAS 

TOTAL 


*TOTAL COSTS 

L.E. 

(MILLIONS) 


13,229 


5,842 


8,345 


10,624 


5,841 


4,965 

11,955 

60,441 


PER CAPITA
 
COSTS
 
(L.E.) 


341 


499 


1,616 


830 


1,637 


.821 

5,106 

749 


1986-2000
 

DESCRIPTION
 

No chanje in standards from B2. However, reduced population growth
 
rates result in less demand for new infrastructure and lower per

capita. costs.
 

No change from B2.
 

Standards similar to B2 (Equity), however reduced population growth 
rates reduce per capita costs due to lessened demand for new 
infrastructure.
 

Tanta and Mansoura standards similat co B2 , other settlements 
have standards similar to Greater Cairo except for water and seweragu
 
which are lower than Greater Cairo.
 

Fayoum, Beni Suef, and Minia have water and sewerage standards which 
are similar to the Canal Cities. Other infrastr-ucture is similar 
to B2 except that housing standards have been incruased 50 percent. 

N and 
Upper Egypt Vrowth centers. Other settlements Live high standards 
similar to Greater Cairo and Alexandria. 

Assi,, t , ilaga Hamadi, Aswan have standards similar to North 

Standards are similar to Greater Cairo-and Alexandria except for 
water and sewerage which are at Canal Cities standards. High percapita costs result from low densities and high rugional construction 
costs.
 

Decentralization is encouraged throuqh providing mst settlements with 
standards which are roughly equivalent to or higher than Greater Cairo & 
Alexandria standards. Higher per capita costs result from higher
standards and regional construction cost variations. Settlements
with horizontal expansion potential onto non-arable land allowed 
to expand boundares with gross densities reach 300 persons per hectare. 



III. Evaluation of the Alternatives 

A. Desicn Features of Performance -&Associated Imolications 

The varitus alternati.'es ,ere designea to illustrate the settle

ment implications of emphasizing various national objectives or 

elements of the current urbanizaticn strategy. Not surprisirngly, 

the,-efore, the alternatives vary systematically on scme signifi

cant evaluation criteria by design. These are shown in Table VII 

below, repeated from the First Round Alternatives Report. 

TABLE VII 

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA BY ALTERNATIVE 

Criteria A, B2 

(Efficiency) (Equity) (Efficiency) (Equity) 

1. Least Direct Cost 
Per Job. 1. 2 3 4 5 6 

2. Least Total. Cost 
(including Infra
stucture) 3 4 2 5 6 

3. More Equitable. 
Provision ofUrban 
Services 

-

6 5 4 3 2 

4. More Regional Equal
ity in the Share of 
Industrial Employment 6 5 4 3 2 

5. Reducing Population 
Growth in the Delta 6 1-2 1-2 3-4-5 3-4-5 3-4-5 

6. Reducing Population 
Growth in Cairo 6 2-3 2-3 4-5 4-5 



The 	generation of alternative scenarios hcwever, that have the perform

ance characteristics cited above carry a number of other implications
which deserve highlichting since ttey affect the feasibility of achieving 

the populaticn distributions and, therefore, their riskiness as "pure" 

opticns. The most irportant of these are: 

1) 	all alternatives except A, have lower growth rates for Cairo than 

the NUPS team believe are achievable under any otherwise acceptable 

urban strategy. 

2) 	the implied growth rate for Alexandria in Alternative A will be difficult
 

to achieve given physical characteristics of the area and the necessity
 

to choose to sacrifice old agricultural lands, low density resort areas
 

or newly reclaimed land to urbanization;
 

3) 	the growth rates for Canal Zone cities in 21 are extremely high (relative
 

to both their recent experience and national norms). Achievement of
 

these rates of growth may not be possible on a sustained b :is and the
 

attempt to achieve them would require so much investment and attention
 

of all relevant min:stries that other important areas and sectoral
 

initiatives would be adversely affected;
 

4) 	implied growth rates for North and South Upper Egypt in both B2 and C
 

alternatives require for their achievement very substantial changes
 

in their past patterns of growth (with a few isolated exceptions -

such as Aswan during High Dam development). In practice, it would
 

be extremely difficult to identify enough economically attrative
 

investments in these.zones to use the allocecion effectively. Alter

natively, the actual project costs -- if lower payoff projects become
 

a significant portion of the actual choices made -- could be consider

ably higher than our e. mates;
 

5) 	the growth rates for the . "te Areas implied.especially in C but 

also in B2 appear to be larger than sustainable. Richard Meier
 

suggests that all of the remote areas can be expected to be able to
 

attract and support no more than about 1-2% of the expected urban growth
 



by the year 2C00 1/. An approach to Remote Area settlement ',hich 
atzempted to achieve grc,,,th razes at levels indicatcd in 2p and C 
would have a hi,;h risk of failure and could rzsult in ubs. tantial 
waste of scarce investment funds.
 

6) under any realistic scenario, Cairo and Alexandria should be expect
ed to absorb a major [jorticn of the additional urban population. 
Attempts to hold the Cairo metropolitan regions below 16 million
 
by the year 2000 are unlikely to work and would have a severe impact
 
on other settlementsas,well as 
on national development.
 

B. 	Other Evaluation Criteria
 

The 	 performance characteristics shown in Table VII are essentially deriva
ble from the design of the alternatives and the key principles they are 
meant to illustrate. These design characteristics and the costs associa
ted with them are a primary basis for evaluation. By themselves however, 
they do not 	provide a sufficient sense of how the alternatives might work 
in practice -- as pure alternatives 
-- or how well they are likely to
 
perform on other legitimate criteria. 
It is, of course, extremely difficult
 
to anticipate with assurance the performance of the strategies in practice
 
because of inherent uncertainties and because the performance will depend
 

upon many factors other than the soatial orientation of the strategies.-


Nevertheless, the NUPS team 
 provides for ACR consideration the
 
results of an effort to systematically tap the professional judgement
 
of the team about how the alternatives might perform on a variety of
 
measures. 
 To develop this information, the professional staff was 
requested to score each alternative on a scale of 1 (bes.t) to 10 (worst) 
for tw.enty one criteria based upon their knowledge of the Egyptian urban 
system, the characteristics of the alternatives, and their professional 
knowledge about urban policy.
 

l/ 	R.L. Meier, "Urban Settlement in the Remote Areas of Egypt: 
 The 	Role
 
of New Technologies (NUPS Occasional Working Paper, August, 1981 p.2)
 

.. 	Other factors of considerable importance are sectoral and management
 
policies which might be adopted.
 



The results of this effort are reported here in numerical form -

although the ACR is advised that they represent the informed judge

ments of the staff rather than precise quantitative measurement of
 

expected outccomes.
 

The perfcr-iance criteria used have been grouped into four general
 

.categories;
 

1. Social Effectiveiess
 

2. Economic Efficiency
 

3. Management & Implementation, and
 

4. Risk Elements.
 

The six alternatives presented in the First Round Alternatives 1-orking
 

Paper are not expected to perform equally well on all of these categories
 

of performance criteria. On the basis of average scores, the best
 

performers on each set are:
 

Best Second Best
 

• Soci'al Effectiveness : B2 Efficiency A
 

Economic Efficiency A B1 Efficiency
 

Management & Implemen-

B2 Efficiency
tation A 


Least Anticipated Risk A B2 Efficiency
 
& Bl Efficiency
 

All Criteria Combined: A B2 Efficiency
 

These results coupled with the results derived from the design consider

atloris of the alternatives suggest the outlines of the recommended
 

"preferred" spatial strategy -- namely, the linking of some of the
 

desirable social characteristics of B? Efficiency and the positive
 

ecot,-c characteristics of Bl, with the desirable economic, managerment
 

and implementation, and low risk characteristics of A.
 

Social effectiveness criteria considered in the evaluation and the
 

average scores assigned by the study team are shown in Table VII .
 

B? Efficiency -- with its regional decentralization features -- has
 

the lowest average ranking, but is closely followed by Alternative A.
 



TABLE VIII
 
I/


SOCIAL EFFECTIVENESS CRITERIA

(Lower Numerical Values are Better)
 

ALTERNATIVE
 
A BI Eff. B2Eff. B2 Eq. C
CRITERION 	 Avg. Avg. Avg. 
 Avg. Avg. Avg. Avg. Avg. Avg. Avg. Avg. Avg.
Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score 
Rank
 

1; Likely Contribution to Inter
regional Equity. 	 1.S 4,1. 7.1 .5.6 5.7 3.1 4,3 2.5 
 3.1 1.9 4.1 3.0
 

2. 	 Likely Contribution to Inter
personal Equity. 	 2.1 1.4 4.8 3.4 
 4.6 3.4 3.7 2.7 5.0 4.1 8.1 6.0
 

3. 	Minimizing Social Costs (e.g.
congestion and over crowding). 4.4 3.5 4.4 2.9 4.0 3.2 2.3 2.2 3.4 3.7 4.0 5.4
 

4. 	 Least Social Disruption: main
tenance of Family and Cultural

ties. 
 6.5 4.6 
 6.2 3.7 6.0 4.3 3.5 2.0 3.8 2.1 4.7 4.0
 

5. 	 Ability to absorb additional
 
urban population at acceptable

service levels. 2.0 1.3 5.9 4.0 5.3 3.4 5.7
4.8 3.4 4.4 3.0 8.3 


6. 	 Minimum Intrusion on Arable
 
Land 4.0 3.1 2.2 1.4 3.5 2.4 
 5.8 4.3 6.8 5.2 6.3 4.6
 

Social Effectiveness Average 4.0 3.0 5.1 3.5 4.8 3.3 4.1 2.8 
 4.4 3,3 5.9 4.8
 

_ 
 Numerical Values are shown to help provide a sense of the relative differenced among alternatives as judged by

NUPS 	professional staff. 
Judgements of others may differ ;r individual criteria may be weighted differently than_
the equal weighting used to derive the average values. There is no technical or scientific basis for adopting a
particular weighting system. Average scores and average ranks are both shown in this table. 
 In the procedure
used 	an alternative could be assigned a score of 1 to 10, with a score of I best and 10 worst. 
The numerical
values of the scores are a rough guide to not only which alternatives rank highest but how great the differences are among them. 
The average rank is simply the sum of the ranks assigned by all evaluation staff divided by their
 
number.
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Criteria relat2d to econcmic efficiency and their average sccres are 
shown in Table IX. Alternative A --with its emphasis cn least-cost 
allocations and exploitation of the economic potential of major Egyptian
 
cities -- is expected to perform best on these criteria. 
Alternative A isjudged, also, to be the alternative which poses the
 
least difficulties from a management and implementation point of view -
although they are formidable under any alternative. These criteria and
 
the average scores are shown inTable IX.
 

Because of its expected performance on economic efficiency,
 
managem- itand implementation grounds and the population and economic
 
context inwhich urban policy choices must be made over the next decades;
 
alternative A is judged to be the least risky choice among the pure
 
alternatives. The risk criteria considered and the average scores are
 
shown in Table Xi.
 

The second-best "pure" alternative to A on the above three sets of
 
criteria are B1 Efficiency (on economic and risk grounds) and B2
 
Efficiency (on management and implementation grounds). B1 Efficiency
 
is designed to capitalize on the current and future economic potential
 
of the Canal cities as Egypt becomes more industrialized and inter
national links are expanded, which helps explain its appeal on economic
 
and least-risk criteria. Itdoes less well, however, on management and
 
impTementation criteria than the more broadly based decentralization.
 
alternative, B2 Efficiency, in gcod part because of the necessity to
 
focus a very substantial share of available investment and managerial
 
effort on one zone. This in turn could create shortfalls elsC,.-here
 
and limit the government's ability to change spatial, sectoral and
 
project priorities over time as circumstances change.
 



CRITERION 


1. Economic Efficiency (Economic
 
Growth at Least Cost) 


2. Encouragement of Private Invest
ment. 


3. Ability to attract Foreign 

Assistance 

4. Reduce Likelihood of Severe
 
Unemployment 

Economic Efficiency
 
Average 


I/
 
See Footnote Table VIII.
 

TABLE IX 

ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY CRITERIA'
 

ALTERNATIVE
 

A B1 Eff. BI Eq. B2 Eff. 

Avg. Avg. Avg. Avg. Avg.--g. Avg. Avg. 

Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank 


1.3 1.0 2.9 2.1 4.4 3.3 4.3 3.6 


1.7 1.1 2.6 1.9 4.6 3.2 5.0 3.8 

3.3 2.6 3.2 2.5 4.9 3.8 3.8 2.4 

2.2 1.4 3.3 2.3 5.0 3.2 5.3 3.2 

2.1 1.5 3.1 2.2 4.7 3.4 4.6 3.2 


B2 Eq. 

Avg. _A. 

Score Rank 


7.1 5.0 


6.7 5.0 


5.0 3.8 

6.5 4.4 

6.7 4.6 


Avg. 

Score 


9.4 


9.0 


8.1 

7.8 

8.6 


C
 
Avg.
 
Rank
 

6.0
 

6.0
 

k
 

5.9 

6.0 

6.0 



TABLE X 

MANAGEMENT& IMPLEMENTATION CRITERIA 1' 

ALTERNATIVE 

CRITERION A 
Avg. Avg. 
Score Rank 

Dl Eff. 
Avg.---g 
Score Rank 

Bl Eq. 
Avg.Avg. 
Score Rank 

B2 Eff. 
Av-g.-Avg. 
Score Rank 

B2 Eq. 
Avg.-Fg. 

Scroe Rank 

C 
Avg. Avg. 
Score 'nlrdI 

1. Minimization of Administrative 

Cost 2.0 1.4 4.1 2.6 5.3 4.1 4.8 3.0 6.6 4.1 9.4 5.9 

2. Flexibility overtime to alter; 
a. Spatial Priorities 
b. Sectoral Priorities 
c. Project Mix. 

3.0 
1.8 
2.7 

2.1 
1.3 
2.4 

5.9 
4.2 
3.7 

4.4 
2.8 
3.9 

5.6 
3.9 
6.0 

4.5 
3.7, 
4.0 

3.0 
5.0 
3.5 

2.0 
3.3 
2.4 

4.1 
5.7 
4.4 

2.6 
4.5 
3.4 

7.1 
8.6 
7.4 

5.2 
6.0 
5.5 

3. Ability to Sustain ImpliedSettlement Growth Rates 1.7 1.1. 4.8 3.6 6.7 4.0 4.3 2.9 5.0 3.4 8.5 6.0 

Management and Implementation
Average 2.2 1.7 4-5 3.5 5.5 4.0 4.1 2.8 5.2 3.6 8.2 5.7 

1_/ See Footnote Table VIII. 



TABLE XI 

RISK CRITERIA' 

ALTERNATIVE 
CRITERION 

A Bi Eff. B Eq. B2 Eff. B2 Eq. C 
Avg.-Avg. Avg.A-vg. Avg. Avg. Avg. Avg. Avg. Avg. Avg. Avg. 

Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank 

1. Risk of Exceeding Financial 
Constraints 1.6 1.1 4.4 3.1 5.6 4.1 4.8 2.5 6.6 4.3 9.6 5.9 

2. Risk of Exceeding Real Resource 
Constraint. 1.9 1.0 4.4 2.9 6.0 3.6 5.3 3.1 6.5 4.5 9.7 6.0 

3. Risk of Exceeding Management 
Constraint 2.1 1.3 4.4 2.2 5.4 3.4 5.0 3.4 6.7 4.4 9.3 6.0 

4. Risk Environmental Damage 7.3 5.1 4.3 3.1" 4.2 2.9 4.2 2.8 5.0 3.4 4.5 3.4 

Risk Criteria Average 3.2 2.1 4.4 2.9 5.3 3.5 4.8 3.0 6.2 4.2 8.3 5.3 

/ 
See Footnote Table VIII. 



C. Summary of Evaluation-"
 

Urban policy makers in Egypt, need to plan for continuing high 

rates of population grcwth and increased urbanization. Both 

factcrs will increase tihe demand for urban jcbs, hcusing, and 

services -- and in-rease the investment required -o meet this 

demand. It is less certain that the rate of economic grcwth 

and the share of that grcwth which is saved (and thus available 

for investment) will keep pace with population requirements. 

This creates two major implications for the evaluation of 

alternative urban policy choices. First, the spatial priori

ties established should tilt in the direction of efficiency in 

generating addition output and jobs (that is,lower cost alterna

tives) and second, the spatial and sectural priorities should be 

based upon the principle of conserving public investment. 

Both efficiency considerations and conservation of public invest

ment suggest that places with established economic advantages and
 

high future potential should be given priority over major efforts
 

to establish a sufficient population and economic base for self

sustaining growth in places which do not have existing economic
 

advantages.
 

The design performance characteristics and costs of the Alterna

tives plus the more judgemental evaluation of the alternatives
 

provided in this chapter suggest that Alternative A meets these
 

criteria better than any other "pure" alternative. The evalua

tion also shows, however, that Alternative A is not likely to
 

perform as well on social criteria as would be desirable in a
 

national urban policy. Alternative Bl is almost as attractive
 

economically as A and could be made more attractive by phasinr
 

the major expansion of Suez over a longer time period than between
 

now and 2000. Thus the beginning of a needed decentralization to
 

selected Upper Egypt urban areas could occur during this period.
 

Additional funds required to achieve the very high growth rates
 

See Appendix D for summaries of most desirable and least desirable
 
characteristics of each alternative.
 



of BI in the Canal Zone if diverted to Upper Egypt could 

form the basis of planned growth acceleration in Assiut, 

Qena-Naga Hamadi, and Aswan without adding the excessive 

financial requirements of a pure 82 alternative. The plan

ned priority expansion of these cities over the next twenty 

years could, in turn, anchor additional decentralization 

efforts in Upper Egypt in the next century. 

The costs of a major urbanization effort in the Remote Areas
 

in the time period to 2000, (as illustrated in Alternative C),
 

are in the judgement of the NUPS team excessive. Furthermore,
 

Alternative C performs least well on most of the additional
 

criteria. The NUPS team recommends that major urbanization
 

efforts not be undertaken in the Remote Areas. Rather, the
 

recommended policy for these areas is the development of highly
 

selective experiments in the introduction of technologies designed
 

to exploit their natural resources and the development of in

stitutional structures to increase the attractiveness of these
 

areas to potential permanent residents.
 



IV. LEGAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE IMPLICATIONS OF THE SPATIAL ALTERNATIVES
 

Besides implications regarding costs, economic efficiency, social equity
 

and equity among regicns (deccntralizaticn), the spatial alternatives
 

present sufficient differences ccncerning the ability to administer their
 

execution that they require explicit attention. Such differences include
 

the 	 ability to carry out necessary infrastructure works, ability to carry 

out successful policies concerning the protection of arable land and the
 

location of industry anA other development activities, the ability to
 

carry out master planning, the ability to successfully encourage economic
 

growth through private investment and foreign investment, and thL ability
 

to increase local participation in administration and finance.
 

It should be understood at the outset that the differences regarding ad

ministrative implications between the alternatives are far outweighed by
 

the 	administrative and legal difficulties shared by all of the alternatives,
 

and, thus by any national urban policy. These problems include:
 

1. the low level of efficiency of the government bureaucracy
 

at all levels, due to low rates of pay, lack of work incentives,
 

the legal inability to fire incompetents and the lack of stabi

lity at the top of the system.
 

2. 	the lack of a strong planning apparatus at all levels due to the
 

absence of a longterm planning horizon and to the lack of availa

biity of the data required for effective development planning
 

and administration.
 

3. 	the lack of coordination between mini.tries due to the hierarchical
 

nature of the communications system which does not encourage cross

communication between equals at the middle-management level and due
 

to the proliferation of ministries.
 

4. 	the uncertain relationship between national ministries and the
 

local government structure due to the lack of implementation of
 

recent Local Government laws and to the constant amendment of
 

such laws which makes future planning difficult.
 



5. the stress upon legalism which leads to the belief that the
 

passage of a law sovIves aproblem, rather than emphasis upon
 

effective implementation. This is seen in efforts to protect
 

arable land, to establiih on industrial location policy, and
 

with regard to building permits and rent control. There is
 

lack of enforcement of development control policies at all
 

levels.
 

6. the lack of an effective role in the budgeting process for local
 

governments and the lack of effective financing sources to allow
 

local governments to carry out the professed goal of decentralization,
 

7. the lack of precise criteria fo the designation of different
 

levels of government. This lack of differentiation does not
 

allow the necessary distinctions between large, middle-sized
 

and small cities with regard to functions and financial resources,
 

except as the largest centers also function as governorates.. It
 

further leads to a fuzziness with regard to the definition of a
 
"town" as 
compared to a "village".
 

8. Closely related to the above is the lack of a legal definition of
 
"urban area" in the sense of "metropolitan area". or "master
 

planning area". A necessary first step to the effective manage

ment of the Cairo metropolitan area and the Alexandria metropoli

tan area are legal definitions of their boundaries which cross
 

over both governorate and town boundaries. A similar need would
 

arise with regard to zones for master plans which may have to
 

cross town boundaries inmany cases, even in smaller cities,
 

lTe above general issues are noted in Part A of this section as reference
 

points from which to Judge the relative ease or difficulty of administer

ing the Alternatives,
 

Part B will concern itself directly with the differences among the alter

natives in regard to relative difficulty of implementation. Itwill then
 

suggest what might be a preferred alternative strategy for a natural urban
 

policywhen viewed from an idmfnfstratlve potnt of view,.but which. takes. 
account of necessary political, economic and social factors. 
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A. The Spatial Alternatives Reviewed
 

Six 	spatial alternatives have been considered for the distribution of the
 
urban population of Egypt. However, the two versions of the B1 and 82
 
alternatives -- Bl (equity) and B1 (Efficiency); E2 (equity) ard 22 (effi
ciency) -- are e'r,. cicse to eaci c .r in their administrative require
ments differing only in whether residual investment is distributed acccrd
ing to efficiency principles - to areas where the most can .e obtained for
 
the least ccZC or according to spatial equity principles - as equally as
 
possible to all areas 
of the country. Thus for most purposes the discussion
 
below will consider only the four major alternatives, except where other

wise noted. These four alternatives are as follows:
 

1. 	Alternative A - considerable growth in the major metropolitan
 
regions of Cairo and Alexandria based upon the criterion of
 

generating additional output and employment with the least cost.
 
This alternative is the most centralist in character as 
it assumes
 

that most of the urban growth will take place in the
 

urban areas which already have industrial bases.
 

2. Alternative B1 - interregional decentralization through the
 

creation of a major counter-magnet city in the Suez region
 

(Suez City).
 

3. Alternative B2 - interregional decentralization through the
 

expansion of secondary growth centers in Upper Egypt (initially
 

apnroximately 10 such centers).
 

4. 	Alternative C - maximum decentralization of the urban population
 

throughout the country.
 

Thus the alternativ:s move from centralization to decentralization of
 
population. As indicated earlier the costs of supplying infrastructure
 
and 	of providing employment increase as one moves from Alternative A
 

to Alternative C. It is time to consider the additional administrative
 

costs connected with these alternatives.
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Before discussing each of the alternatives directly, it is important to
 

note the principles upon which each will be judged. An effort has been
 

made to look at the administrative situation from the point of view of
 

possible effective implementation -.ithin the Egyptian context, rather than-fr::1 

the point of viewi of general administrative principles or that of societies 
with different leeal sy.stems and enforcement practices. As noted above,
 

the present administrative system in Egypt is characterized by lack of
 

effective enforcement, of effective long range planning and budget

ing, of effective operations and mpintenance of physical infrastruc

ture, of coordination and an extremely hierarchical structure at the
 

national level, of effective decentralization to the local government
 

level, of effective development controls and location policies at any
 

level, and of effective systems of collection for general taxes (in

come tax, red property tax). Thus the administrative capabilities are
 

and will be extremely limited. The alternatives must be viewed in that
 

context. How hard would it be to remedy the administrative problems faced
 

by each alternative?
 

B. Implications of Alternatives
 

1. Alternative A (centralist; continued rapid growth of Cairo & Alex.)
 

Under Alternative A, the spatial pattern is preferred which emphasizes
 

economic growth and the least cost provision of necessary infra

structure and community facilities to promote industrial investment
 

and to accommodate urban growth. Because they already have most
 

of the industrial and commercial activity in Egypt and because they
 

have the highest existing level of infrastructure and services. the
 

Cairo and Alexandria metropolitan areas would provide the essential
 

element in the least cost solution to provision of the additional
 

facilities required for the growth in urban population expected to
 

the year 2000. In addition, this alternative requires the least
 

change in existing trends.
 

However, the successful implementation of Alternative A would require an
 

effective administration of these large metropolitan areas so as to order
 

the future large scale development, A specific policy of planned satellit
 



settlements would-be required to provide infrastructure most efficiently
 
to meet a doubled population. A system of priorities for the provision
 
of this infrasturucture wculd be required. 
 An effective development
 
controls pclicy ',.ould be required to try to puSh developnent onto desert 
land anz y frcq "he crozont encrcac"mn on ar.b.... * "' ndt.i.ta 
location-s iuld he tc ta chlcsen :j cid prcbikms of poilution and to 
prcoo:e afficiency in the prcvisicn cf thc 
 required infrastructur'e.
 

The system of metropolitan administration ,ould require the coordination
 
of three governorates in both 
 the Cairo and Alexandria metropolitan
 
areas. 
However, such metropolitan administration would be required under
 
any of the alternatives. The problems of administration would be the
 

essentially the same whether the Cairo metropolitan area had a population
 
of 15 million or 22 million in the year 2000, although they would be some
what more pressing in the latter case and the social breaking point with
 
regard to services could occur tithin this range. 
 For Alexandria, the
 
same is 
true whether the population of the metropolitan area is 3.5 million
 
or 5.5 million in 20 years. Thus Rlternative A has no greater administra
tive problems than the other alternatives with regard to the problems
 
of Cairo and Alexandria.
 

In general then, there are fewer specific administrative problems parti
cular to Alternative A than to the other alternatives. Almost all of
 
its problems are faced by the other alternatives and by Egyptian society
 

in general.
 

2. Alternative B1 (Creation of a 
major new growth center - Suez City)
 

Under Alternative B, economic growth and least cost provision of
 
infrastructure would continue to be emphasized relative to spatial
 
equity althcuch there would be greater emphasis on the latter for
 
the provision of residual investment under the B1 (equity) variation.
 
The major difference between Alternative A and Alternative B1 is
 
that Alternative B1 concentrates investment in a major new growth
 
center - Suez City  to create a new center to draw population away 
from Cairo and Alexandria. However, major population growth would 
continue in the latter 'tro areas. 
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The emphasis upon investment in Suez would require improved admin

istration of the Suez Governorate and a shifting of investment 

funds to that area. However, beycnd the provision of a vastly 

larger nuwer of technical perscnrel there ,.culd not seem to Le 

reinsurnountoble aciinistrative :rstYles in The creation of 

growth center, as long as suffiient irvestment ronies are provided. 

Certainly the administrative problems v,oul_ Le sc;mevhat less than 

for the new tcwns or satellite cities tecause o- the existirc infra

structure and the lesser risk of failure or of providing infrastruc-


Suez is the most likely spot
ture that is not immediately used, as 


for economic growth assuming continued stability of the political
 

Suez could serve as a good demonstrasituation in the Middle East. 


tion for the provision of adequate industrial zones to encourage
 

private, Arab and foreign investment in manufacturing as well as low
 

and housing solutions.
cost infrastructure standards 


is the first of the alternatives that
In addition, Alternative Bl 


attempts to constrain the future population of the Delta at about 

7 million in the year 2000. Such a strategy would require effect

ive urban management techniques - improved urban planning, effect

ive development controls to restrain building upon arable land and
 

greater horizontal density of development. Concentrated ef'orts
 

would have to be made in at least the largest Delta cities. The
 

on these
illustrative development project for Tanta will focus 


Such an effort would require major efforts at enforceproblems. 


ment and planning that are not now present.
 

The problems of ordering the Cairo and Alexandria metropolitan areas 

would be the same for Alternative Bl for Alternative A. Thus 

Bl would be more difficult to implement than AlternativeAlternative 

A because of the probems involved with carrying out such a large pro

ject as the rehabilitation of Suez City and its transformation into
 

a major industrial center, as well as the problem of Delta urban
 

management.
 

3. Alternative B2 (emphasis on development of secondary growth centers
 

in Upper Egypt)
 

Under Alternative B2, greater emphasis is placed upon interregional
 



Specidecentralization than under the previous two alternatives. 

fically, a number of secondary growth centers in Upper Egypt will 

receive priority treatment. Initially, approximately ten suh centers 

are so ccnsiderod. 	Emphasis is ccntinued for the Canal Region bu. the 

in the year 2CO0 is less than under Aiter-zi veexpezted opuIation 
Bl.
 

of the preious22 has all of the administrative prcblemAIternative 
of its o'an. The development ofalternatives with some major 	 problems 

is beyond the capacity of the presentten sekcondL'-Y growth centers 

The continued technical brain drain to
local government structure. 


the other Arab countries, Europe and the United States make 
the possi

bility of hiring a sufficient number of additional technical 
personnel
 

governments proat the national government level to assist the local 


resources required to provide

blematic. In addition, the financial 


the necessary infrastructure and facilities to make such growth 
centers
 

attractive to industry would be very large since almost none 
of the
 

nroposed centers have adequate infrastructure at present. 
The construc

tion ability to carry out the necessary work in a 5-10 year 
period is
 

However, the emphasis upon decentralization
also not now available. 


is necessary to build up the capacity of town governments 
to carry out
 

necessary functions and to develop a system by which all dec).-i(cics are
 

not made at the level of the Minister or Governor or above. However,
 

are more likely to be successful if limited to two or
such policies 


three growth centers, at least initially, with later sequential devel

opment of other centers. Then experimentation can occur with regard to
 

different types of procedures and standards of infrastructure 
and
 

Those things that work can be used in other places and
facilities. 


can be discarded.
those that fail 


Alternative B2 indicates the need for a precise 
definition of levels
 

to develop the criteria for
of urban centers. It could be ius.ed 


functions and financial resources required for middle'level cities,
 

It could also, be used to develop
as compared to the largest cities. 


policies for the agricultural regions for which these middle-sized
 

cities are the center, thus furthering effective decentralization,
 



4. Alternative C (maximum decentralization of urban population)
 

Under Alternative C, there would be maximum decentralization of urban
 

populaticn thr ughcut the country. High growth rates uver the next 

of bcth ';crt:, and Scuth20 years ar prcjecZed fjr ne urLzn centers 

Upper Egypt as well as :r tie recMote areZs, including the Red Sea and 

Northwest Coasts and Sinai. The rcwh raktes fcr the Cairo ana Alex

andri. -erpolit-n areas, and thus the urban-rural migration, are 

under the other alternatives.projected to be less than 

terms of investment
Alternative C is the most costly alternative in 


over the next 20 years - about 30% higher than Alternative A and 15%
 

It is also least likely to prohigher than Alternative B1 and B2. 


duce economic growth given the remoteness of many areas from large

scale existing industrial activity and the low levels of existing in-


Further, it is the most costly alternative
frastructure in these areas. 


Any activity in the remote
from the administrative point of view. 

areas would be difficult to carry out with a very high risk of low 

The assembly of the necessary materials, machineryeconomic return. 


and labor would be a major management feat. The provision of a large
 

amount of infrdstructure to a largn number of places simultaneously
 

is beyond the existing capacity with regard to technically
 

trained personnel and management. This argument was made above with
 

regard to Alternative Bj with its emphasis on ten growth centers and
 

it is much stronger wihere the number of centers is twice or three
 

times that number. Further, an extreme decentralization strategy would
 

With an emphasis an
overstrain the planning and budgeting capacity. 


only a few growth centers, it would be possible for the national govern

ment to assist in upgrading of planning and budgeting at the governorate
 

level and below. If all center. are concentrated on at once, there is 

no possibility of effectively using existing manpower for that result.
 

Finally, Alternative C is least litely to be able to effectively imple

arable land policy
ment an effective industrial location policy and an 


since it would not pinpoint priority areas for development and thus
 

would encourage indiscriminate development in order to try to achieve
 

economic growth in so many areas.
 



Thus though Alternative C at first appears attractive, it is the
 

riskiest of all"of the alternative national urban strategies. It
 

would be likel to dissipate all of the available monies and admin

istrative capacity of Egypt while slowing economic growth, Ironically, 

its ineffective i::!_-1.1;ntation would be likely to increase rural

urban migration and thus more rapidiy increase the size of Cairo and 

Alexandria. 

C. SU'4,ARY 

In summary, Alternative A wculd be the easiest spatial alternative
 

national urban policy to implement from an administrative point of view.
 

Itwould require the least number of charges from existing patter-ns of
 

urban growth and administration, although the effective direction of
 

development under this alternative would necessitate an efficient metro

politan planning framework for Cairo and Alexandria. Itwould concen

trate the enforcement of development control decisions at a few places; 

which is the strategy most likely to succeed in the present administra

tive environment of Egypt. 

Alternative Bl and B2 both present additional administrative problems
 

from Alternative A. Alternative Bl requires concentration upon one new
 

growth center - Suez - while still managing growth in the Cairo rid 

Alexandria metropolitan areas. The administrative capacity of Egypt
 

seems able to handle the imense task of creating such a growth center,
 

although a large amount of investment capital would be required and
 

this capiptal would be monies that would be taken from other centers and 

sectors of the economy. In addition, Alternative B1 introduces the
 

Delta management issues acutely. Alternative B2 attempts to be an
 

effective decentralization strategy, develcping a number of growth
 

centers at the same time as competing centers to Cairo and Alexandria
 

Administratively, it would be much more difficult to carry out the 

either Alternative A or Alternative Bl due to the shortage of monies,
 

technical personnel and management required to develop a number of
 

attractive growth centers at one time. However, the development of only
 

tv.o-three centers might well be possible and would probably be the most
 

effective means of emphasizing decentralization. However, such centers
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would be unlikely to grow rapidly until after the year 2000 given 

the normal rates of growth of cities. Hwever, Alternative B2 
uould carry th_ risks, n: asscciated witii A:,era~ive A or with 

Alternative 2l, of investing monies in places that may not succeed 

in accelerating economic growth. 

Finally, Alternative C is a very risky and costly strategy, both with
 

regard to economic growth and to administrative capacity. Itwould
 

spread investment over such a large number of centers that it would be
 

unlikely to achieve the necessary effect of developing growth center
 

in any of them to counter the attractions of Cairo and Alexandria. In
 

addition, it would be much more costly in terms of investment monies.
 

In administrative terms itwould require a drastic upgrading of the
 

administrative skills of existing local government personnel, as well
 

as the provision of a large number of experts from the national govern

mant level who do not appear likely to be available. The dissipation
 

of technical and management resources over a large number of centers
 

would also mean that it would be much more difficult to carry out
 

successful policies regarding industrial location and preservation
 

of arable land. Such policies would require concentration upon
 

a small number of places for encouragemcnt and discouragement of devel

opment. The identification of a sufficiently small number of locations
 

would be difficult under a national urban development strategy which
 

emphasized uniform development over a large number of centers.
 

D. Administration of the Preferred Alternative
 

The previous discussion in Part B of this Section has concentrated on
 

the differences with regard to difficulty of administration among the
 

four basic spacial alternatives and without specific reference to the
 

preferred alternative as set forth in Section V of this working paper.
 

The preferred alternative is a combination of Alternatives A and BI
 

with some of the decentralization orientation of Alternative B2. It
 

acknowledges that the Cairo and Alexandria metropolitan areas will
 

continue to grow, while putting investment priority on the development
 

of a small nu~i;ber of growth centers, Major emphasis would be placed on
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Suez City with secondary emphasis on 2-3 growth centers in Upper Egypt
 

(a modified fci of Alternative B2 ). Emphasis would be placed on
 

Celta urban manaement.
 

The preferred alternative dces not present the easiest 'cb of administra

t.icn. However, it is probably the Lest ccmbination of 13 cost, econ

cmic efficiency, social equity and ease of administration. It furthers 

the goal of administrative and political decentralization within the 

bounds of technical capacity. The development of 2-3 centers in Upper 

Egypt, for example, is possible within the present technical manpower 

and management restrictions in Egypt, and within the context of also 

developing the major growth center at Suez. Any larger effort at 

decentralization (as in present Alternatives B2 and C) would be likely 

to produce no result in the context of effect upon rural-urban migra

tion, while incurring enormous investment costs. Any more intensive 

effort of economic growth than in the preferred alternative would
 

further concentrate population in the Cairo and Alexandria metropolitan
 

areas with the political and social consequences implied by that-con

centration. Thus the preferred alternative seems the best chance to
 

encourage both political and administrative decentralization and
 

economic growth at a reasonable cost.
 

However, any of the alternatives would have to meet the major administra

tive realities mentioned in the Tntroduction. It is these underlying
 

realities that must be faced if Egypt is to effectively carry out a
 

national development policy. These major administrative issues will
 

be spelled out further in the final report.
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V. The Recor..ended Settlement Strateay 

A. From First Rcund ,l ernatiesvas dca Xi :ed St rat a" 

The Vo-king PFper on First 7cuind Altrntives specified and develcped 

indicative costs for four basic setzlement patterns for urban Egypt. 

These alternatives were designed to encompass sufficient variation so 

that a "preferred strategy" could be selected from them or by combining 

desirable elements of them in a mixed strategy. The recommended 

strategy, outlined in the introduction, and alluded to in the.evaluation, 

is a mixed strategy rather than a choice of one of the "pure" strategies. 

Each of the basic alternatives has desirable features but sufficiently 

serious drawbacks to be chosen as the preferred strategy without mod

i fi cation. 

Substantial growth of the domestic economy is of extreme importance -

both to generate sufficient funds to carry through essential invest

ment and to create the possibility of further improvement in the 

conditions and quality of life for low.er income people wherever they 

reside. An emphasis on economic growth pulls strongly in the direct

ion of Alternative A, the least-cost alternative. Alternative A 

permits exploitation of the powerfulbeconomic potential of Cairo and 

-Alexandria to absorb a large share of the expected future urban pop

ulation productively. Alternative A, also, allocates considerable 

investment in the Canal and Delta zones in cities with existing 

industrial bases and future potential. 

Alternative A in its "pure" form, however, presents some serious 

problems and needs modification in order to address them. First, 

the implied growth for many of the Delta cities which are unable to 

expand horizontally without urbanizing agricultural land is high in 

Alternative A. Although this growth might be justified on economic 

grounds it presents a sharp challenge to agricultural land preservation 

policies. The recommended strategy for the Delta, therefore, should be 

initially more selective among Delta cities for investment allocations 

than would be true under Alternative A. The initial allocations should 
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be preceeded by a substrantial planning effort in _ev'eral hey cities -

e.g. Tanta, Kafr El Da,..:ar, Benha, and El MIahalla -- to develop m-tiicds 

fcr increased use of l-rndwithin existing boundaries for urban -u':."cses 

and to determine which industries can and shculd be enccuraged to 

expand or start up in Ca.ta cities. The ii ustrati',e deveicp--:en: 

project matcrial which the NUPS team will prepr-e for Tanta shcu, ,e 

of considerable assistance in.this planning effort. In the Delta, the 

the major urban policy issue will be regulating and managing spontaneous 

growth rather than grcw;th encouragement. 

Second, the allocation implied by Alternative A for the Canal cities 

does not :ufficiently tCake into account the longer term potential cf 

this zone or the desirability of establishihg at least one major metro

politan region within the Egyptian settlement system to complement 

Cairo and Alexandria. Alternative 61 is designed to illustrate the 

investment requirements to develop Suez as a major metropolitan center, 

with complementary growth, but at lower rates, in Ismailia and Port 

Said. However, achieving the rates of growth for the Canal cities in 

Alternative B1 would be very difficult and require a major effort to 

dramatically increase in-migration rates.
 

In spite of considerable reconstructir:' of the Canal cities in recent 

years, the current rate of in-migration is well below the level required 

to reach the 2000 master plan targets, which are almost 2 million fewer 

than the Bl Alternative targets. The indicative cnst estimates for job 

creation and infrastructure in Alternative D1 compared to A for the 

Canal zone, illustrate the level of ccmmitment required in addition to 

managerial requirements. The direct investment costs per job are estimated 

to be almost 40% .higher in Alternative B1 than in A in the 1986-90 

period, 30% higher ir the 1991-95 period and 20% higher in the 1996-2000
 

period. The total allocation for job creation is over seven times the
 

allocation in A to achieve only about two and half times the population
 

growth in this zone. Infrastructure requirements in Alternative Bl for
 

the Canal cities are.also much higher than in A, both because of the
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larger populations and because of the need to provide better services 

to attra-: pcpulazicn. In the 12C6-90 pariod in Sl per capita infra

structure c:sts are astimated to b- about L.E. 25CO ,s coPcsed to 

slightly over L.E. .CC in Ali:'rati''e A. As a result of t!,:se and 

similar ccnsideraticns, tho JPS reczr:::ndotion is to tarcet Canal 

growth at levels above Alternative A but considerably belcw Alter

native Bl. Current master olan tarcets anoear to be the maxinum levels 

that could be sounht and tarcats below these levels more realisticai 't 

achievable. Such targets would still aim at the eventual creation of
 

a major metropolitan area in the Canal zone at Suez with complementary
 

growth in Ismailia and Port Said.
 

Third, the long-term desirability of a more broadly based decentral

ization strategy for the urban system in Egypt on both economic and 

social grounds, supports adding some elements of the B2 alternative 

to the recommended strategy -- namely the identificatioi of a few Upper 

Egypt cities for special emphasis. The NUPS team recommends Assuit, 

Qena-Naga Hamadi, and Aswan as the first-phase "special emphasis" 

centers for Upper Egypt. These three are identified because they 

have desirable locations to anchor future development efforts in 

Upper Egypt. They present sufficiently different development problems 

to provide a substantial institutional knowledge base for further de

centralization efforts in Upper Egypt as plans for their growth are 

developed and implemented.
 

Qena-Naga Hamadi has already been selected by the ACR and the Steering
 

Committee for special study by NUPS as one of the two Illustrative
 

Development Project sites. This special study should illustrate some
 

of the key issues involved in emphasizing the growth of a few Upper
 

Egypt cities in the preferred strategy. It is expected, also, that the
 

Illustrative Development Project reports (for Tanta as well as Qena-Naga
 

!lamadi) will serve as key elements in the more detailed specification of
 

the preferred strategy in the NUPS final report.
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The fourth modification of Alternative A which is recor.mended for
 
the profa-re.",, stc -y,% is t.a a c,, tin of an experimental s-tecy
 
for the Remoae Areas that .u-. ie aaiih 7' z!"1Z roII
ss "iMh 

for these areas beyond that indicua_-d in Alternative A.
 

The analysis of Aiterna~ive C has shown that an effort to locaze 1.3 
million reople in tha estot Areas by the year CCO implies unrealist
ically high gro',,th rates for these areas and excessive costs givel. 
other requirements for urban policy. Population growth rates for
 

these areas at levels between those implied by Alternatives B1 and A 
are mcre realistic. Thus, the role seen for the Remote Areas in the 

recommended NUPS strategy isnot tha absorption of a major portion of 
the expected urban population. This population will necessarily be
 

absorbed in existing cities or the metropolitan regions of Cairo and
 

Alexandria.
 

The Remote Areas do provide, on the other hand, a significant opport
unity to develop controlled and carefully designed experiments in the
 

use of new technolcaies and the development of supporting institutions
 
to utilize such new technolcjies. Increasing the number of permanent
 

residents "n the Remote Areas requires finding ways to 
owrc_r.
 
relatively harsh conditions for human habitation in ways that do not
 

require massive outlays of scarce investment resources.
 

The NUPS consultant on Remote Areas and New Technologies, Richard L.
 

Veierl/ *surmarized his analysis as foll.ows: 

"A major change in attitude and outlook regarding the remote areas 
is required. Until now these areas were regarded as places to 
put the population over spill from the Delta and Nile Valley, 

even if huge substidies were required. This is most probably
 
not feasible. Rather it argued here that the diversity of the
 

remote areas, and the shortages that already occupy their attent
ion, make then the most suitable places for experimentation
 

I/ Richard L.Maeier, W'orking Paper "Urban Settlement in the Remote Areas 
of Egypt" p.53.
 



His specific recc.mmendations for the kinds of experiments which 

might be considered in th2 e,.te Areas include: 

1) 	Water pricing and .:atar-conserving technolcgies; 

2) Earth-sheltered desions for homes and work plazes; 

3) Improved telecommunications, 

telephones, microwave relays 

links; and 

including use 

and co.mrunicat

of portable 

ion satellite 

4) 	Restudy of an early proposal for development of agro-industrial
 

complexes on coastal deserts prepared in 1969 by the Qak
 

Ridge Natioial Laboratory in the United States to test its 

feasibility given relative price changes for fossil fuels
 

and other sources of energy since the earlier proposal
 

was made.
 

D. 	Population Targets for Special Emphasis Cities & the Remote Areas
 

The combination of the modifications to Alternative A suggested
 

above--growth management in the Delta, Canal zone expansion with
 

a major er.iphasis on Suez, special priority for expansion of three
 

Upper Egypt cities, and an experimental strategy for the Remote
 

Areas--provides..a.supportable decentralization initiative. Such
 

an initiative is-consistent with the strong desire of Egyptian
 

policy makers to begin the process of better spatial integration of
 

the 	nation's territory and provide longer-term alternatives to 

continued polarization in Cairo. The selective nature of the
 

proposed dccentralization initiatives, while requiring greater 

outlays in the special emphasis zones than in Alternative A,
 

reduce the costs in the Canal relative to Bl and in Upper Egypt
 

and the Remote Areas relative to B2.
 

The recommended population targets,as well as the population 

targets implied by the "pure" alternatives, for the special 

emphasis locations and the Remote Areas for the year 2000 are 

shown in Table XII. 
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The population targets shown in Table x:: for special enmphasis 

cities in which ...... enccuragement szrat.=gies are succested-
the Canal and Uppar Egypt cities--imply a requirement for more 
job-creating investment than in Alternative A; and result in
 

growth rates which are more feasible to achieve than rates implied
 

by BI for the Canal cities and by B2 for the Upper Egypt cities.
 

The target range for Tanta implies a growth rate about equivalent
 

to its rate of growth during the 1960-1976 period; but less than
 
the rate to be expected under all of the alternatives but C. As
 

indicated earlier, the achievement of the growth target for Tanta
 

will require effective management of the city and a willingness
 

to.be selective in the location of new economic activity in Tanta.
 

If the above targets are accepted for the special emphasis cities,
 

there will be a residual requirement for between about 33 to 33.5
 

million people elsewhere in the urban system. The Remote Areas
 

will probably.not be able to absorb more than 400,000 of these
 

without larger financial commitments than are feasible given
 

other development requirements. This leaves approximately 30 million
 

in the.rest. of the urban system.
 

There are three possible location alternatives for the residual
 

30 million urban population: (1)the major metropolitan regions of
 

Cairo-and Alexandria; (2)non-special emphasis cities; and
 
(3) smaller urban areas ( 50,000 in 1976). Some growth must be
 

expected in th- smaller urban areas; although on average they grew
 
by less than 2% a year in the 1960-1976 period. If they
 

continued to grow at. the same rate up to 200n, they would have
 
a total population of slightly over 4.6 million. The NUPS alter

natives assumed an increased growth.rate in these areas of about
 

2.7T, higherthan their historical rate which would bring their
 
2000 population.to about 5.4 million. This is possibly an over

estimate for these places. which traditionally have considerable
 

out-migration; but, if achieved, would still leave over 24 million
 

people for location in the major metropolitan areas and non-special
 

http:population.to


TABLE XII 

POPULATION TARGETS FOR SPECIAL EMPHASIS CITIES 
IN 2000 (IN THOUSANDS) 

CITY A B EFFICIENCY B1 EQUITY B2 EFFICIENCY B2 EQUITY C RECOMMENDED 

SUEZ 582 1505 1505 965 706 651 750 - 850 
ISMAILIA 422 1052 1052 690 697 599 400 - 500 
PORT SAID 573 1442 1443 941 989 914 550 - 650 
SUB TOTAL 1577 3999 3998 2596 23,12 2164 1700 -2000 

ASSIUT 355 334 435 559 635 607 550  600 
QENA 167 156 188 265 273 264 175 - 225 
NAGA HAMADI 121 119 142 202 207 195 150 - 175 
ASIWAN 386 360 410 621 595 570 100 - 450 
SUB TOTAL 1029 969 1175' 1647 1710 1636 1275 -1450 

TANTA 680 637 555 669 580 553 525 - 75 

OVERALL TOTAL 3286 5605 5728 4912 4632 4353 3500  4025 



Trend growth rates for Delta cities-emphasis cities. 


as Mehalla (3.397, M1ansoura(3.3G%), particularly large ones such 


Zaga7ig (3.3%, Kafr El Da'..ar (8.67), Shebin El Kom (2.O),
 

and K'afr El Shei,h (4.43k)--,culd substanially ;,ncrease the
 

land. The strategy of growch
threat to surrounding agriculturI 


for these cities,

management and possibly restricted grow-th 


reaiist ic than

suggested for Tan'a earlier, appears to be more 

their growth at trend rates. At any rate,
encouraging or allowing 


cities should be made only
in thesesubstantial investment 

after an investigation of how to effectively manage 
their growth,
 

cur forthcoming Illustrative
such as will be suggested for Tanta in 


The most realistic assumotion is that
 Development Project Report. 


any feasible urban population distribution will have to assume 

(and plan for) substantial ro'th in Cairo and Alexandria--on the 

ordar of 21 to 22 million, in the two reqions. 

for NUPS, strongly
H.W. Richardson, in his recent working paper 


supported this view: 

No matter how ingeniously the figures are juggled, it is 

populationsvirtually impossible to avoid doubling of 	the 

the next decades.of the two major metropolitan areas over 

Any attempt to constrain the growth of Cairc below these
 

anticipated levels would require a battery of negative
 

a positive approach emphapolicy instruments rather than 

of other urban places. Moreover,sizing the promotion 

these negative measures. would have to be so draconian 
in their
 

whether any government couldintersity that it is doubtful 
to grow mightsurvive their consequences. Allowing Cairo 

the lesser of two evils. But it can be appear, therefore, 
a positive side to the Cairo strategy.
argued that there ii 


The city remains the major source of agglomeration 
economics on
 

be built and the main
which sustained economic growth can 


channel via which poor migrants can increase their inccme
 

and welfare. Also, its diseconomies of congestion can be
 

structure in an efficient
mitigated:by reorganizing its spatial 


manner". 1/ 

I/ H.W. Richardson, NUPS Occasional Working Paper, "From First 
Round Alternatives 

- to a Preferred Strategy", pp. 11-12, See also, Appendix. ."Could Cairo's 
pp.Slowed" sameGrowth be from the paper, 26-35. 

http:M1ansoura(3.3G
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C. Alexandria in the Preferred Strateny
 

By far the most important sincle element cf t!,e preferred stratgy 

as it relates to re:Iucing the oi"rizaticn of the urban system in 

Cairo is the reccrmendation to encourace substantial population grcth 

5.5 million e adontedin Alexandcid. Cur ........nc.,icn is S to 

as the year 2C00 poulation tariet for Alexandria. This t.r-et implies 

higher rates of growth for Alexandria than were achieved there in the 

1960-1976 period, during which time Alexandria grew by less than the 

national urban average. Alexandria is the only major urban competitor
 

of Cairo. Its relatively slow growth during this period provided in

sufficient drawing power to migrants seeking the opportunities to be
 

The result was that
found in most abundance inmajor urW',centers. 


the Cairo region received most of these mg,'ants. 

The NUPS analysis of Alexandria, contained ir the Concept Plan for Alex

andria , noted recent.substantial growth -ineconcmic activity and 

population but emphasizes that achievement of the population targets 

....
recommended will require "a concerted set of government initiatives 


to stimulate economic and population growth to the year 2000" l/.
 

The effort to expand the growth in Alexandria is worthwhile in its own 

right.since itis the major port of Egypt; but is also worthwhile to
 

reduce the rate of polarization of the population in Cairo. No other
 

city in Egypt has the possibility of productively absorbing as much of
 

the expected urban population as Alexandria over the next twenty years. 

There zre many problems however, to be overcome to achieve growth at 

the levels needed in an orderly way. Our analysis shows that most of 

the growth occuring within the Alexandria region is on the old cultiv

ated land to the southeast, including Ramleh, Montaza and Kafr El Dawar
 

There is,also, considerable haphazard development in desert areas to
 

the southwest. 

l/ See NUPS Occasional Working Paper, "Alexandria Concept Plan". This 
paper is a preliminary concept plan for Alexandria, which parralels 
the concept plan for Cairo presented in the "Working Paper on First 
Round Alternatives". 



The patterns of growth cross governorate boundaries of Alexandria, 

Beheira, and Yatrouh which crates difficult planning and administra

tive problems for the metr-politan region. The current master plan 

effort, hc'e;er desirable it might be in rationalizing develcMent of 

Alexandria propr, dces not have a sufficiently broad regional focus 

to integrate dzvelcprent efforts in the region as a whole. 

This situation is particularly acute in Ai.xandria, given the physical
 

characteristics of the area, since futurL urban development requirements
 

cannot be satisfied (even at population levels lower than we are recommed
 

ing) in non-arable development areas. Current land uses for tourism,
 

housing, industry and reclamation projects are strongly competitive for
 

available land and the competition is contributing to haphazard develop

nrent. Land controlled by housing cooperatives has effectively bloc!ked
 

future expansion of the port area (such as designated tourist areas in 

Agamy) for more dense housing and social and industrial services along 

the coast. The result is that orderly dave'iopment in Alexandria will 

require the government to make the difficult choice of utilizing low 

density tourism areas, old agricultural lands, or newly reclaimed land 

for Alexandria expansion. 

The NUPS team recognizes that New Ameriya city is considered a possible
 

site for some of this expansion; but, the contribution of this new city
 

to the overall development needs of Alexandria is not expected to be
 

significant in this century.- Our review of the development prospects
 

indicates that Ameriya, Idku and the District of Moharram Bey in reclaim

ed areas offer the best alternative sites for future development. If a
 

decision were made to change land use in Agamy and the adjacent coastal
 

areas, additional port servicing and more dense housing development could
 

occur in this area. The corridor between Alexandria and Kafr El Dawar
 

is growing rapidly and additional corridor build-up is'likely and will
 

cause a large loss of arable land in the future if not contro'lled.
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D. Cairo Metropolitan Region
 

The NUPS team recommends metropolitan Cairo planning on the assumption 

that the Cairo metropolitan region will have approximately 16 to 16.5 

million people by the year 2C00. At the same time, the analysis strongly 

supports additicnal affcrzs tc insure deccncon-:rticn of the core of the 

city. As in Alexand-'i-, it is essention tha: future pl-anning for Cairo 

examine the for who region, thanrequirements whe metrcrolitan razher 
, cf Cairo, QuaIvubia 

city of 10th of Ramadan and other closer-in sizes such as El Abcur, 

15th of May and 6th of October as separate planning problems. 

the individu' .!ernorates Gi::, and and the new 

A major problem associated with uncoordinated sector plans and too limited
 

spatial coverage of the region in master plans is that interactions among
 

sectors and spatial sites are rot sufficiently assessed (whether the
 

interactions are necessary and desirable or undesirable). One of the 

consequences of this situation is that sectoral plans, both for industry, 

and infrastructure, tend to be based upon trend extrapolation of the Ioca

tic- of labor supply and service demands. In turn, the implimentation of 

these plans reinforcethe current directions of urban area growth, which 

are already jeopardizing valuable arable land to the north, northwest, west 

and south of the city. Although part of this growth on arable land is for 

industrial use; most of it is due to informal housing development. The 

informal housing responds to a genuine demand for housing and is making 

a major contribution to meeting existing housing shortages. It now tends 

to occur on arable land, however, because of the availability of water, 

nearby employment opportunities,relative ease of land acquisition, and the 

lack of alternative usable sites in desert areas. 

The growth of 10th of Ramadan at a considerably slower rate than antici

pated in the plan for the New City, plus the design standards and costs 

for the development which has occurred, indicate that the Neew Communities 

should not be expected to make a major impact on accommodating future 

urban growth between now and the year 2000. Furthermore, because of the 

exceptionally high costs associated with current design and standards 

of construction a continuation of the development without substantial 

modification is not reconunended. Rather the tUPS recommendation is to 
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encourage the further development of closer-in sattelite towns ( such as 

El Abour and 6th of October )as a higher priority in a mixed strategy
 

for the region with the continuing aim of core deconcentration. This
 

shift of prierizies is seen as a means of :,ore effectively responding
 

to the expectec population cro',,,tzhin Cairo than a movement into the second 
phase of dev:Icp:,ent in ith of Raiadan at this tire. /
 

Because the metropolitan region will continue to grow and because the N'ew
 

Communities will not be able to absorb much of this growth by 2000, a mix
 

of sub-strategies as part of the general strategy of core deconcentration
 

is required. NUPS principle recommendations regarding these sub-strategies
 

are:
 

A major effort to redirect the direction of Cairo's growth from
 
an essentially north-south orientation to an east-west orinenta
tion.
 

- This effort should include redirection of major government in
vestments in industry, transport, housing and infrastructure to
 
support growth, primarily on desert land to the east and west of
 
the core.
 

- A major commitment to the preservation of arable land must be 
made; not only through use of the law but by the provision of 
alternative desert sites for informal development (housing and 
small-scale industry) and the introduction of restrictive land 
used on key corridors to encourage nodal growth. 

- Additional growth should be permitted, however, in the Maadi-
Helwan corridor, particularly for low income households; and 
in Nasr City and its immediate envions. 

- Non-contiguous development, protected by restrictive land use 
should be'encouraged in the Cairo, Bilbeis, 10th of Ramadan 
triangle (the initial site of El Abour is the i-ost promising 
location) and 6th of October. 

- Additional sattelite towns, at standards largely affordable by 
industrial workers, shculd be considered near lielv,;an on in desert 
areas on The west Sank of the Nile to meet demand from Helwan's 
rising industrial employment and to offer alternative sites to 
development in arable land on the west Bank. 

- Major rehabilitation ?f the existing housing and infrastructure 
stock is required. Very high densities in northern districts 
should be reduced; while low density, high standard districts 
such as Nasr City and Nozha should be increased in density. 

-V 	 See S. Sherer, "New Town and Sattelite Cities: A Strategy for Decon
centration of Urban Development in Egypt", for an analysis of the 
current new town and new community programs and preliminary reccmmen
dations for enhancing their role in development policy at reduced cost
 
to the government.
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Summary
 

The preferred strategy for national urban policy recommended in this
 

report combines desirable features of the alternatives presented in the
 

Working Paper on First Round Al-ernatives. The major strategy elements
 

are those listed in the introduction to this report:
 

1) 	the exploitation of strong economic advantages of the Cairo and Alex

andria metropolitan regions to absorb a major portion of the expected
 

growth in urban population (Plans for Cairo 2000 population of 16 to
 
16.5 million and for Alexandria 2000 population of 5 to 5.5 million).
 

2) 	a concentrated effort to support growth possibilities of the Suez Canal
 

Zone with a focus on Suez City (year 2000 population targets of 750 to
 

850 thousand in Suez, 400 to 500 in Ismailia, and 550 to 650 in Port
 

Said).
 

3) 	a strategy for managing the expected spontaneous growth of Delta cities
 

which aims at limiting unnecessary intrusions on arable land while
 

providing additional urban employment (special emphasis on Tanta and
 
Mansoura with year 2000 population targets of 525 to 575 and 500 to
 

550 thousand, respectively).
 

4) 	an effort to induce growth in an initially limited number of Upper
 
Egypt cities to develop both an economic basis and a knowledge base
 

for more decentralization in later time periods than the planning
 
horizon of this study (special emphasis on Assiut, Qena-Naga Hamadi,
 

and Aswan with year 000 population targets of 550 to 600, 325 to 400
 

and 400 to 450 thousand respectively).
 

5) 	an e:perimental approach to the settlement problems of the remote
 
areas to find ways to utilize emerging techonologies and establish
 

implementing institutions to increase the attraction of these areas
 

for human settlement (no major urban increases anticipated, year 2000
 
population tarqets for existing urban areas of between 250 and 300
 

thousand).
 

6) 	the choice of standards for housing and infrastructure service levels
 

that are affordable by a wider range of the population and mechanisms
 

that will increase the proportion of public cost recovery.
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This mixed strategy recognizes the importance of seeking an efficiency

oriented settlement s'.stem while introducing implementable and feasible 

a:a from Cairo. Alevels of decentralizaticn of the urban hierarch,. 

str3teoy of core deconcentratiorn for Cairo and e:,_--ntria along the 

lines of current stated policy, but with more emphasis on increased 

density in lcw density areas, serviced fringc Icoations on desert land, 

New Tow.,ns of 10th of Ramadan,and closer-in sattelites than the current 

Sadat City, and New Ameria) is recommended. The metropolitan regions of
 

these two cities must be expected to absorb a large portion of the
 

urban population.
 

The major decentralizing elements are in the Canal and Upper Egypt zones. 

On both cost and implementation grounds; it is recommended that major 

efforts be davoted to a limited number of special emphasis cities--

Suez City, Assiut, Qena-Naga Hamadi, and Aswan. 

The recommended strategy emphasizes the special growth management 

problems of the Delta--a zone which has been somewliat neglected in 

planning and overt urban policy design. Significant choices need to
 

be made in the very near future regarding urbanization of the Delta.
 

Th3 overwhelming size of Cairo and its associated service and management 

problems have diverted attention from the relatively uncontrolled growth 

of Delta cities and the substantial build-up of the corridors of Cairo-

Benha; Tanta-Damanhour - Kafr El Dawar-Alexandria. The whole set of urban 

-and rural development issues; industrialization and agricultural growth; 

and orderly ure of both urban and arable land find expression in the
 

Delta. It is not an exaggeration to say that the ability to manage
 

urban and rural growth effectively inthe Delta may be the key to the
 

long-term development path of Egypt.
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'APPENDIX B
 

POPULATION DISTRIBUTION & ESTiMATED URBAN DEVELOPMENT
 

This appendix updates and completes the estimates of direct investment and
 
urban infrastructure costs. Italso contains estimates of the interregion

al infrastructure costs through 2000. The direct investment and urban
 

infrastructure costs follow the methodology described inthe Working Paper
 

on First Round Alte.-natives. The infrastructure costing methodologies are
 
described inthe.annexes as follows: Annex B-a, Intra-urban Infrastructure
 

Costs; Annex B-b, Interregional Infrastructure Costs Methodology; Annex B-c
 

Operations and Maintenance Costs of Intra-urban Infrastructure.
 

The urban population distribution and growth rates, by zone, for the year
 

2000 are shown inTable B-l. The corresponding table inthe Working Paper
 

on First Round Alternatives isTable 11-2, p.25 . The direct investment
 
costs for job creation inthe final five-year period 1996-2000, are shown
 

inTable B-2. This table inconjunction with Table 11-3, p.30 of the
 
Working Paper on First Round Alternatives contains the fifteen-year (1986
2000) direct investment costs.
 

Table B-3 through B-6 are the intra-urban infrastructure costs for the 
periods 1996-1990, 1991-1995, 1996-2000 and 1986-2000. Table B-3 updates 

Table 11-6, p..39 inthe Working Paper on First Round Alternatives.
 

The interregional infrastructure costs for all three periods are shown in
 

Table B-7. Direct investment costs, intra-urban infrastructure costs, and
 

interregional infrastructure costs for all three periods are summarized in
 

Table B-8.
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TABLE B - 3 

.INTRAURBAIi INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS-l
 
1986 - 1990
 

C A at C Standards C atA Standards
B EFFICIECY BI EQUITY B2 EFFICIENCY 2 EQUITY
A 

TOMA PER TOTAL PER TOTAL PER

TOTAL :PER;' ^OTAL PER TOTAL PER TOTAL PER TOTAL PER 


COST CAPITA
 
COST COST
COST CAPITA COST CAPITA COST CAPITA COST :CAPITA COST CAPITA COST CAPITA COST CAPITA 

COST COST COST COST COST COST 


LONE 

CAIRO 4519 394 3623 327 "*3583 324 3944 355 4012 361 3854 349 4532 396 3782 343 

ALEXANDRIA 2820 740 2593 671 2184 600 1745 507 1770 515 1791 521 2828 742 1742 506 

DELTA 2894 750 2508 673 3113 833 2758 731 3253 864 3463 S19 3676 953 262! 696 

CANAL 837 705 3472 2138 3921 2414 2682 1808 2651. 2019 2675 1936 1456 1227 1399 1012 

NORTH UPPER EGYPT 570 790 642 883 1004 1257 1517 1726 1734 1922 1882 2064 848 1184 1384 1518 

SOUTH UPPER EGYPT 496 375 577 430 961 1656 1275 790 1529 923 1827 1095 1061 803 .287 772 

REMOTE AREAS 293 1231 313 1310 762 2512 725 2491 1117 3627 2311 5706 502 210l9 1379 3405 
- I, 

TOTAL 12429 550 13728 608 15528 687 14646 648 16266 720 '17803 788 14903 660 13594 601 

1/ Total Cost in L.E. million; per capita cost In L.E.
 



TOTAL B - 4 

INTRAURBAN IGFPASTRUCTURE COSTS 1/ 
191. 95
 

A B1 EFFICIC:, Y . B1 EQUITY 52 EFFICIENCY G2 EQUITY C A at C Standards C at A Standards. 

TOTAL PER TOTAL PER TOTAL PER TOTAL PER TOTAL PER TOTAL PER TOTAL PER TOTAL PER 
COST CAPITA COST CAPITA 'COST CAPITA COST CAPITA LOST CAPITA COST CAPITA COST CAPITA COST CAPITA 

COST COST COST LOST COST COST COST COST 

ZONE
 

CAIRO 5158 375 4198 325 4399 341 4454 343 4534 349 4363 339 5158 375 4363 339
 

ALEXANDRIA 3307 700 2810 606 1809 432 1913 492 1941 499 1983 507 .3305 699 183 507
 

DELTA 2648 593 2603 612 3178 747 2860 657 3514 808 3539 827 3173 822 2535 592
 

CANAL 805 588 5704 2237 5728 2246 2712 1355 3110 1682 2772 1574 1456 1054 465 832
 
NORTH UPPER EGYPT 554 710 453 591 772 846 1560 1402 1M05 1547 1758 1530 681 873 1421 1237
 
SOUTH UPPER EGYPT 471 327 413 28i 642 386 1287 630 1543 725 1511 723 613 426 1170 560
 

REMOTE AREAS 257 1012 213 855 601 1932 688 1906 1104 2760 3585 4952 387 1524 2240 3094
 

TOTAL 13200 493 16394 612 17129 640 15474 578 17551 655 19511 i29 15273 570 15177 567
 

1/ Total Cost in L.E. million; per capita cost in L.E.
 



TABLE B - 5 

INTRA URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS I/ 

1996 - 2000 

A 81 EFFICIENCY B1 EQUITY B2 EFFICIENCY B2 EQUITY C A at C Standards C at A Standards 

TOTAL 
COST 

PER 
CAPITA 
COST 

TOTAL 
COST 

PER TOTAL 
CAPIT; COST 
COST 

PER 
CAPITA 
COST 

TOTAL 
COST 

PER 
CAPITA 
COST 

TOTAL 
COST 

PER 
CAPITA 
COST 

TOTAL 
COST 

PER 
CAPITA 
COST 

TOTAL 
COST 

PER 
C/PITA 
COST 

TOTAL 
COST 

PER 
CAPITA 
COST 

ZONE: 

CAIRO 6002 366 4537 303 4956 330 5133 338 5226 • 344 5012 334" 6001 366 5012 334 

ALEXANDRIA 

DELIA 

CARAL 

3817 

2900 

850 

661 

560 

539 

2406 

2809 

7788 

458 

578 

1948 

1979 

3069 

7788 

427 

630 

1948 

2137 

3319 

3051 

46 

650 

1175 

2169 

5130 

2166 

493 

1003 

925 

2068 

3622 

2898 

470 

745 

1339 

3C04 

3915 

1575 

659 

757 

999 

2068 

2637 

1597 

470 

543 

738 

NORTH UPPER EGYPT 551 649 364 458 726 727 1711 1245 1347 925 1841 1317 694 817 1491 1067 

SOUTH UPPER EGYPT 476 301 318 215I 605 334 - 1398 553 2 66 934 1627 644 596 377 1179 467 

RENOTE AREAS 222 622 135 534 400 1173 720 1644 1171 1945 6059 4661 341 1263 3691 2839 

TOTAL 14818 468 11357 580 119523 617 17469 552 19675 622 23127 731 16926 535 17675 559 

11 Total cost in L.E. million; per capita cost in L.E. 
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POWER 

TRANSPORTATION 

WATER 

TOTAL 


POWER 

TRANSPORTATION 

WATER 

TOTAL 


POWER 

TRANSPORTATION 

WATER 

TOTAL 


A 


3234 

1649 

-


4883 


4585 

1790 

.
 

6375 


5935 

2055 

...-


7990 


TABLE B-7 

INTERREGIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS (L.E. MILLION) 

1986 - 20O0 

BI EFFICIENCY B1 EQUITY B2 EFFICIENCY B2 EQUITY C 

1986-1990 

3353 3482 3432 3487 3989 
1764 1764 1760 1760 1977 

- 34 - 32 105 
5117 5280 5192 5279 6071 

1991 - 1995 

4101 4962 5288 4006 5920 
1915 1915 1911 1911 2147 

32 145 
6016 6877 7199 5949 8212 

1996 - 2000 

6087 6298 6851 6943 7861 
2198 2198 2193 2193 2464 

143 
8285 8496 9044 9136 10468 



TABLE B - 8
 

SUMMARY OF URBAN DEVELOPMENT COSTS
 

1986 - 2000 (L.E. MILLIONS)
 

SECTOR A B1 EFFICIENCY B EQUITY B2 EFFICIENCY B2 EQUITY C
1986-1990
 

INDUSTRY 8423 8891 9030 9134 
 9239 9531

URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE 12429 13728 
 15528 14646 16266 17803

•INTER-URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE 4883 5117 5280 5192 
 5279 6071

TOTAL 25735 27736 29838 
 ?972 30784 33405
 

1991 - 1995:,
 
INDUSTRY 12826 13493 13598 
 13236 13360 13620

URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE 13200 16394 17129 15474 17551 
 21884
 
INTER-URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE 6375 6016 
 3877 7199 5949 8212
 
TOTAL 32401 35903 
 37604 35909 36860 43716
 

1996 - 2000
 
INDUSTRY- 22247 23010 23157 
 22268 22475 23051
URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE 14818 18357 
 19523 17469 19675 23127
 
INTER-URBAN INFRAS'RUCTURE 7990 8285 
 8496 9044 9136 10468
 
TOTAL 45055 49652 
 51176 48781 51286 56646
 

1986 - 2000
 
INDUSTRY 43496 45394 45785 44638 
 45074 46202
URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE 40447 48479 52180 
 47589 53492 60441
 
INTER- URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE 19248 19418 20653 21435 
 20364 24751

TOTAL 103191 113291 118618 113662 118930 131394
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ANNEX B-a
 

Intra-Urban Infrastructure Costs
 

The total costs of intra-urban infrastructure of the Alternatives
 

shown in the First Round Alternatives were based on the assumption
 

that massive amounts of rehabilitation would occur during the
 

1980-1985 period. Itwas also assumed that settlements which did
 

not have sewerage systems in 1980 would have thm constructed by 1985.
 

Thys by 1985 the major deficits which exist inmost intra-urban
 

infrastructure would have been eliminated. The First Round Alternatives
 

intra-urban infrastructure costing did however ossume that rehabilitation
 

of new stock built in previous periods and of existing stock would
 

continue throughout the 20 year period,-but that due to the massive
 

rehabilitation.during the 1980-1985 period rehabilitation in later
 

periods would require less investment than in earlier periods.
 

These assumptions were reviewed in preparing revised intra-urban infra

structure costs for the Second Round Alternatives as the assumption
 

made in the First Round.Alternatives regarding rehabilitation during
 
the 1980-1985 period and construction of new sewerage facilities
 

appeared overly,optimistic... Therefore, in preparing the intra-urban
 

cost estimates.for the:Second Round.Alternatives, these requirements for
 

massive rehabilitation and construction of new sewerage facilities
 
were phased over the twenty year plan period (1)because it is unlikely that
 

amount of construction can be achieved during the last three years of the
 

1980-1985 period ( if adopted,.irr.plementation of the preferred strategy
 

could not begin until FY 1982/1983 and much of the initial implementation
 

would involve feasibility studies and design phases thus little actual
 

investment could occur), and (2)to prcvide more flexibility in spreading
 



investment costs over the 	twenty year periods. 
The phasing which was used
 
to estimate these requriements are presented below:
 

Phasing Constants Used To Project Rehabilitation of Existing Stock and
 
Construction of New Seweraae Svstem3.
 

PERIOD 	 PHASING OF REHABILITATION PHASING OF NEW
 
OF EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE SEWERAGE IN
 
STOCK l/ SETTLEMENTS
 

LACKING SEWERAGE
 
SYSTEMS
 

1980 - 1985 	 15% 15% 
1986 - 1990 	 60% 
 60%
 
1991 - 1995 20% 20%
 
1996 - 2000 
 5% 	 5%
 

1/. Water, sewerage, and 	education.
 

The per capita costs used to estimate the requi-rements for rehabilitation
 
of existing infrastructure stock are similar to those used in the First
 
Round Aleternatives Report and are presented below:
 

V 



CONSTANTS USED TO PROJECT INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS OF REHABILITATION OF EXISTING STOCK
TABLE B-9 


INFRASTRUCTURE 


WATER AND SEWERAGE 


CIRCULATION 


ELECTRICITY 


OTHER PHYSICAL
 
INFRASTRUCTURE 


HOUSING 


EDUCATION 


HEALTH 


OTHER SOCIAL INFPASTRUCTURE 


PER CAPITA REHABILITATION COSTS
 
AS A PROPORTION OF PER CAPITA
 
COSTS OF NEW INFRASTRUCTURE
 

STOCK EXISTING REHABILITATION OF
 
BEFORE 1980-85 PERIOD STOCK BUILT DURING LATER PERIODS 


74% 3% 


1% 0.5% 


20% 10% 


20% 10% 


50% 5% 


35%. 2% 

10% 10% 


2% 1% 


REMIARKS
 

Based on unpublished estimates
 
of costs of strengthening existiny
 
systems from provincial water 
supplies project and depreciation
 
allowances shown in masterplans 
for major metropolitan systems. 

Estimates from National Transpor
tation Investment Plan 

Early period has provisions for 
expansion of service, while later 
period assumes an average service 
life of 10 years. 

Assumption similar to electricity.
 

Similar to First Round Alternatives.
 

Based on estimates of rehabilitatitii 
requirements resulting from 1977 
survey of educational facilities. 
Later period rehabilitation assuities 
only minor rehabilitation necessary. 

Assumes that 10 percent of existi.,j 
stock will be rehabilitLted in each 
period and that stock added in lat,
periods has an average life of 10 
years due Lo large investment
 
requirements in equipment. 

Assumed relationships
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ANNEX B-b 

INTER REGIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS 

This section of the Annex discusses inter-regional infrastructure
 

costs for transportation--highway, rail, and inland waterways-

bulk water, and electrical power. The variation in costs of
 

these systems depending upon different settlement alternatives
 

is shown. 
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'INTER REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION
 

Investment & Operating Costs
 

The National Urban Policy Study Team has utilized the Draft Final Report
 
of the Egypt National Transport Study (NEDECU) to develop inter-regional
 
investment and operating costs and to provide order-of-magnitude differ
ences in costs to compare alternative settlement strategies.
 

Total investments reconended by NEDECO between 1981 and 2000 for rail,
 
highway and internal waterways are shown in TableB-lO below. 
The NEDECO
 
investments are usually given iiitheir report as two period totals(1981-87)
 
and 1987-2000). 
 They have been distributed on 
an annual basis as described
 
by NEDECU for 81-87 but by the NUPS team for 87-2000 since NEDECO did not
 
generally provide such annual totals.
 

The total investment 
costs include fixed and variable maintainance costs,
 
costs of new investment plus rehabilitation, and costs of initial invest
ments in vehicle fleets for the three modes. 
They do not include, however,
 
operating costs which are calculated by mode on a passenger-kilometer or
 
ton-kilometer basis.
 

Table B-l shows the distribution of financial costs by mode and between
 
passenger and freight for 1979, which do include operating costs.
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INTER-REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION
 

Investment & Ooeratina Costs
 

The National Urban Policy Study Team has utilized the Draft Final Report
 
of the Egypt National Transport Study (NEDECO) to develop inter-regional
 
investment and operating costs and to provide order-of-magnitude differ
ences in costs to compare alternative settlement strategies.
 

Total investments recommended by NEDECO between 1981 and 2000 for rail,
 
highway and internal waterways are shown in TableB-lO below. The NEDECO
 
investments are usually given ii their report as 
two period totals(1981-87)
 
and 1987-2000). They have been distributed on an annual basis as described
 
by NEDECO for 81-87 but by the NUPS team for 87-2000 since NEDECO did not
 
generally provide such annual totals.
 

The total investment 
costs include fixed and variable maintainance costs,
 
costs of new investment plus rehabilitation, and costs of initial invest
ments in vehicle fleets for the three modes. 
 Tkey do not include, however,
 
operating costs which are calculated by mode on a passenger-kilometer or
 
tor,-kilometer basis.
 

Table B-ll shows the distribution of financial costs by mode a,,d between
 
passenger and freight for 1979, which do include operating costs.
 



Table B-1O
 

TOTAL TRANSPORT INVESTMENTS 1989-2000 MILLION L.E. IN 1979 :PRICES (ECONOMIC)
 

RAIL INVESTMENT 1/ HIGHWAY INVESTMENTS Y WATERWAY INVESTMENT-3/ D TOTAL
 
ROLLING TOTAL EXCLUDES MAIN. INCLUDES MAINT.EXCL. MAINT.. INCL. MAINT. - INVESTMENT
 

YEAR STOCK ALL AND FLEET AND FLEET a/ AND FLEET 
 G1AND FLEET 4-3 MAINT. & FLLET. 
Ot;LY -. 
 * .4/ INCL. EXCL. 

1981 13.8 32.7 
 282.5 2.6 
 8.8 305.1 49.1
82 
 15.3 54.4 307.1 
 2.6 8.8 331.2 72.383 21.1 51.7 307.5 2.6 8.8 '4 -> 337.4 75.4 
84 (57.0) 76.8 55.3 314.6 2.6 
 8.8 L 0 400.2 77.7 
85 (9.7) 29.0 42.4 305.4 2.6 8.8 
 1 . C. 343.2 64.886 (9.3) 31.3 52.1 319.1 2.6 8.8 
 0 - 359.2 76.187 (23.2) 43.1 52.7 324.6 2.9 9.1 E U 376.8 75.5
 
88 (15.6) 43.5 52.0 326.4 
 1.1 8.2 378.1 81.0

89 (1.7.7) 37.4 52 329.8 1.1 8.2 
 375.4 72.8

90 (76.2) 49.9 55 335.4 1.1 
 8.7 C- o: 393.5 79.B 
91 (27.6) 53.0 58 342.0 4192 

1.2 8.3 X3 403.3 83. 6,(28.9) 46.1 61 348.4 1.2 8.3 
 L 402.8 79.1
 
93 (74.4) 35.1 64 356.6 
 1.2 8.3 o C Lo .400.0 -70.9
94 (32.1.) 37.8 66 362.6 1.2 8.3 tA 'n 408.7 72.9 
95 (45.7) 51.0 70 370.7 1.2 8.3 o 
 . 430.0 76.596 (37.2) 39.9 74 379.9 
 1.2 8.3 41 41 428.1 77.9
97 (38.7) 41.4 78 383.2 1.2 8.3 
 - t - 437.9 81.9 
98 (77.8) 75.5 82 397.7 1.2 8.3 'U una 481.5 85.9
99 (60.7) 63.4 86 407.3 
 1.2 8.3 479.0 89.9
 

2000 (93.9) 94.5 90 417.1 
 1.2 8.3 U 4 ' 519.9 91.B 

TOTALS (625.2) 898.9 1229.3 6923.9 33.8 169.5 0 0 7991.3 1535.a
 

SOURCES: I Main Report p. 69 Annex V Chapter 13,2 Main Report P. 94 ff,Annex IV, Chapter 9,3 Main Report P 71 ff,

Annex VI, Chapter 12, 4 Main Report A7nex VII,Relevant Chapters.
 

a! Includes maintenance that goes from L.E. 14.0 
million in 1981 to L.E. 49.1 million in 2000; bus intercity

replacement and renewal from L.E. 20.8 million in 1981 to L.E. 73 million in 2000. and L.E. 215 million per year

throughout the period for truck renewal and replacement


b/ Pipeline data indicate 
 no facility expansion 1981-87 (see Main Report); some expansion thereafter but no amount 
given. Of L.E. 218.8 million allocated to the transport/distribution component within tle petroleum/natural gas
sector, about L.E. 109 million is not allocated to specific projects (to be specified in the second half of the
1978-82 Five Year Plan. The remainder (also in the Five Year Plan 1978-82 and not in transport sector) are described iii 
Annex VII p. 2.
 



TABLE B-11
 

Financial*Costs &Balances i 

(1979)
 

Total Freight Passengers
 

Rail Road Water Rail Road Water Rail Road
 

Fin. costs of trans-Y 167.2 725.4 13.35 55.6 452.6 13.35 111.6 272.8
 
Fin. cost infrastruc2 / 4.9 44.7 1.96 1.6 30.9 1.96 3.3 13.8
 

TOTAL financial costs 172.1 770.1 15.31 57.2 483.5 15.31 114.9 286.6
 

Revenue 59.0 725.4 11.36 17.8 452.6 11.36 41.2 272.8
 

TOTAL Financial 0Dficit 113.1 44.7 3.95 39.4" 30.9 3.95 73.7 13.8 

% Revenue/Total Finan. 
Cost 34 94 74 31 94 74 36 95 

1/ Source: Main Report, NEDECO, p.154 

2/ Costs of Transporatation include fleet additions and operating costs of vehicles
 
per ton-kilometer or passenger-kilometer for estimated loads and passenger movemen
 

31/ Cost of Infrastructure include fixed and variable maintainance and rehabilitation
 
of. networks plus new investments in capacity.
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Because of the subsidies involved, relative to the opportunity cost of
 

materials and labor, there are substantial differences between financial
 

and economic costs_/.The economic costs in 1979 which are equivalent to
 

the financial costs in Table B-l 3re shown in Table B-12.
 

TABLE B-12
 

Economic'Costs'&'Balances
 

Total Freight Passengers 

Rail Road Water Rail Road Water Rail Road 

Econ. cost of transport 218.8 891.6 20.19 73.4 593.6 20.19 145.4 298.0 

Econ. cost of infrastruc. 4.9 63.7 2.10 1.6 44.1 2.10 3.3 19.6 

Total economic cost 223.7 955.3 22.29 75.0 637.7 22.29 148.7 317.6 

Revenue 59.0 725.4 11.36 17.8 458.4 11.36. 41.2 272.0 
"Economic" deficit 164.7 229.9 10.93 57.2 185.3 10.93 107.5 44.6 

% Revenue/Total econ. cost 2o 76 51 24 71 51 28 86 

SOURCE: Main Report, NEDECO, p.154
 

It is worth noting that economic costs for transportation are 24.8% higher than
 

financial costs and that economic costs exceed financial costs for infrastructure
 

by 37%. Overall, economic costs are 25% higher than financial costs. Revenue covers
 
about 66% of economic costs under current transportation policies and about 83% of
 

financial costs. Under current practices the railroads are more heavily subsidized
 

than road and water.
 

1/ 	Financial costs are costs incurred in Egyptian Pounds. Economic costs are those
 
which would be incurred if all inputs were valued at their market value
generally at international market prices.
 



The NUPS team used NEDECO's estimates of unit operating costs and their
estimates of volumes at origins and destinations to calculate operating
costs for both passenger movement and freight in 2000. 
 These figures in
 
L.E. millions are:
 

Freight 
 2,125
 
Passengers 
 1,521
 

Total 
 3,646
 

From Table II,total operating costs in L.E. million in 1979 were:
 

Freight 
 52Z
 
Passengers 
 384'
 

Total 
 906
 
Since NEDECO's total recommended investment to 2000 was L.E. 7,992 million,
it can be said that, from their parameters, it takes an investment of
L.E. 2.19 between now and 2000 to provide L.E. 1.00 of total operating
capacity in the year 2000. 
This constant has been used to estimate capital
requirements from operating costs for the alternativesl/.
 

The NUPS team used NEDECO data to calculate year 2000 per capita tonkilometer and passenger-kilometEr costs. 
 These per capita figures are derived
from NEDECO's assumed spatial distribution of population and economic activity,
baped largely upon trend patterns of growth. 
 The national derived freight
cost/capita is L.E. 57.05 cnd the p?ssenger cost/capita is L.E. 40.84 (1979

prices).
 

Detailed freight and passenger costs per capita by major settlements Ineach
zone were used to provide indicative operating costs for each of the four
major alternative settlement patterns in the First Round Alternative Working
Paper. 
The indicative operating costs using this procedure probably underestimate the differences between the alternatives because the successful
pursuit of more decentralized strategies would increase passenger flows,average
trip distances,:.and ton-kilomers of freight beyond the figures implied by this 
1/ These capital costs should be treated as very rough approximations.
NEDECO data on 
 The
 

detailed for the NUPS team to make a 

individual elements of the proposed networks were insufficienl
network analysis of each alternative.
Consequently, overall parameters derived from NEDECO data are used in these
estimates.
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procedure/ 
 Nevertheless, the cost-differences are substantial as 
shown
below. 
 The icplied investrent costs for each alternative are snown assuming the same proportion bet-..een 
1981-2CC0 investments and 2CCO operating
costs in the NEDECO Report (i.e. L.E. 2.19 in investments between 1981 and

2000 for each L.E. of operating cost).
 

TABLE B-13
 

Oerating &Investment Costs for Alternative Settlement. Strategies
 
(inL.E. millions at 1979 prices)
 

Alternative: 
 A 
 NEDECO 81 Effi:iency B2Efficiencyc
 
Operating Cost
 
Total 2000 

Per i'dpita 
3,388 

90.96 

3,646 

97.89 
3,831 

102.86 
3,826 

102.73 
4,172 

112.01 

1921-2000 
Investment Cost 7,427 
(L.E. Million) 

7,993 8,398 8,386 9,145 

Ratio of Costs
to Cost of 
 1.00 1.08 
 1.13 
 1.13 
 1.23
Alternative A
 

If we assume that operating costs grow at a uniform annual rate from 197920002/ 
and that investment costs grow at rates indicated by the time-phasing
of investment inTable B-10, the annual operating and investment ccsts by

NUPS alternative are as 
shown in Table B-14
 

1/ The detailed calculations from the NEDECO Origin and Destination tables
 are shown in Table B-16
 

2/ This rate iscalculated for each alternativeas the rate required to go
from NEDECO's 1979 operating cost estimate to the 2000 operating cost
estimate for each alternative. 
That is,the annual rate of growth in
operating costs is different for each alternative because of different
population distributions.
 



Table 8-14
 

Operating & Investment Costs
 

(1981-2000)
 

In L.E. millions

ALTER-A
NATIVE 
 A 
 B1 Efficiency 
 B2 Efficiency 
 C
 

YEAR Operating

Cost Invest- Operating Invest-
 Operating
ment Cost.. ment.. Cost ... 

Invest- Operating Investment .... .Cost ment
 
1981 1079 283 1092 321 
 1092 

1982 

320 1110 349
1145 
 308 1166 
 348 
 1166 
 347 
 1181 379
1983 
 1217 
 313 1246 354 354
1246 
 1266 
 386
1984 1293 
 372 1331 
 420 1331 420 458
1358
1985 
 1373 
 319 1422 
 361 1421 360 393
1457
1986 
 1458 
 834 1519 377 
 1518 377 
 1563 411
1987 
 1549 396 1622 395 

350 1623 


1576
1988 1645 431
351 1734 
 397 1733 
 397 
 1798 
 433
1989 
 1747 
 349 1852 
 394 1851 394 
 1929 
 429
1990 366 1979 413
1855 

1977 413 
 2069 
 450
1991 375 2114 424
1970 

2112 423 
 2219 
 461
1992 2093 
 374 2258 
 423 2256 423 461
2381
1993 
 2223 
 372 2417 
 420 
 2410 
 420 
 2553 458
1994 
 2361 
 380 2577 
 429 
 2575 
 429 2739 468
1995 2507 
 400 2753 
 452 2750 451 492
2938
1996 
 2663 
 398 2941 450 
 2938 449 
 3151 
 490
1997 
 2828 
 409 .. 3142 462 3139 462 
 3380 503
1298 
 3004 
 447 3357 506 
 3353 
 505 3626 
 551
1999 3189 
 445 3586 503 
 3582 503 
 3889 
 548
2000 
 3388 
 483 3831 
 546 3826 545 595
4172 


TOTAL 40588 
 7928 43917 8396 8387
43898 
 46452 
 9146

GRAND
 

TOTAL 
 48516 
 .....52313 
 .........52285............55588
 

SOURCE: 
 Nups Calculations. Investment totals may not add to totals in Table IV
due to rounding.
 



In order to facilitate combining these figures with the intra-urban
 
investment and operating costs in the First Round Alternatives, they
 
are summarized in Table B-15, in5 year increments.
 

Table B-15
 

Summary of Cumulative Operating & Investment Costs
 

(L.E. millions, 1979 Prices)
 

Alternative: 
 A 
 B1 B2 C
 

191-85
 

Operating Cost 6108 6257 6256 6372
 
Investment Cost .1595 1804 1801 '1965
 
TOTAL 7703 8061 8057 8290
 
1986-90
 
Operating Cost 8254 8707 8701 9035
 
Investment Cost 2250 1976
1977 2144
 
TOTAL 10504 10677
10684 11179
 
1991-95
 
Operating Cost 11,154 12,114 12,103 12,830
 
Investment Cost 1,901 2,148 2,146 2,340
 
TOTAL 13,055 14,262 14,249 15,170
 
1996-2000
 

Operating Cost 15,072 16,839 16,838 18,215
 
Investment Cost 2,182 2,467 2,464 2,687
 
TOTAL 17,250 19,306 19,302 20,902
 

Source:' NUPS Calculations
 

l( 
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Inter-regional transportation costs are mainly borne by the users 
of
 
the various transportatIcn netrworks and the national Government (see
 
Table B-ll and 5-12 for 
 ata on 
cost recovery through transport sect_,
revenues). Consequently, the operating and investment costs associated
 
with different alternatives are sunnarized for the country as 
a whole
 
rather than being assigned as costs to particular settlement zones as
 
was done for intra-urban investment costs. 
 That is, unrecovered inter
urban transportation costs result in 
a reduction in the total 
investment
 
pool available.
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CALCULATED OPERATING COSTS PER CAPITA
 

NUPS SETTLEM1ENT PASSENGER COST FREIGHT COST TOTAL TRANSPORTZOiES 
 PER CAPITA 
 PER CAPITA 
 COST PER CAPITA
 

CAIRO 
 31.70 
 23.77 
 55.47
 
ALEXANDRIA 
 31.97 
 71.51 103.48
 

DELTA
 
Zagazig 
 36.10 
 35.37 
 71.47
 
Benha 
 66.58 
 32.48 
 99.06
 
Mansoura 
 42.52 
 46.24 
 88.76
 
Damietta 
 107.31 
 61.38 
 168.39
 
Shebin El Kom 
 68.85 
 51.86 
 120.71
 
Tanta 
 54.51 
 61.55 
 116.06
 
Kafr El Sheikh 
 45.59 
 22.13 
 67.12
 
Damanhour 
 A3.91 
 61.55 
 105.46
 

CANAL
 
Port Said 
 120.24 
 91.30 211.54
 
Ismailia 
 80.70 
 56.88 
 137.58
 
Suez 
 56.61 
 261.85 
 318.46
 

NORTH UPPER EGYPT
 
Fayoum 
 48.89 
 42.82 
 91.71
 
Beni Suef 
 39.78 
 37.11 
 76.89
 
Minta 
 27.61 
 45.93 
 73.54
 

SOUTH UPPER EGYPT
 
Assiut 
 40.33 
 73.53 
 113.86
 
Sohag 
 39.50 
 35.31 
 74.81
 
Qena 
 40.67 
 104.21 
 144.88
 
Aswan 
 45.04 
 201.89 
 246.93
 

RED SEA 
 100.53 
 370.51 
 471.04
 
WESTERN DESERT 
 78.21 1150.50 
 1228.71
 



INTER-REGIONAL CAPITAL AND OPERATING COSTS OF ELECTRICAL POWER SECTOR
 

I. Introduction.
 

The nationwide 
 electrical power system is composed of major hydroelectric
 
power generation plants located at Aswan and 26 petroleum or natural gas
 
fired thermal power generation plants located mainly in the NUPS Greater
 
Cairo, Alexandria, Delta and Canal Zones. 
 All of these plants are
 
interlinked by the Unified Power Grid, a high and medium voltage grid
 
of transmission lines linking major load centers with power generation
 
sources. In addition to 
the power plants interlinked via the National
 
Power Grid, smaller thermal power generation plants also exist in the
 
Remote areas and Port Said.
 

The generation and bulk distribution of power is the responsibility of the
 
Egyptian Electrical Authority (LEA) which sells power to large industrial
 
users and to seven power distribution companies. The distribution companies
 
sell power to medium and small consumers. The construction of electrical
 
power facilities is the responsibility of EEA (bulk power facilities on a
 
nationwide basis) while the Rural Electric Authority (REA) is responsible
 
for planning and constructing power facilities within urban and rural
 

areas.
 

The 'Unified Power system had a total installed capacity of
 
4,491 megawatts (MW) in 1979 of which 54 percent was located in the
 
hydroelectric power plants in Aswan. 
 During 1979, the sector's total
 
gross generation was 16,803 million kilowatt hours (GWh) and gross sales
 
were 14,675 GWh l/. Losses accounted for the remaining 12 percent of
 
gross generation. Although the system's total installed capacity was
 
4,491 MW, its total available capacity was 3,404 MW due to dual 
use
 
of hydro facilities for irrigation and power generation, derating of
 
plants due to age and deterioration and system stability limits
 
over the 550 KV transmission network. 
 In 1979, the system had a total
 

l/ These power statistics exclude small generation plants not connected
 
To the Unified Power Grid, but include Port Said plants.
 



peak demand capacity of 2,814 MW due to reserve capacity requirements of
 

21 percent and a load factor of 67 percent. Administratively, the
 

system is divided into five tr2nsmission zones by the EEA. These are:
 

Greater Cairo, iexandria, elta or Lower Egjpt, Canal and Upper Egypt l/.
 

During the period 1969 to 1979, the electrical power sector achieved an
 

annual average grcwth rate in gross generation of 10 percent. The EEA
 

forecasts that gross generation will increase to approximately 105,000
 

GWh by the year 2000 at an annual average growth rate of 9.1 percent 2/.
 

These aggregate electricity load projections are based on total demand
 

of five economic sectors (industry, agriculture, transportation, public
 

utilities, residential and other military, government and public sector
 

organizations). These basis of these projections was developed by the
 

1977 Power Sector Study prepared for the Ministry of Electricity and
 

International Bank for Reconstruction and is updated periodically to
 

reflect changes in sectorial demand and growth rates in other economic
 

sectors 3/. Since these aggregatedemand forecasts reflect GOP growth
 

rates similar to PUPS projections, and were the basis for EEA's least
 

I/ Power sector Statistical Data, 1969-1979, from the Egyptian Electrical
 
Authority. April 1980.
 

2/ Unpublished Statistics of the Egyptian Electricity Authority, "Actual
 
and Forecast sales by Consumer Categories 1978-2000, (April 1980)
 

3/ Sanderson and Porter "Power Sector Survey. Phase 1. Diagnostic
 
- Report and System Planning. "Prepared for Bank for Reconstruction and 

Ministry of Electricity and Energy. 1977.
 



cost' investment program (least cost in that the model EEA uses to
 
determine its program aims at seeking locations 
for new installations
 
which minimize overall investment requirements as well as operating
 
expense), 
 they were used to project future capital and operating
 
cost requirements for the electrical 
sector in the NUPS alternative
 
settlement strategies 1/.
 

The Egyptian electrical 
system presently has wide regional variations
 
in the generation and end consumption of electrical power. 
The present.
 
regional generation and end consumption of electrical power is shown
 
in Table B-14. 
 This regional pattern of electrical power distribution
 
results from the location of major power generation facilities in tipper
 
Egypt and major load centers in Greater Cairo anJ Alexandria necessitating
 
the transmission of power from one zone to another. 
In 1979, roughly
 
41 percent total power generated was transmitted from power surplus zones
 
to load centers in power deficit zones.
 

1/ The US Department of Energy in conjuction with officials 
 from the
linistry of Electricity and Energy, the Ministry of Planning and the National
Planning Institute conducted an energy assessment of Egypt's present
and future energy requirements in 1979 (U.S. Department of Energy.
"Joint Egypt/United States Report on Egypt/United States Cooperative Energy
Assessment". 
 Executive summary, Main Report and Appendices." April 1979).
This joint Egyptian/American assessment concluded that although the
projected growth rate for electricity demand is greater that total energy
demand (9.9 percent vs. 5.3 percent per year) the total demand for energy,
including electrical energy, can be met through conventional fuels using

c;qventionai technologies through theyear_2000. The assessment cid point
qouthat_Egypt's projected reliance on electrical energy is qreater than
 many developed countries (%.lably France and the United States).
 

However they found EEA's projections consistent with overall energy
.projections and with likely 
 energy lemands required by projected GLO
growth rates. 
 The EEA forecasts used for costing power requirpments for
the alternatives vary somewhat from forecasts used in the energy assessment
but do not differ substantially from either the Power Sector Survey or with
a projection conducted by Aoki Consultants (to the EEA) which used assumed
and achievable encrgy/GNP ratios as a basis for electricity load projections

(these are available from the EEA).
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REGIONAL GENERATION OF THERMAL AND HYDRO POWER
BY TPANSISSION ZOIE AND DISTRIBUTION CO.,,PANY-1979-

TRKNSNISSION
ZONE ELECTRICALDISTRIBUTION 

COMPANY 

GENERATORSTATION TYPE OFGENERATION 
PLANT 

FOWERGENERATED 
(GWh) 

TOTALPOWER 
ZEIIERATED 

IN ZONE 

POWER DISTRIBUTED 
GH OTHER ZONES 

ZONE (G'h) 

POER RECEIVED 
FRON OTHER ZONES 

ZONE (GWh) 

TOTAL END 
CONSUTlON IN ZONE 

(GWh) 

PERCEhil Lf 
END Cc:,l.i::. 
TIOZNI',L:;Z..N 
WHICH is 

HYDROic 
CAIRO CAIRO 4EST CAIRO THERMAL 1314.6 

SOUTH CAIRO 1231.1 
NORTH CAIRO 
EAST CAIRO 

EL TEBIN 1 
EL TEBIN 

SHOUBRAEL * 
4/ 

* 

S 

529.0 

59.4 

208.5 

73.0 

-EIMA 3385.6 CANAL (881.6) 

UPPER EGYPT 

LOWER EGYPT 

2993.2 

174.5 5671.7 52.; 

ALEXANDRIA ALEXANORIA EL SIOUF 325.0 

KARMOUZ 

EL MAZ 
ABOU ELNATAMIR 
KAFR EL DAWAR 

-
* 

-

197.1 

91.3 
28.7 

55.8 697.9 
- HIGH DAN 

LOWER EGYPT 
820.0 

425.5 - 1943.4 42.2 

LOWER EGYPTIj BEHEIRA 
DELTA 

DAIANOUR 
TALKilA THERMAL 

TALKHA GAZ 

1,083.7 
728.4 

21.6 .1.833.7 

ALEXANDRIA 

CAIRO 

(425.5) 

(174.5) 

UPPER EGYPT 

CANAL 

985.9 

445.7 2665.3 37.0 

CA l y CANAL SUEZ THERMAL 357.1 

SUEZ GAS 
ISMAILIA * 

32.2 
77.1 466.4 

LOWER 
EGYPT (445.7) CAIRO 6816.6 902.3 -

UPPER EGYPT3/ 

TOTALS 

NORTHERN 
UPPER EGYPT 
SOUTHERN 

UPPER EGYPT 

ASSIUT 

NAGA HAPADI 

ASWAN DAM 
HIGH DAN 

HYDRO 

367.2 

-

1.639.0 

7.969.3 

367.2 

9.608.3 

CAIRO 

ALEXANDRIA 

LOWER 

EGYPT 

(2993.2) 

1820.0) 

(985.9) 

5176.4 5./ 7.1 

16,359.1 
 (6.726.4) 
 6,726.4 
 16359.1 
 58.7
SOURCE: "Annual Report: Electricity Statistics". Egyptian Electrical Authority (1981). 
 1/ Power stations in Marsa Hatrouh not connected to the Grid are excluded.
21 Pover stations in Port Said, the Sinai and Red Sea Iot connected to the Grid are excded. 3/ Power sttons inded.
"4i Shoubra El Kheima power station will not be coffnissioned until 1982. 
 ption
ThIs total cons -/3/ inclv .s major indytri nt sern 
Osort a r irclyr t E 
a n d u industrial consumers %;Ilapurch,,.e putcr directly from the EF4 in
addition to the distribu:tion comnanies
 



2. Estimates of Electrical Power Requirements: Methodoloay.
 

The total power requriements of the settlement zones were estimated for 
the alternatives by using EEA nation-,ide forecasts for settlements connected
 

to the Unified Power Grid, and estimating power requirements for the
 

Remote areas based on master plan projections. In the first case, electri

cal power was distributed among the major transmission zones I/
 

connected to the Unified Power Grid by : (1) calculating the average
 

per capita consumption of power using the urban populations of the
 

40 largest settlements; then (2) the average per capita consumption was either
 

increased in zones being emphasized in a particular alternative, i.e.,
 

in Alternative C, the average per capita consumption standard was increased
 

125 percent to provide more power resources in the Canal and North and
 

South Upper Egypt Zones. The consumption standards for other non-priority
 

zones.were calculated as residuals resulting from subtracting total
 

consumption of priority zones plus the 1985 forecast consumption of the 

large industrial power users in South Upper Egypt 2/ from the total 

Unified.Power Grid consumption. These consumption standards are 

summarized.in.Table B-1 8 

The average existing consumption of electrical power in the Remote Areas 

is 850. KWh/capita 3/. This consumption rate was used to forecast demand 

until 1985. After 1985, the existing estimated consumption rate of the 

Red Sea Governorate, 1878 KWh/capita 4/ was used to project Remote area 

power demands-in all the alternatives except Alternative C. This 

consumotion rate is more than double the existing consumption in the 

other Remote Areas. The average consumption rate of the Red Sea Governorate 

regional plan and.the regional plan for the Northwest Coast was used to 

forecast coneumtion in the Remote Areas in Alternative C. The total 

forecast consumption by zone and settlement Alternatives are shown in 

Table B-19 

I/The EEA power transmission zones were adjusted as follows so that they
 
conform to the NUPS zones: Sharkia was added to the Delta zone rather
 
than the Canal zone, the NUPS North and South Upper Egypt zones were
 
combined to conform to the EEA Upper Egypt transmission zone.
 
2/ Sanderson and Porter, Incl. "Power Sector Survey. Phase 1. Diagnostic
 
report and System Planning." Vol. 1 Table 1-1 1977.
 
3/ Source: Red Sea Governorate Regional Plan, Interim Report. Regional

Tnfrastructure. 1980, and Regional Plan for the Coastal Zone of the Western
 
Desert. Final Report. Vol. IV. 1976.
 
4/ Red Sea Governorate Regional Plan. Draft Final Report. Vol 1. Main
 
Report. Vol. 1.Main Report. (1980).
 

/
 

http:summarized.in


TABLE B-18 
ELECTRICAL POWER CONSLMPTION STANDARDS OF THE SETTLEMENT ALTERNATIVES
 

~~AVERAGE Un -

ALTERNATIVE GREATER CAIRO ZONE ALEXANDRIA ZONE DELTA ZONE CANAL ZONE UPPER EGYPT ZONE FIED GRID REMi0TE A.FAS 
KWh/CAPITA KWh/CAPiTA KWh/CAPITA KWh/CAPITA G;h/CAPITA1!tl/CAPITA Kh/CAP 

TREND 1980-1985 - 1233.4 - 1320.4 - 1646.9 - 1791.5 - 7652.7 1762.1 L50 
A 1985-1990 Average 2279.1 Average 2279.1 Residual 1261.3 Residua, 1261.3 Residual 1261.3 2279.1 Same as la).i 

1991-1995 2822.2 2d22.2 1927.1 1927.1 1927.1 2822.2 Residual 18J.o 
1996-2000 3344.4 3344.4 2562.2 2562.2 2562.2 3344.4 IL. 

81 EFFICIENCY 

1986-1990 90% of 2071.9 Average 2279.1 Residual 1428.8 Average 2279.1 Residual 1428.8 2279.1 Existing 187. o 
1991-1995 Alexandria 2540.4 2794.4 2291.9 2794.4 2291.9 2794.4 

81 EQUITY 1996-2000 ' 3039.2 3343.1 2970.6 3343.1 2970.6 3343.1 10n. 

1986-1990 Residual" 1815.5 Residual 1815.5 Residual 1815.5 115% of 2624.0 115% of 2624.0 2281.7 Existing 111b. 
1991-1995 2387.9 2387.9 2387.9 Average 3251.6 Average 3251.6 2827.5 13, 
1996-2000 2919.8 2919.8 2919.8 3855.1 3855.1 3352.3 Id8i, 

82 EFFICIENCY 
1986-1990 88% of 2011.5 Residual 2011.5 Residual 1428.8 Average 2279.1 Average 2279.1 2279.1 Existing bdiZ j 
1991-1995 Avera92 2576.8 Average 2576.8 2184.3 2834.5 2834.5 2834.5 
1996-2000 3057.6 3057.6 3079.3 3363.4 3363.4 3363.4 I878o 

B2 EQUITY 
1986-1990 Residual 1849.5 Residual 1849.5 Residual 1849.5 115% of 2627.1 115% of 2627.1 2284.5 Existing 187a.u 
1991-1995 2394.5 2394.5 2394.5 Average 3262.7 Average 3262.7 2837.1 18/8 
1996-2000 2946.2 2946.2 2946.2 3874.9 3874.9 3369.5 1873. 

C 1966-1990 Residual 1795.8 Residual 1795.8 Residual 1795.8 125S of 2770.5 125% of 2770.5 2216.4 Master Plar 20C 
1991-1995 2359.5 2359.5 2359.5 Average 3590.4 Average 3590.4 2872.3 
1996-2000 2944.5 2944.5 2944.5 4323.1 4323.1 3458.5 

SOURCE: NUPS Analysis.
 

i/ Excludes consumption of Naga Hamadi Aluminurm Plant and Kima Fertilizer Plant.
 
However that consumption was Included in projections of total costs of tile
 
electrical power sector.
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TOTAL CONSUMPTION OF ELECTRICAL POWER BY SETTLEKNT ZONE
 

__ ' . . . __.. , *• .... . .. . I.. ...... . _ _r.. . .. ; 

GREATER CAIRO ALEXANDRIA DELTA CA. NORTH & SOUTH TOTAL UIFIED POWER REMOTEAREAS 1 HAL 

G_h _ _ G GhGWh .... I G-h _ h GWh f- L .. Ct 

TREND 1985 1,172.3 34.4 401.7 11.8 550.9 16.2 186.5 5.5 106.98 31.4 3,381.2 99.4 193 0.6 3.4C;0. 
A. 1990 26,111.6 51.3 8,681.1 16.9 4.864.7 9.5 1,497.2 2.9 9,779.5 19.0 50,934.0 99.2 300.2 0.6 51.342.( 

1995 38,776.8 51.5 13,329.3 17.7 8,610.3 11.4 2,636.3 3.5 11,483.3 86.2 74,836.0 99.4 477.0 0.6 7S,313 , 
20GO 54,911.2 52.1 19,337.1 18.3 13,251.7 12.6 4,040.6 3.8 13,422.3 12.7 104,963.0 99.5 508.9 0.5 1C.4/; 

81 EFFICIENCY 

1990 22,927.7 44.6 8,813.3 17.2 5,326.5 16.3 3,701.3 7.2 10,165.2 19.8 50,934.0 99.1 448.8 0.9 51 .36; 
1995 32,768.6 43.5 12,966.0 17.2 9,740.6 12.9 7,125.7 9.5 12,235.0 16.2 74,836.0 99.4 467.6 0.6 , 
2000 45,584.7 43.2 17,578.0 16.7 14,449.2 13.7 13.36591 12.7 13,982.0 13.3 10.496.3 99.5 475.1 0.5 i(jj,44. 

01 EQUITY 
1990 20,123.1 39.1 6,613.7 12.9 6,799.2 13.2 4,261.4 8.3 13,136.6 25.5 50,934.0 99.0 508.9 1.0 SI,4. 
1995 30,801.5 40.8 10,155.7 13.3 10,155.7 13.5 8,291.6 11.0 15,581.6 20.7 74,836.0 99.2 "' 584.1 6.8 75,2.1 
2000 43,600.1 41.5 13,518.7 12.8 14.216.6 13.- 15,411.5 14.6 18,011.0 17.1 104,963.0 99.4 640.4 0.6 15, o 

82 EFFICIENCY 

1990 22,358.0 43.4 6,919.5 13.4 5,388.0 "10.5 3,379.9 6.6 12,888.5 25.0 50,934.0 98.9 546.5 1.1 E1, 
1995 33,467.5 44.2 10,023.8 13.2 9,512.5 IZ.6 5,674.7 7.5 16,157.5 21.3 74.36.0 98.7 678.0 0.9 7.'],. 
2000 46,476.1 43.9 13,453.4 12.7 15,738.4 14.9 8,731.4 8.3 20,561.4 19.4 104,961.0 99.2 822.6 0.8 105, b. 

Bz EQUITY 

1990 20,557.2 3.9 5,362.3 12.4 6,974.5 13.5 3,896 7.6 13,143.8 25.5 50,934.0 98.9 S7 4 1.1 
1995 31,123.6 J 41.2 9,314.1 12.3 10,408.9 1..8 6,032.7 8.0 11,956.2 23.8 74,83G.0 99.0 751.2 1.0 . ,5E/. 
2000 44,782.0 42.3 12,963.2 12.2 15,063.9 14.2 9,075.0 8.6 23,076.8 21.8 104.961.0 99.1 942.8 0.9 1u',L..j 

C 1990 19,805.9 38.3 6,177.6 11.9 6,764.8 13.1 3,828.8 7.4 14,356.9 27.7 50,934.0 98.4 810.0 1.6 L1,u 
1995 30,347.5 39.8 9,235.0 12.1 10,096.2 13.2 6,322.7 8.3 18,834.6 24.7 74,836.0 98.1 1,448.0 1.3 It,- , 
2000 44,167.1 41.1 12,952.9 12.0 14,313.2 13.0 9,359.5 8.7 24,168.5 22.5 104,961.0 97.6 2,600.0 2.4 ldtw 

j/ EEA FORECAST: GROSS GENERATION. (Unputltshed Stattstics).* April 1980. 

SOURCE: NUPS Analysis. 



Financial and Economic Costs 
nf Electrical Power Generation
 

The financial and e:oncmic costs of bulk cereration and transmission of
electrical power genreation were.calculated for both thermal and hydroelectric
pnwer generation 1/. 
 The financial costs of hydroelectric power generation

were estimated by subtracting the fuel 
costs of operating thermal plants

from EEA's total 1979 operations budget (BAB 1 plus BAB 2) and dividing

the remainder by the 1979 gross generation. The extra/findncial costs of
operating thermal plants were ectimated by dividing the financial costs
 
of fuel by the total power generation of thermal plants. 
This was

the added to the average financial operating costs to illustrate the
 
additional costs of thermal power generation.
 

The "economic costs" of generating electrical poweriwere estimated by
costing petroleum products used in thermal plants at their 1979 inter
national prices. 
The "economic" operating costs of hydroelectric piants
are similar to financial costs as the primary subsidized inputs to

electrical power sector are petroleunr products 
.,2/
 

I/ Ina financial sense the electrical power sector largely operates
without subsidies in that the gcneral policy is tu charge users the
financial costs of power generation. 
The EEA's twc largest consumers,
the Kima Fertilizer Plant in Aswan and the Aluminum complex at Naga Hamadi,
are however exceptions as they are charged tariffs which are substitially
lower than EEA's cost of Supply of roughly, 5.07 millipemes/KWh (55 and 65percent respectively). However, the sector enjoys large economic subsidles
due to the prir.ing of petroleum products in Egypt well below international
prices. 
For example, EEA purchased fuel for operation of thermal plants
at L.E. 7.50 per ton in 1979 while the international price was L.E. 122 per
ton. 
 Thus at international prices, the average economic cost of power
generation in Egypt wculd have been approximately 21 milliemes/KWh in 1979.
 

2/ Full assessment of the impacts of the economy of hydroelectric power
gerneration 
and detailed technical appraisal of existing plant and
operations which would be required to assess the exact economic costs of
hydroelectric power generation would require specialized study outside the
scope of this study.
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The financial and economic costs of power generation in the Remote
 

areas were estimated similarly to costs in other regions except that
 

the salary component of power generation costs .as increased 
by
 

100 percent to reflect incentives required to attract trained 
personnel
 

to Remote Areas 1/.
 

regional power
As mentioned in the introduction to this section, seven 


distribution companies are responsible for selling electrical power to
 

medium and smw]l consumers. 
Therefore their 1979 operating 
costs
 

were added to the operating costs of bulk generation
(BAB I and BAB 2) 


In the North and South Upper Egypt Zone a
 and transmission of electrical power.2/ 


weighted average distribution cost was estimated for each period due to the
 

large proportion-of electrical power which is sold directly tc large
 

industrial users in these zones. This weighted average was estimated
 

by increasing the salary,portion of bulk distribution costs by 100
 

percent to reflect regional w-ge incentives and adding that amount to the
 

operating costs of the North and South Upper Egypt distribution companies.
 

Since the composition of power consumption changes in each period due to
 

increases in population and consumption rates, these average distribution
 

costs were calculated for each period (See Table B-21).
 

.1/. Relatively little experience exists about the types and sizes of
 
However in a recent
Tncentives needed to attract labor to remote areas. 


salary survey of construction compdnies and petroleum companies operating
 
in the Red Sea, it was found that these companies offer Egyptian personnel
 
incentives and bonuses amounting 100 percent of base salaries to compensate
 
their workers for harder working conditions found in the Red Sea Governorate.
 
Discussions with personnel of the Aswan High Dam Authority indi,-ate
 

that the combination of-hardship incentives, housing and travel dllowances
 
can increase their salaries by as much as 87 percent over the amounts
 
that they would receive if they wer? located in Cairo.
 

2/ Since the distribution companies were only established in 1979 and electricity
 
Ttatistics for the budget year 1980/81 are not available estimates of
 
only one period were made.
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Capital Costs of New Electrical Power Generation and Transmission
 

The capital 
costs of new power generation plants and transmission
 
facilities were estimated for each five year period of the alternatives
 
using the demand forecasts shown in Table B-19. 
Generally, it was
 
assumed that the demand for additional capacity would be met first
 
by existing zonal plant capacity (especially in the Upper Egypt Zone)
 
to reduce transmission losses and thus increase system efficiency.
 
Further, since after 1985 Upper Egypt zonal demand forecasts indicate
 
that there will be no surplus hydroelectric power in the zone,
 
construction of new capacity in other zones will 
be necessary in any
 
event l/.
 

Since both the EEA 1980-1987 investment progriam and the Joint Egypt/

United States Energy Assessment forecast that existing fosil fuels and
 
conventional technologies will be adequate to meet Egypt's electrical needs to

the year 2000, no provisions for nuclear plants were made. Furthermore, since the.
 
Quattarra Depression Project is only expected to have an additional
 
640 MW of power connissioned by the year 2000 (assuming the project
 
is proven feasible), its construction costs were also excluded.
 
The base costs of construction of new electrical power generation plants

and bulk transmission were derived from EEA's 1980-1987 planned investment
 
program.
 

1/ Total 1980 hydroelectric capacity is 1,645 MW. 
 This is
 
projected to increase by 561 MW by increasing capacity at Aswan and
 
developing smaller plants in other locations in Upper Egypt.
 

/
 



Regional variations in construction costs were reflected by multiplying

these average costs time a regional 
index developed from 1980 unpushlished

statistics of the 
-iinistry of Planning showing regional const;-uction
 
output due to 
the electrical 
sector, and EA information about plant

capacity under construction. Since load 
 2nters are closely linked in 
the Greater Cairo, Ale:;andria, Delta and Canal Zones thus allcwving
construction of new plant in lower cost regions, single weighted index 
of their zonal indexes wa. constructed. 
Costs in other zones were then
 
expressed as a factor of the weighted index of the Lower Egypt Zones.
 

ZONE 
 ZONAL INDEX 
 WEIGHTED INDEX
 

(LoE. Additional MW)
 

GREATER CAIRO 
 19.77
 
ALEXANDRIA 
 21-.94
 
DELTA * 8.77
 
CANAL 
 22.35
 
TOTAL LOWER EGYPT** 
 23.57 
 1.00
 
ASWAN(EXPANSION OF
 
EXISTING HYDROELECTRIC 
 5.84 
 1.00
 
FACILITIES)
 
ASSIUT (THERMAL 
 46.33 
 1.97
 
RED SEA 
 17.50 
 4.51
 

Consi3ts of expansion of existing facilities at Talkha. 
• Since the Delta construction is 
not of new facilities, its incex was not
 

included in the Lower Egypt Index.
 
• 
 Since only a very small thermal package plant is being installed in
 
the Red Sea Governorate (20 MW), 
its index is not comparable to the
 
larger plants beingrconstructed in other regions. 
 Therefore, the
 
general Remote Area construction index shown on page 63 of the First
 
Round Alternatives Working Paper was 
used to reflect likely higher
 
construction costs in 
remote areas.
 

\()01( 



TOTAL OPERATING ANO CAPITAL COSTS OF ELECTRICAL POWER GENERATION 

A summary of the total projected operating and capital costs of the
 

electrical power system (excluding of intra-urban operating costs)
 

are presented for each of the alternatives in Table B-20. The total
 

financial costs range from L.E. 39,396 million in Alternative A to
 

L.E. 44,240.2 in Alternative C or a percent increase over the
 

Alternative A of 12 percent. Since the pattern of population and
 

thuL load centers, in Alternative B1 Efficiency is similar to
 

that of Alternative A, its financial and economic costs are elso
 

relatively similar. However if demand for power (represented
 

by per capita power consumption)-within'the four-lower Egypt Zones
 

shifted more substantially towards the Carnal Zone than already
 

projected in Alternative B1 Efficiency, both the operating and
 

capital costs of power- generation could oe expected to increase
 

as the Canal ZLne has higher unit costs than other areas in Lowli"
 

Egypt.
 

The higher costs of Alternatives B1 Equity through C largely result 

from increasing-demand in Upper Egypt Zones to the point where 

existing and potential hydroelectric capacity is not adequate to meet 

those.demands. Thus greater investment in construction and operations 

of thermal plants is necessary. 



Issues in Electrical Power Sector
 

The impact which the price subsidy on the internal sale of petroleum
 
products has on operating costs and by inference on revenues
 
lost to the electrical power sector and the economy as a 
whole are
 
illustrated by tie difference between the sum of 1980-2000 financial and
 
economics costs shown in Table 4. As petroleum products become
 
increasingly scare this difference can 
be expected to become more
 
pronounced.
 

A related issue to petroleum pricing is the conservation of electrical'
 
power. As pointed out by the Egypt/United States Cooperative Energy
 
Assessment, Egypt isprojected to have a 
much higher year 2000
 
percentage consumption of electrical energy to total energy consumption
 
(20 percent) than industrialized nations such as France and the United
 
States have 1/, thus overall, a more capital intensive, less efficient
 
use of energy. Highly subsidized inputs to electricity generation tend
 
to discourage conservation and exacerbate the problem.
 

Itshould be .,oted that the Government of Egypt 1as recognized this
 
problem and in 1980 developed a block tariff structure for small and
 
medium consumers of electricity which increases tariffs for large
 
consumers and provides subsidies for small low income consumers. It also
 
developed tariffs for large consumers which have foreign currency equity
 
participation which more closely reflects the international price of fuel
 
used in electrical power generation.
 

I/ Ibid pp. C-38
 
2/ A more complete discussion of electricity tariffs ispresented in
 

Volume IV of the Urban Growth and Data Report.
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A third issue affecting electrical power costs is the choice of
 
technology for power generation. As discussed earlier, the costs
 
presented in T-ble 3-20, do not include ccnstruc:jon of nuclear facilities.
 

The Egypt/United States Cooperative Energy Assessment indicates that
 
the costs of operati,r nuclear cower plants compare favorably with
 

those of petroleum fueled thermal plants, 5/KWh vs. 15 Milliemes/KWh).
 

However, adequate nuclear fuel deposits have not yet been identified in
 
Egypt and the construction of nuclear plants incurs higher capital costs
 
than conventional plants and require longer construction periods.
 

Alternative technologies could reduce electrical power consumption by
 

the year 2000 by as much as 19 percent over current trend projections.
 

Much of this savings could be realized in the industrial sector through
 
modifying existing plant to be more efficient or to utilize other
 

sources of power directly 2/
 

l/ Ibid PP. E+7
 

2/ Ibid. PP. F-15-F-23
 

\' 



TABLE B-20 
5W2.ARy TABLE OF ELECTRICAL POWER CAPITAL ANDOPERATING COSTS 

(L.E. MILLIONS  1979 PRICES) 

ALTER~~v 
! 1980 - 1985 CAPITAL COSTS1986 - 1590 1991 - 1995 !996 - 2000 1980 - 1985 

OPERATING COSTS 
1996 - 1990 1991 1995 1996 2000 

TOTAL 
OPERATI'NG 
COSTS TOTAL 

1980 2000 
PCEt 

INCREASEFRON 

(1950  2000 ALTERNATIVE 
A 

- FINANCIAL 
- ECOI CIA 3286.3 3234.4 4584.8 5935.1 17,040.6 

3675.6 4128.2 6017.3 8534.4 22,355.5 39.396.1 

-i EFFICIENCY- ECO119.C 3286.3 3352.6 4101.2 6086.6 16,826.7 

8340.0 

3675.6 
8340.0 

11.560.9 

4108.4 
1 5011 

17839.7 

6150.7 
17 986.4 

26,024.1 

8742.5 
26 258.6 

63.764.7 

Z2.677.2 
64.086.1 

80.805.3 

39,503.9
80.912.8 0.30.1 

bI EQUITY 
- FlUANCIAL 
- ECOOIC 3285.3 3481.9 4962.0 5297.8 18,028.8 

3675.6 4168.8 6213.1 8843.5 22.901.0 40.928.8 3.9 

u2 EFFICIECy 
- FMANCIALAECON0IC 

3286.3 3431.' 52884 650.0 18,856.4 
8340.0 11,532.0 18051.8 28.547.2 66,471.0 84.499.8 4.6 

EQITY 

3675.6 1154.0 .6165.5 8775.5 22,772.6 41.629.0 5.7 

F,EQUITY
EcnCoIc 3286.3 3487.0 4006.2 6943.2 17 722.7 

8339.9 11.563.7 17663.0 26,346.9 63.913.5 82,769.3 2.4 

3675.6 
8339.9 

4166.2 
11,557.2 

6206.9 
18,133.8 

S820.4 
26,395.2 

22,869.1 
64,426.1 

40,591.8 

82,148.8 
3.0 

1.7 
C 
- ECOOIC 

3286.3 3989.3 5919.7 7860.6 21,055.9 
3675.6 
8339.9 

42CM! 
11,634.5 

6297.2 
18,309.0 

9003.4 
26,888.6 

23,184.3 
65,172.0 

44,240.2 
86,227.9 

1Z.3 
6.7 

SOURCE: .IPS Analysts 



TABLE 8-21 
PROJECTED YEAR 2000 UNIT OPERATING COSTS OF BULK POWERGENERATION & TRANSNISSION 

ZONE 
 ALTERNATIVE*A 
 ALTERNATIVE B1.FINANCIAL 	 EFFICIENCY ALTERNATIV'E jE.EIUITY- ECONOMIC 	 ALTR IEAEFCNFINANCCAL - ECONCHIC 	 ALTERNATIVE B, EQuITyCFIN-ACIAL - ECOIIONIC 
 FINANCIAL - [COUONIC FIICIAL - ECONOMIC FINANCIAL - ECONOtIC 
CAIRO 	 ......Generation & Transmission 
 6.6 
 45.5 
 6.6 
 45.5 
 6.6
Distribution 	 45.5 6.6 
 45.5T OTAL 9.7 	 6.6
19.3 9.7 	 45.5 6.6
59 9.7
19.7 9.7 	 45.S
 .. 9.7 
 9.7 .7

tEXA IA 	 9.55
16.3 55.2 	 16.7 79 .55.2 16.3
Generation & Transmission 	 55.2 16.3
6.6 	 55.2
45.5 6.6 	 16.3 55.2 16.3
45.5 	 55.2
6.6 45.5Distribution 	 6.6 45.510.7 	 6.6 45.5 6.6
10.7 	 45.L
10.7
TOTAL 	 10.7 
 10.7 
 10.7
17.3 	 10.7 
 10.7
56.2 	 10.7


DELTA 17.3 56.2 	 10.7 10.7 10.7

17.3 
 56.2 17.3

Deneration 	 56.3
T66.6 	 17.3 56.2 
 17.3 
 56.2
 
Distribution 	 45.5 
 6.6
11.7 	 45.5
11.7 	 6.6 45.5
CAAL 	 6.618.3 Genraton .6 11.7 	 6.6
Trn6.6son 11.7 	 45.5


57.2 	 11.7 45.6
18.3 	 11.7
57.2 	 11.7 .18.3 57.2 	 11.7 11.7 11.718.3 
 57.2 
 18.3 
 57.2 
 18.3 
 57.2
Generation & Transmission 6.6 45.5
Distribution 	 6.6 45.5 

13.6 	 13.6 
6.6 45.5 6.6 45.4 6.613?6 45.5TOTAL 13.6 	 6.6 45.513.6
20.2 	 13.6
59.1 	 , 13.6
20.2 	 13.6
UPPER EGYPT 	 59.1 20.2 59.1 13.C 13.6 13.6 

*02 	 20.Z 13.6
, 	 59.1 
 20.2 59.1 20.2 59.1Generation & Transmission 	 5. 025.
4.2 
 40.5 
 4.3
Distribution 	 8.1 
 4.8
10.3 	 16.5 5.0
10.3 	 20.1
10.5 	 5.2
TOTAL 10.5 	 22.9 5.0
11.1 	 23.9
11.1
14.5 50.8 	 11.3 11.3
14.8 18.6 15.9 	 11.5 11.5 11.627.& 	 11.616.3 31.4 16.7REHOTE AREAS 	 34.4 16.9 55.5Generation A Transmission 	 /7.4 
 46.3 
 7.4 
 46.3 
 7.4
Distribution 	 46.3 
 7.4
13.6 	 46.3
13.6 	 7.4
13.6 13.6. 	 46.3 7.4
13.6 	 46.3
TOTAL 	 13.6 13.6
21.0 	 13.6
59.9 	 13.6
21.0 	 13.6
59.9 	 13.6
21.0 	 13.6
59.9 
 21.0 
 59.9 
 21.0 
 59.9 21.0 
 59.9
 

Source: rIUPS
Analysis.
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BULK WATER REQUIREIMENTS OF THE SETTLEMENJT ALTERNATIVES 

Bulk water (defined as water requirements which must be 'imported' 
from other regions via pipelines or canals) requirements were reviewed 
in three of the settlement zones: Greater cairo, Canal and Remote 
Areas Zones. The analysis was limited to these zones because the 
other zones have access to either ground water or surface water 
(usually in the form of Nile water) within their regional boundaries. 
Within the Greater Ciiro Zone, bulk water will be necessary for 
development of some of the new towns as they lie outside the
 

service area of the Greater Cairo Water Utility.
 

GREATER CAIRO ZONE
 

In the Greater Cairo Zone bulk water is required to supply the new
 
towns and satelite cities with water as 
they are outside the service
 
area of the Greater Cairo Water Utility. The costs of bulk water
 
supplies have been derived from either actual tender cost estimates
 

or master plans. In all cases these expenditures have already
 
been made or will be made during the 1980 - 1985 period. Thus the 
capital requirements for bulk water supplies in the Zone will not 
affect variations in the total investment costs of the Alternatives. 

These investment requirements are presented below in Table B-2" 

TABLE B-22 
BULK WATER INVESTMENT REQUIREMENTS OF THE GREATER CAIRO ZONE
 

SETTLEMENT INVESTMENT REMARKS 
(L.E. MILLIONS) 

10th of Ramadan 23.2 Pipeline under construction 

Sadat City N.A. 

El Abour* N.A. 

El Anal* N.A. 
6th of October 17.0 Pipeline under construction 
15th of May 

Total 

._ 

40.2 

served by Greater Cairo 
Water Utility 

N.A. Not Available * Still in Master Plan preparation stage. 

K )
 



CANAL SETTLEMENT ZONE
 

The bulk water requirements of the Canal Zone settlements are now
 
met by the Sweetwater Canal and the Abbassa Canal. 
 Review
 
of masterplan requirements for the major settlements of the
 
zone indicates that total projected requirements can be met by
these existing canals provided that they are adequately maintained l/.
Although the aiternatives have different zone population totals, the
highest total aggregate demand does not differ significantly from
the master plan estimates. 
 Therefore, no additional investment in

bulk water supplies should be required.
 

Throughout the period, maintenance of the canals will be required

to maintain adequate flows. 
 However, as urban uses 
comprise only
a 
portion of the total end use of water from the canal -agricultural

and transport 
are also major users of bulk water from the canalcosts maintenance of the canals were not included in total bulk water
 
operating cost requirements.
 

REMOTE AREAS
 

Since 1960, there has been active investigation and development of
ground water resources within the New Valley. 
As the result of
these investigations the fresh water storage within the region has
been estimated at 2,300 milliard m3
 . Currently, 
nearly 250 million m3/year
of water is provided from wells in the oases of Kharga and Kakhla.
 

1/ NUPS Working Paper. "Water Resources As Related to Urban Developmentin Egpyt to Year 2000 
" (Jack Scheliga). July 1981. 
pp. 47-49
 



Several studies have been conducted to determine the recharge rate
 

of the aquifers and thus the feasible time which wells in the in
 

the oases could be utilized at different production rates. Sore of
 

the studies indicate feasible production periods as short as
 

50 years. However, other studies are proceeding to determine optimum
 

basin management and use rates to insure much longer life of the
 

resources.
 

New Valley urbanization is largely dependant upon stabilizing
 

urban requirements with demand for agricultural practices. However,
 

the total populations projected by the different settlement alternatives
 

could probably be met by ground water resources in the New Valley.
 

Therefore, no estimates of bulk water requirements were made.
 

Currently, water resources in the Sinai are being studies by the
 

"Sinai Development Study". Preliminary findings indicate that the
 

potential exists for further development of ground water resources
 

in the northern sector of the Sinai. However, reliable supplies of
 

ground water resources large enough to support large.urban settlements
 

in other sectors have not been identified. The potential exists for
 

importing water from the Suez Canal region to areas adjacent to the
 

Canal region and in the southern and western areas of the Sinai,
 

but as the feasibility of constructing conveyance systems is still
 

under study, no costs of constructing then has been included in the
 

bulk water requirements of the NUPS settlements alternatives.
 

RED SEA GOVERNORATE BULK WATER REQUIREMENTS
 

Urban development within the Red Sea Governorate is expected to rely
 

entirely on imported water from the Nile via pipelines from Qena as
 

is the case now. The existing pipeline which serves Safaga, Hurghada
 

and Quseir delivers an estimated 4,300 m3/day. This capacity is
 

being increased to 13,000 m3/day through construction of an additional
 

pipeline from Qena. Due to the requirement to lift water over the
 

Red Sea Mountain Range, 1/ construction costs tend to be higher than
 

l/ Estimated by the manager of Qena Water Supply Plant to be 7000
 
meters high.
 



in other areas requiring bulk water supplies. Therefore, due to
 

the unique mature of the region, future investment costs were estimated
 

by using costs estimated by Provincial Water Supplies Prcject, i.e.,
 

L.E. 2,777/m3/day of additional capacity.
 

Due to fuel requirements and the height over which water must be 

lifted the current~cost of supplying water to users in the Red Sea 
Governorate is L.E. 0.55/m 3. I/ . This rate corresponds closely 

with the projected operations and maintenance costs of water conveyance 

systems projected by the Regional Plan for the Red Sea Governorate 

(page 155 of Volume 1). Therefore, it was used to estimate..future 

operating costs of bulk water supplies of the settlement alternatives. 

NORTHWEST COAST BULK WATER REQUIREMENTS
 

Currently, major urban settlements in the Northwest Coast Region are
 
served with bulk water supplies via canals from the Nile. Although
 

limited potential exists for development of ground water and surface
 

water resources these are not deemed sufficient to support large 
urban populations 2/. Therefore future urban water requiremep-vs 

will have to be met through pipelines from the Nile. A pipd.line 

with a capacity of 32,400 m3/day was estimated by the Provincial Water 
Supplies Project to cost roughly L.E. 1,282 per additionlm 3/day. 

This capacity will be adequate to supply to region with water for 
urban uses to the year 2000 in all of the settlement alternatives 

except B? Equity and C. By the year 2000,'these will require additi,ital 
capacities of 2.4 to 82.5 m3/day. 

Operating costs for bulk water conveyance were estimated using unit
 

rates which were derived from the costs obtained from the Red Sea
 

Governorate.
 

l/ 	Source: Planning department of the Red Sea Governorate.
 

2/ 	NUPS Working Paper. "Water Resources as Related to Urban Development
 
in Egypt to Year 2000" (Jack Scheliga). July 1981. pp. 27-34
 

(\
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TABLE B-23
 

BULK WATER REQUIREMENTS OF RED SEA GOVERNORATE I
 

NATROUGH t..IVERNORATE 1985-2000
 

GOYERNORATE/PERIOD Ai 
EFFICIENCY 

BI 

EQUITY 

B 2 

EFFICIENCY 

2 

EQUITY 

1985 Expected capacity ue to projects under construction-
Red Sea 

Hatrouh -I1 

(/"
103 

M
3
/d) 

0 3 3
/d) 

13.0 
J2.4 

13.0 
32.4 

13.0 
3Z.4 

13.0 
'?.4 

13.0 
32.4 

13.0
32.4 

1990 
Red Sea Population ( I 000's) 

Demand (103 m 
3
/d) 

Deficit (103 m 
3
/d) 

79.5 

13.3 
79.0 

13.3 
-

93.5 

22.2 
4.9 

99.0 

16.5 
3.5 

106.o 

25.1 
12.1 

142.8 

42.8 
29.8 

Hatrouh "Populatioq (ODO's) 

Demand (1a:I?/dJ 

Deficit (1OD 33 d) 

68.0 

11.4 

69.0 

11.5 

77.3 

18.3 

84.0 

14.0 

89.0 

21.1 

117.3 

35.2 

-
. 

1995 
Red Sea Popula'.ion (000's) 

Uemand (103 M
3
id) 

Uefcict {10
3 
H
3
/d) 

83.5 

13.5 

. 

1.0 

13.5 

109.5 

26.0 

13.0 

123.0 

20.5 

7.5 

139.0 

42.9 

19.9 

263.8 

79.1 

66.1 
Matrouh Population (000's) 

Uemand (103 m 
3
/d) 

74.0 

.-

73.0 89.0 106.0 
17.7 

117.0 
273 

212.3 

ueficit (103 1
3
/dJ 17.7 27.7 63.7 

2000- 31.3 
Red Sea Population (000's) 

Demand (103 M3/d) 

88.5 

14.5 

81.0 

13.5 

121.5 

28.8 

150.0 

25.1 

178.0 

42.2 

482,0 

144.6 

Matrouh 
Deficit (0D H3/d) 
Population (000's) 

Demand (103 H
3
/d) 

1.5 

80.0 

13.3 

-
75.0 

12.5 

2.8 

93.3 

23.3 

12.1 

130.0 
1.7 

29.2 

141.0 
14.0 

101.6 

383.0 
114.9 

Deficit (I0
3 
H3/d) 21.7/ 34.8 

2.r 
114.9 

P2.5 
W/ater Plant Mananor norl-i (in rlorna of onpratfnn nf nna-, f~n, I j_1 



TOTAL INVESTMENT AND OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE COSTS OF BULK WATER
 

The total costs of bulk water requirments of Red Sea and Northwest
 
Coast urban settlements were estimated for the alternatives by
 
projecting total 
urban demand for water by five year period using
 
the standards shown in Appendix II-C of the First Round Alternative
 
Report. Since the populations of the remote areas 
are relatively small 
in Alternatives A and 21 Efficiency, no further investment in bulk
 
water supplies other than projects now under construction will be
 
required to meet total 
urban demand. In the other alternatives,
 
additional investment in bulk water conveyance 
systems will be
 
required to meet expected demand. 
These investments have been
 
phased so that construction of additional conveyance systems occurs
 
in advance of expected bulk water demand in later periods. 
 These
 
total investment requirements are shown in Table B-24.
 

The much .higher costs of bulk water conveyance systems in Alternative C
 
result from the higher consumption standards projected for the
 
Alternative (300 l/c/d in Alternative C vs. 
 167 I/c/d in Alternative
 
A) and the higher masterplan population ta-gets set for the alternative.
 

The estimated operations costs of bulk water systems for the Remote
 
areas are shown by five year period in Table B-25. As mentioned, these
 
operations costs have been projected at unit rates which are now
 
experienced in operations of the bulk water systems in the Red Sea
 
Governorate. The total operations costs for the period 1981-2000
 
range from L.E. 264 million in Alternative A to L.E. 996 million in
 
Alternative C. These total 
operations cost variations restlt from
 
increased populations, and higher consumption standards in the more
 
decentralized settlement alternatives such as Alternative C.
 



TABLE B-24
 

BULK WATER INVESTMENT 1985-2000 (L.E..MILV!ONS)
 

PERIOD 


1980,- 1985
 

1990
1986 

1991 - 1995 

1996 - 2000 

TOTALS 

1986 - 2000
 

TOTALS 

1981 - 2000 


GOVERNORATE 


RED SEA 

MiTROUH 
TOTAL 


RED SEA 

TOTAL_ 
TOTA 


ATROU
RED SE-A
TOTAL_ 
TOTA 


RED SEA
 

TOTAL 

RED SEARATROUH 

TOTAL 

A 


20.0 

41.5 

61.5 

-

. 

61.5 


B1 


EFFICIENTY 


20.0 

41.5 

61.5 

-

61.5 


B1 

EQUITY 


20.0 

41.5 

61.5 

34.4 


34.4 


-

34.4 

-

34.4 


95.9 


B2 

EFFICIENCY 


20.0

41.5 

61.5 

26.1 

-

-

-

-

-

26.1 


26.1 


87.6 


82
 

EQUITY
 

20.0
41.5 
61.5 

31.8 

-

31.8 


31.8 

-

31.8 

-ATROUl"-

-

63.6 

-

63.6 


125.1 


20.u
41.5 
61.5 

64.9
 
40.1
 

105.0
 

79.0
 
65.6
 

144.6 

142.6
 
-

142.6
 

364.2
 
105.7
 
469.9
 

531.4
 



TABLE B-25
 
OPERATIONS OF BULK WATER SYSTEMS
 

PERIOD- GOVERNORATE A BB 82 BI B2 C 
EFFICIENCY EQUITY EFFICIENCY EQUITY 

1981 - 1985 
RED SEA 
MATROUH 
TOTAL 

21.3 
29.9 
51.2 

21.3 
29.9 
51.2 

21.3 
29.9 
51.2 

21.3 
29.9 
51.2 

21L3 
29.9 
51.2 

21.3 
29.9 
51.2 

1986 - 1990 RED SEA 
MATROUII 
TOTAL 

36.5 
31.4 
68.0 

36.6 
30.0 
66.0 

46.5 
38.1 
84.6 

39.9 
33.1 
73.0 

49.7 
41.1 
90.8 

67.5 
55.2 

122.7 
1991 - 1995 RED SEA 

MATROUH 
TOTAL 

37.8 
32.6 
70.4 

36.8 
32.5 
69.3 

65.9 
53.9 
119.8 

50.4 
43.2 
93.6 

78.8 
66.3 

145.1 

159.8 
130.8 
290.6 

1996 - 2000 RED SEA 
MATROUH 
TOTAL 

39.0 
35.3-
74.3 

37.1 
33.9 
71.0 

75.1 
60.9 

136.0 

62.2 
53.8 

116.0 

102.2 
85.2 

187.4 

295.5 
263.3 
531.7 

TOTAL1981 - 2000 263.9 257.5 391.6 333.8 474.5 996.2 



TABLE B-26
 

SunmarY of Ground Water Model Studies in Western Deseft
 

Area of Study 


Kharga-Dakhla Oases 


Western Desret 


Kharga-Dakhla Oases 

with Abu Tartur 

phosphate field 


Kharga-Dakhla Oases 


South Qattara Oases 

Areas(SiwarBaharia-

Farafra) 


Model Type 


R-C Analogue Model 


Regional Digital 

Model 


Semi-detailed 

Digital Model 


Detailed Digital 

Model 


Regional Digital 

Model 


Model Results .. 

Predi cted 
Pressure 

Agency/Date/
Reference Method Applied 

Simulated Drop at the 
Extractions End of Simula-

Development Plans ted Time
(106m3/year) (m) 

Simu
lated 
Time 
(years) 

Industropro- R-C Electrical Kharga: 263.17 80 1968  2010 
ject - Yugos-
lavia 1968/(11) 

Analogy Dakhla: 467.57 56 

Ezzat, 1976, 
(12) 

ECAP Program Recharge to sandstone 
aquifer system: 

1960  1970 

Eastern Desert: i8.92
Sudan Bonder: 193.7 
Gilf El-Kebir: 449.50 

Ezzat, 1976, 
(12) 

ECAP Program Kharga: 79.49 
Dakhla: 153.71 1970 

54 1970 - 2070 

extractions 25 
+Abu
Tartur: 30.00 25.8 

F.A.O./1976, 
(13) 

Integrated 
Finite Differ-
ence 

Kharga: 1156.2 
Dakhla: 509.3 
Abu Tartur: 30.0 

87 
30-60 
34.39 

1975 - 2025 

Ezzat et al., 
1977 (14) 

ECAP Program Siwa: 
Bahariya: 

140.00 
182:00 

60 
185 

1960 - 2010 

Farafra: 364.00 194 

Paper."Water Resources as Related to Urban Development in Egypt
 
to Year 2000. (Jack Scheliga). July 1981. p. 110.
 

SOURCE: NUPS Working Paper 




ANNEX B-c
 

OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE COSTS OF INTRA-URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE
 

1. 'Introduction
 

The operations and maintenance of intra-urban infrastructure require
 
large ongoing investments :o, first, operate the systems and, seccndly
 
to provide adequate levels of maintenance to keep service levels up to
 

their design capacities. Cver the life of the infrastructure, these
 
investments generally exceed the initial capital invested. Hcfever,
 
projections of total requirements for operations and maintenance are
 
fairly complex as largely independant variables are involved such as
 
estimates of costs of actual operations of the systems (largely salaries
 
and intermediate inputs), the size of the population served, the construct
ion standards of initial installations, the standards of maintenance
 
'lower levels of maintenance generally result inhigher operations costs
 
due to lost efficiencies within the system), and finally the degree cost
 

recovery.
 

Higher degrees of cost recovery affect operations costs in two ways:
 
(i)reductions in demand for infrastructure services generally result
 
since users areimore aware of the actual costs of the service and tend to
 
reduce wastige and conserve on use of the service, and (ii)public author
ities mandated with operations of the systems generally have greater
 
resources which can be used to maintain levels of the systems.
 

For the NUPS settlement alternatives two sets of projections of total
 
operations and maintenance have been made. The first shows projections
 

of existing trends with some improvements in sa1laries to encourage special
 
objectives such as decentralization. The second shows future operations
 
and maintenance if higher levels of maintenance are built into projections
 

of total operations and maintenance costs.
 

The Egyptian budgetary system divides operations and maintenance (marginal
 

or variable) costs into two major components: (i)salaries of governmental
 
personnel involved inoperating urban infrastructure (BAB 1), and (ii)
 
current expenses (BAB 2) including expenses for intermediate inputs such
 



as fuel and chemicals' for operating a water treatment plant, routine
 
maintenance (requirements for major rehabilitatiol and replacement of
 
equipment have been treated as 
an investment expense and are included
 
in NUPS estimates of intra-urban infrastructure costs), 
taxes and fees
 
paid to other departments of covernment, travel expenses, etc. 
 The
 
public utilities (identified in the budge: as economic authorities or
 
service authorities) which operate on a 
capital budgeting basis also
 
include provisions for debt servicing and depreciation in their current
 
expenses. However as the revenues generated by most of the local public
 
utilities are smaller than their requirements for operations and mainten
ance expense, these deficits are normally met by budgetary grants or
 
subsidies from the central government budget. Other components of intra
urban infrastructure also rely on 
revenues from beneficiaries of services
 
provided, such as 
charges for health services, but these constitute only
 
a small portion of total revenues required to meet their marginal costs.
 
The bulk of those marginal costs are met through budgetary grants from
 
central government or other local government revenues sources not tied
 
directly to the provision of intra-urban infrastructure services.
 

Eight major components of operating and maintenance expense of intra-urban
 
infrastructure were considered to project future trends of operations and
 
maintenance costs: water supply, sanitation, transport, housing (consists

of salaries of personnel charged with oversite of publicly owned housing
 
under local government jurisdiction and routine maintenance), health,
 
education, social affairs and other local government expenses (intra-urban
 
electricity operations and maintenance costs have been included in the
 
appendix on electrical power). The major component of the "other local
 
government expenses" is the headquarters budget which has variety of
a 

subcategories such as transport and cormmunications (a separate fund for
 
public transpor. not directly-covered by special transport authorities,
 
and routine maintenance of roads and bridges), industry (comprised of
 
slaughter houses and markets), electricity for street lighting and traffic
 
signals, public utilities (including fees paid to public utilities by local
 



TABLE B-27, 

PER CAPITA INVESThENT IN TOTAL OPRATIDNS I VA1NTENAOCE IN URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE 

SETTLEErT POPULATION 

PER CAPITA EXPENDITURES IN OPERAfIONS & KAINTENANCE'(BABI 

WATER SEWERAGE I -.;rAP(JRT HOUSING HEALTH 

BAB 2) 

EDUCATIOII 

-

AFFAIRS LOCALEXP. 

CAIRO 

ALEXANDRIA 

PORT SAID 

ISHAILIA 

SUEZ 

1' 
_ 

Y 

/ 

1/ 

5643 

2,578.5 

345.0 

370.3 

260.0 

2.37?.. 

4.886
2/
! 

3.98 

8.02 

2.7711 

2.05 

1.57 

2.04 

2.70 

1.141' 

7.20 
2/
' 

2.57&'
/ 

NA 
NA 

NA 

0.17 

0.37 

1.14 

0.90 

0.91 

6.40 

5.77 

6.68 

5.4n 

6.87 

9.27 

9.68 

16.93 

10.45 

9.52 

0.52 

0.36 

1.88 

0.78 

0.87 

4.39 

4.80 

45.C2 

14.33 

14.36 

AVERAGE 4.41 1.90 4.87 0.70 6.22 lI.17 0.88 9.47 

EL HAIIALLA 

TANITA 

ASSIUT 

BENI SUEF 

QENA 

AVERAGE 

/ 

332 

317 

243 

131 

106 

NA 

0.63 

0.26 

0.35 

0.62 

0.41 

HA 

0.55 

0.19 

0.50 

-

0.41 

(.05 

0.29 

0.80 

0.10 

-

0.31 

NA 

NA 

!A 

NA 

NA 

4.46 

16.92 

8.55 

17.29 

3.06 

10.06 

10.59 

17.03 

36.85 

3.,01 

32.79 

25,45 

0.27 

0.34 

0.10 

1.96 

-

Q.G7 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

-

10 SETTLEMENTS COlINED 

AVERAGE 2.65 ..34 1.84 8.14 18.31 0.79 

1/ 

2/ 

3/ 

4/ 

Budgetary data from 1980/81 National Budget & NUPS analysis. 

Water, and transpot budgets are from 1980/81 budgets of water. sewerage and transport 
authorities, for Greater Cairo and Alexandria. For these components, Greater Cairo 
population was used to calculate per capita costs. 

Suez water and sewerage per capita costs derived from 1980/81 budgetary data supplied
by the Planning Department of the Suez Governorate. 

Budgetary dat4 from local council or governorate planning departments. 
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government), cleanliness and refuse. collection and municipal establish

ments; public services and other special expenditures.
 

Historical data of operations and maintenance costs were derived from ,
 

budgetary data supplied by the planning departments of local councils
 

or governorates, central government budgets (for the urban governorates 

only) /,the management tariff studies for water and sewerage utilities 

in Cairo, Alexandria, and the Canal Cities and data from the "Health Profile 

,,of Egypt* 2/. 

2. GROWTHiIN PER CAPITA OPERATIONS'& MAINTENANCE
 

There are significant variations In per capita expenditures on'operations 
and maintenance of Intra-urban infrastructure among different settlements. 

For example, the average per capita investment in operations of water supply 

in 6he urban governorates is projected to be L.E. .1L34 while it averages
 

only L.E.O.41 in other settlements of rual governorates (see Table B-27)
 

* While the standards of service levels and population size somewhat explain 


these differences,e.g. settlements with larger populations and higher 

serice levels such as Cairo and Alexandria have larger requirements for 

operations and maintenance than smaller settlements with lower standards, 

differences also exist between settlements with similar populations and 

rstandards. For example, while the water supply standards of Tanta and
 

Suez a e roughly similar, the per capita investment in water supply running 

costs in Suez is more than four times that of Tanta. Per capita costs of 
verations 'of social infrastructure tends to follow a somewhat different 

pattern in-that average expenditures are higher in the five non-urban 

' governorate settlements than they are in the urban governments., 

I/ The project is greatly indebted to the governorate and local councils 
- of Gharbia (Tanta &,Mehalla), Suez, Beni'Suef, Assiut, and Qena (the 

* city of Qena &Naga Hamadi) for providing NUPS with detailed time series. 
data about local council budgets. NUPS also received data from the5'"-

governorate of Sharkyia (Zagazig) regarding industrial and service
 
functions of Zagazig.
 

2?, ArabRepublic of' Egypt. Ministry of Health. "Health Profile of Egypt"' 
"Study on Financing & Expenditures in Egypt" Publication No.10. April 
1980. Since no data is available for private health expenditure which 
contributes' a major portion of health expenditure for the Curative Organ
izations for Cairo and Alexandria, the General Organization for Health 
Insurance, and it was assumed that the proportionate share: of total health 
expenditure of t ese organizations met by the private sector was more or 

i cc' . -. ,- - UzeH - Drp --:: "----]used to -r 

- , 1a 1" 

2 

http:L.E.O.41


Relatively little provision is made in most intra-urban infrastructure
 
for non-wages and salaries portions of current expenditures. Further

more, generally more is spent on intermediate inputs and routine mtain

tenance in physical infrastructure th'in in social infreastructure as is
 

shown below in Table B-2S. For example, in the urban governorates, roughly
 

84% of total water system current expenses are devoted to non-wages and
 

salaries expenditures (BAB 2). 	 However current expenditures in health,
 

education, and social affairs current expenditures are mainly salaries.
 

In all other settlements, the trend towards devoting large portions of
 

durrent expenditures in payment of salaries is even more pronounced.
 

For example, 51% of current expenditure on water supplies is salaries
 

while almost 94% of average expenditures on education are devoted to
 

salaries.
 

TABLE B-28
 

EXPENDITURE ON SALARIES & WAGES AS A PROPORTION OF TOTAL EXPENDITURE ON
 

INTRA-URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE.
 

Infrastructure Component 	 Average Proportion of Operations & Maintenance
 
Expanded on Salaries & Wages
 

Urban Governorates Other Settlements
 

Water 	 16.0 51.4
 

Seweraae 33.0 62.0 

Transport 47.0 69.9 
Health 73.0 75.4 

Education 89.2 93.5
 

Social Affairs 74.1 71.5
 

Other Local Government
 
Administrative Expenditures 54.1 	 n/a
 

SOURCE: 	 Central Government Budgets (1976, 1980/81). Planning Departments of
 
various Local Councils & Governorates (1981)and NUPS analysis.
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The low level of expenditure on non-wage and salary current expenses
 
results in relatively little provision beinq 
made for routine maintenance
 
as much of the remaining available current expenditure must be devoted to
 
purchase of intermediate inputz 
for actual operation:. As a result, the
 
useful life of much of the infrastructure stock is shortened and a much
 
greater provision for replacement of existing infrastructure stock must
 
be made in the capital expenditures portion of the budget (BAB 3) 1/ 
.
 

The rate at which investment in total operations and maintenance grows
 
in comparison to total urban population growth is an important indicator
 
of the adequacy of that investment. 
If total operations and maintenance
 
expenditure is growing at rates which are much slower than population
 
growth rates, service levels of infrastructure are lik.iy to suffer as
 
an increasing share of available resources must be spent first on salaries,
 
and secondly on intermediate inputs. 
 Maintenance requirements can only

thcn be met by the remaining, declining residual. 
 Thus over time, as
 
necessary maintenance is delayed due to 
lack of adequate financial
 
resources, the condition of infrastructure declines and eventually service
 
levels decline. 
 In settlements with rapidly expanding populations, public
 
authorities in charge of operations of infrastructure must make hard
 
choices between expenditure on rehabilitation of existing stock or expansion

of the infrastructure system to meet new demands as their resources are not
 
adequate to finance both.
 

I/ A more thorough discussion of the impact of low levels of expenditure on
routine maintenance can be found in the following:
 
Management Tariff Studies Relative to Water Sewerage Systems. 
 (Various
volumes) prepared for the Ministry of Development & New Communities by
BVI-ATK Associates with Sabbout Associates, 1979.
 

and
 
Provincial Water Supplies Project. 
 Vol. 1, 2, 4 and 5. Prepared for
the Ministry of Housing by Binnie & Partners & John Taylor & Sons,
 



A comparison of the growth rates in total operations and maintenance
 
(BAB 1 and 2) and 2) and settlement populations growth rates is presented in
 
Table B-29. Generally, rates of growth in operations and maintenance have
 
exceeded pcpulation grcwth rates in the urban governorates by much wider 
margins than they have in settlements in rural governorates. However, in
 
all cases, the growth rates of social infrastructure marginal costs have
 
exceeded population growth rates by much wider margins than have physical
 
infrastructure. This has been true of settlements in both urban and rural
 
governorates. This much more rapid rate of growth has largely been due to
 
increases in wages and salaries rather than in utilization of intermediate
 
inputs or maintenance (See Table B-30).
 

\ ,i
 



TABLE B-29 

RATIOS OF EXISTING PER CAPITA GROWTHRATES IN TOTAL OPERATIONSANDMAINTEKANC (BAB I & 2) TO SETT'LEMENT POPULATION GROWTHRATES (1976-1980)
 

SETTLEMENT POPULATION GROWTHWATER SEWERAGETRANSPORT EOUSIUG HEALTH EDUCATION SOCIAL OTHER 
PATES (1976-1980) 


AFFAIRS LOCAL
CAIRO -. ADMINISTRATION3.571/ 
 2.16 4.48 
 1.71
 
3.64 2/ 
 3.45 10.27 5.15 7.99 4.17
ALEXANDRIA 
 2.69 
 7.5 5.80 6.51 
 7.32 13.28 4.8 
 2.79 5.0
PORT SAID 
 7.06 3/ 1.69 3.67 
 N.A 5.50 2.25 
 2.24 5.47
ISHAILIA 6.52
7.75 4/ 2.04 0.81 
 N.A 3.00 2.85 

7.60 4/ 

2.39 4.80 3.74
SUEZ 
 0.14 0.15 
 N.A 1.57 2.34 2.90 2.63 
 2.18
AVERAGE 
 2.71 2.98 
 4.11 4.168 6.20 3.51 4.74 
 4.48
 

EL MAHAKLA 3.2 S/ N.A N.A 0.78 N.A 3.93 4.19TANTA 2.75 5/ 2.12 0.9! 1.80 
1.39 ItA 

N.A 0.79 1.89 0.90
ASSIUT '.A3.29 5/ 0.66 0.50 
 0.99 N.A 0.97 
 1.24 0.43 
 N.A
BENI SUEF 
 2.56 5/ 1.26 1.62 
 1.95 N.A 0.96 
 2.04 0.72 I.A
gENA 
 3.15 5/ 0.21 - N.A. 
 N.A 0.96 1.97 N.A. 
 1.A 
AVERAGE 
 1.06 1.01 1.38 
 1.52 2.27 0.86 
 N.A
 

10 SETTLEMENT CO14BINEO . 1.74
 
AVERAGE 
 1.29 1.98 2.24 
 2.29 
 3.86 2.89 
 3.91
 

1/ Greater Cairo Population growth rate.
 
2/ Cairo governorate population growth rate.
 

3/ Growth rates based on 1976 national census and 1980 Port Said census.
4/ Based on 1976 national census and data supplied from Planning Divisions of Ismailia and Suez Governorates.
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TABLE"B-30
 
t-.t 

PER CAPITA GROWTH RATES IN OPERATIONS AND HAINTEKANCE OF EXISITNG SETTLEMENTS (1976-1987)
 

SETTLEHENT POPULATION 
1980 GROWTH RATE 

BUDGETARY* 
ITEH 

WATER SANITATION TRANSPORT HEALTH EDUCATION SOCIAL 
AFFAIRS 

(000's) (1960-1976) 

EL HAIIALLA 331.6 SALARIES 
O & H 

13.6 
11.A. 

12.9 
N.A 

11.9 
(24.0) 

25.1 
108.5 

23.2 
209.0 

14.0 
-

TOTAL N.A. N.A 8.0 40.3 42.9 14.2 
TANTA 317 1 2.75% SALARIES 7.9 15.0 6.5 5.7 14.3 8.3 

0 & H 17.6 (1) 21.8 23.4 16.1 (15.9) 
7OTAL 10.7 5.7 11.2 6.0 14.3 6.9 

SUEZ 260 8.2 SALARIES 4.2 19.7 - 2.3 6.6 13.9 
0 & H 8.7 11.9 - 5.0 25.0 -
TOTAL 7.7 16.9 - 3.0 8.9 9.5 

ASSIUT 243 3.29 SALARIES 
0 & H 

(0.2) 
(31.1 

(2.0) 
32.1 

(1.7) 
69.6 

9.2 
12.4 

13.3 
19.7 

12.6 
4.01 

TOTAL (7.1 5.4 10.6 10.5 13.4 4.7 
BENI SUEF 131 2.56 SALARIES 7.3 9.5 17.1 7.7 13.3 12.6 

0 & H 
TOTAL 

8.7 
8.2 

13.2 
10.6 

(60.1) 
112.8) 

4.0 
6.3 

19.7 
13.4 

j4.0) 
4.7 

QERA 106 3.12 SALARIES 
0 & H 
TOTAL 

3.7 
(9.6) 
(2.1) 

-
-
-

40.9 
IlA 
N.A 

3.4 
(78.5) 
(9.4) 

22.2 
(1.0) 
19.4 

N.A 
H.A 
I.A 

URBANGOVERNORATES 
CAIRO 564.3 3.57 5ALARIES 

0 L H 

HHOUSING -
16.7 
(5.4) 

19.6 
9.9 

12.9 
24.4 

31.3 
4.3 

OHTERS 

TOTAL 9.1 16.9 13.6 21.1 
ALEXANDRIA 257.9 2.69 SALARIES 22.1 23.5 12.1 15.3 

0 & H 
TOTAL 

17.2 
19.7 

12.5 
20.7 

25.5 
12.9 

(1.8) 
7.5 

PORT SAID 345 7.06 * SALARIES 41.0 16.7 14.6 56.5 
0 t H - 14.0 33.9 6.4 
TOTAL 38.5 . . 15.9 15.8 38.4 

ISNAILIA GOVERNORATE 370 SALARIES " 24.3 20.6 15.8 41.4 
0 & M 7.5 26.8 47.4 26.8 
TOTAL 23.3 22.1 18.5 37.2 --

GROWTHRATE BETWEEN1976-1980 BASED ON POPULATION DATA SUPPLIED BY SUEZ & PORTSAID GOVERNORATES. 

SOURCE: NUPS Analysis of El Mehalla, Tanta, Suez, Assiut, Beni 
Suef and Qena from data supplied by governorat.:S others 
-from central governorate budgets.
 



Several of the settlements with very high population growth rates have
 

not been able to fund operations and maintenance at levels which have been
 

adequate to keep pace with their growing populations. This has been
 

especially true of Suez. These rates of increase have also been generally
 

lower than average urban governorate per capita marginal costs growth
 

rates and in some infrastructure have been lower than average growth rates
 

inmarginal costs of the 10 settlements shown inTable B-29. Continuea low
 

levels of funding of operations and maintenance of infrastructure will
 

seriously hamper future expansior of Suez making it less attractive to
 

future private development and posing a serious constraint to Suez
 

achieving its year 2000 master plan targets or its becoming a counter
 

magnet to Cairo and Alexandria.
 

Tariff studies for water, sewerage and electricity master plans projected
 

future requirements for operations and maintenance. However, since
 

future resources for operatins and maintenance generally depend on the
 
degree to which individual infrastructure utilities are able to finance
 

their own operations through revenues generated from user charges, these
 
masterplans have assumed that full cost recovery of operations and
 

maintenance expense (including provisions for depreciation and debt
 

servicing) are necessary to provide adequate financial resources to
 
maintain existing infrastructure and provide for future requirements.
 

To accoimplish this objective, the masterplans have assumed that most
 

of the increase inoperations and maintenance requirements, and therefore
 
demand for revenues, must come in initial periods of their twenty year
 

planning periods so that adequate resources can be built to finance
 
future expansion. As shown inTable B-31, while the average growth rates
 

inp-ercapita operations and maintenance expenditures are roughly 9.5 percent 
per annum, the average growth rates of per capita expenditures in the
 

first five period averages 24 percent, a rate which is six times the
 
average population growth rate. Thus, substantial increases in tariffs
 

implemented over a short period of time are necessary to provide adequate
 

revenue bases for these increased expenditures. So far, these very rapid
 
increases in tariffs have not proven politically feasible and have not
 

been implemented.
 



TABLE B-31
 

.... __ _ _ 
PROJECTED ANNUAL RATES OF INCREASE IN OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE OF GREATER CAIRO,ALEXANDRIA AND THE CANAL CITIES (1980-2000)


1980-1985 GROWTH RATES. 
 1985-1990 GROWTH RATES 
 1991-2000 GROWTH RATES 
 1980-2000 GROWTH RATES

TOTAL POPULA- PER 
 .TOTAL POPULA- PER TOTAL
SETTLEMENT OPERATING TION POPULA- PER TOTAL POPULA- PER
CAPITA OPERATING TION 
 CAPITA OPERATING TION 
 CAPITA OPERATING TION CAPITA
EXPENSE GROWTH OPERAT- EXPENSE 
 GROWTH OPERAT- EXPENSE 


ING 
GROWTH OPERAT- EXPENlSE GROWTH OPERATING 

ING 
 ING 
 EXPENSE
EXPENSE EXPENSE EXPENSE
 
GREATER CAIRO
 
WATER 
 16.6 2.95 13.2 10.8 
 3.2 7.3 11.3 3.53
SEWERAGE 26.8 2.95 23.1 9.6 3.2 

5.3 11.3 3.30 7.7

6.2 8.1 3.53 4.4 17.9 3.30 9.2
 

ALEXANDRIA
 
WATER 12.9 1.79 10.7 7.8 2.25 5.5 9.9 4.14 5.6 10.2
SEWERAGE 35.9 1.79 3.12 6.833.5 16.9 2.93 13.6 4.9 2.93 1.9 15.0 2.64 12.0 c-
PORT SAID
 
WATER 20.0 3.82 15.6 14.1 3.86 9.9 8.7 3.84 4.6 12.8 3.84 8.6SEWERAGE 
 33.7 3.82 28.9 10.4 3.86 
 6.3 6.9 S.84 2.9 14.0 3.84 9.8
 
ISNAILIA 
WATER 20.0 4.35 19.9 14.1 3.98 8.1 
 8.7 4.51 5.94 12.8 
 4.34 9.8
SEWERAGE 39.6 4.35 33.8 11.9 
 4.32 7.2 9.2 
 4.32 4.67 16.8 
 4.33 12.0
 
SUEZ
 
WATER 30.7 7.08 
 22.0 12.4 7.06 
 5.0 11.8 7.07 4.4 
 16.4 7.07 8.7
SEAERAGE 48.8 7.08 38.9 14.6 7.06 7.2 6.3 7.07 (0.76) 17.8 7.07 10.0 
AVERAGE 
 24.0 
 7.6 
 3.9 
 9.5
 
SOURCE: Ibid, Management Tariff Studies Relative to Water Sewerage Systems. Water and Sewerage Utilities Volumes.
 



3. 	PROJECTIONS OF FUTURE OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE COSTS OF INTRA-URBAN
 

INFRASTRUCTURE
 

Two 	sets of projections of operations and maintenance costs illustrate
 

the order or magnitude range of total future operations and maintenance
 

costs. The first shows rates of increase in operations and maintenance
 

costs if average rates of increase experienced between 1976 and 1980
 

continue over the twenty year planning period. The second shows rates
 

of increase in operations and mainteriance costs if the average growth
 
rates projected by masterplans are achieved. Both orojections illustrate
 

the increase in oVerations and maintenance costs which might be necessary
 

to provide incentives to skilled workers to induce them to migrate to
 

more remote regions. In both projections, operations and maintenance
 

expenditures rise at a faster rate than is projected for Gross Domestic
 

Product (GOP). As a result, the share of these intra-urban infrastructure
 

expenditures in GDP rises from seven percent in the 1970's to between
 

thirteen and seventeen percent in the 1990's.
 

The 	first set of projections is based on per capita operations and
 

maintenance costs shown in Table 1 for the 1980/81 budget period.
 

Growth rates in per capita operations and maintenance were projected
 

using the ratios of per capita operations- and maintenance to popu

lation growth rates experienced between 1976 and 1980. Longer term
 

time series data was not used due to distortions during war years.
 

.The ratios used are shown in Table B-29. Since incentives may be necessary 

to attract skilled workers away from the metropolitan areas to other 

areas of the country receiving special emphasis, the salaries components 

of the per capita operations and maintenance expenditures were increased 

by 100 percent to reflect both wage and non-wage compensation which must 

be paid to workers 1/. Table B-32 shows the standards used to estimate 

operations and maintenance costs for the alternatives. 

l/ 	See Footnote 1 on page B-28 of Appendix B for discussion of the source 
of data for this level of incentive payment. 

V')
 



The second set of projections of operations and maintenance costs
 
follow the methodolcgy used for the first projection, however the 

average ratios of growth in per capita cperations and maintenance 

to population growth rates projected by water and sewerage master plans 

for the l9C-2000 period were used to proportionately increase the
 
rates in which opera:ions and maintenance growth rates exceed population
 
growth rates. These modifications are shown in Table B-32
 

The projections of operations and maintenance costs follow trends
 
already established by the capital costs of intra-urban infrastructure
 

of the six settlement alternatives. The more cncentrated alternative A
 
has total operations and maintenance costs which are 25 percent lower
 

than the more decentralized alternative C. Thi.: variation results from
 
the higher per capita costs of operations and maintenance due to the
 
need to offer special incentives to skilled workers to encourage them to
 
migrate away from the metropolitan areas to settlements in Upper Egypt
 
and the Remote. Areas. It is highly likely that this variatior is fairly
 
conservative, as data about routine maintenance and intermediate inputs
 
was not disaggregated enough to allow estimates of regional variations
 

in those costs. These projections are shown on Table B-33.
 

These projections also illustrate the likely higher requirement for
 
greater administrative costs in developing a new major metropolitan area
 
to act as competitor to Cairo and Alexandria. The costs of Bl Efficiency,
 
the alternative which proposed development of a countermagnet in the 
Canal Zone, are roughly 14 percent higher than alternative A in the
 

198612000 period. Again, this variation results from increased operations
 
and.maintenance due to incentives. It is also due to the more rapid
 
population growth rates which would be experienced in the Canal zone
 

if year 2000.population targets are to be reached. These more rapid
 
population growth rates necessitate more rapid increases in operations
 

and maintenancecosts than would be encountered in Alternative A to
 
accommodate the rapidly increasing population. In last five year period, 
using master plan projected ratios of per capita operations and 
-maintenance to population growth rates, the increase in 81 Efficiency
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TABLE B-33
 
SUMARY OF INTRA-URBAN TOTAL OPERATIONS ANDMAINTENANCE COSTS BY SETTLDIENT ALTERNATIVES (1985-2000) (L.E. HILLIO S) 

SETTLEMENT ZONE Bi1AEFFICIENCY * D EQUITY 82 EFFICIENCY * Z EQUITY * C * 

1986 - 1990 
GREATER CAIRO 

ALEXAIIORIA 

CANAL 

DELTA 

NORTH UPPER EGYPT 

SOUTH UPPER EGYPT 

REMOTE 

TOTAL 

EXISTING 
GROWTH 

JATES 
4449 

1522 

687 

1294 

227 

423 

74 

8679 

ASTER PLAN 
GROWTH 

RATES 
4788 

1638 

475 

1339 

235 

438 

77 

8993 

EXISTING MASTER PLAN 
GROWTH GROWTH 

RATES RATES 
4188 4506 

1562 1682 

1192 1282 

1220 "" 1262 

233 242 

434 450 

75 77 
8907 9503 

EXISTING 
GROWTH 

RATES 

4188 

1403 

1192 

1029 

275 

503 

93 

8686 

IASTERPLAN EXISTIG 
GROWTH GROWTH 

RATES RATES 
4506 4220 

1510 1274 

1282 1015 

1269 1244 

285 583 

521 1073 

95 189 
9471 9600 

MASTER PLAN 
GROWTH 

RATES 

4541 

1370 

1091 

1288 

601 

1106 

195 

10195 

EXISTING 
GROWTH 

RATES 

4220 

1271 

930 

1242 

610 

1137 

209 

9625 

KASTER PLAN 
GOI4iI 

RAILS 

4541 

1370 

1000 

1 05 

629 

1160 

215 

10204 

EXISTING 
GROWTH 

RATES 

4163 

1274 

896 

2226 

L(,3 

1138 

3t1 

1cL9 

MASTER PLAN 
GROWTH 

RATES 

4480 

1370 

963 

2294 

641 

1174 

350 

11274 

1991 - 1995 
GREATER CAIRO 
ALEXANiDRIA 

CANAL 

DELTA 

IORTH UPPER EGYPT 

SOUTH UPPER EGYPT 

REMOTE 

TOTAL 

7879 
2872 

1132 

2065 

324 

599 

102 

14977 

8848 
3225 

820 

2180 

342 

632 

107 

16158 

7025 
2658 

3642 

1913 

301 

568 

95 

16206 

7888 

,086 

2020 

318 

599 

101 

17999 

7025 
2235 

3642 

1907 

412 

746 

141 

16112 

7688 
2510 

4086 

2013 

435 

787 

149 

17871 

7119 
2009 

2189 

2005 

1079 

1981 

337 

16722 

7993 
2256 

2454 

2117 

1131 

2078 

354 

18385 

7119 
2009 

1919 

1998 

1174 

1986 

405 

16614 

7993 
2256 

2148 

2110 

1232 

2214 

425 

18380 

lol1 
2043 

1740 

3433 

1104 

1906 

1291 

1k01 

7872 
2294 

1950 

3600 

1157 

2083 

1354 

20313 

I 

1596 - 2000
GREATER CAIRO 

ALEXANDRIA 

CAhAL 

DELTA 

hORTH UPPER EGYPT 

SOUTH UPPER EGYPT 

REMOTE 

TOTAL 

13775 

5168 

1864 

3300 

456 

869 

136 

25571 

16151.555 

6061.366 

1408.161 

3553.225 

491.203 

936.591 

146.431 

28758.532 

11699 

3821 

11054 

2998. 

373. 

702. 

112. 

30761. 

13715. 

4479 

12936 

3228 

402 

755. 

121. 

35638. 

11705 

3140 

11054 

3003 

544 

980 

186 

30615. 

13722 

3681 

12936.1 

3234 

586. 

1055. 

201. 

35417. 

12041 

3181 

4741 

3374 

1870 

3458. 

568. 

28737. 

14117 

s?2? 

4959 

3633 

1995 

3684. 

606. 

32726 

12041 

3181 

3581 

3396 

2040 

3642 

715 

28600 

14117 

3729 

4187 

3657 

2177 

3d86 

752. 

32507 

11/54 

3125 

3U54 

5270 

2!29 

J244 

498 

33t0( 

13827 

3663 

3570 

5606 

1951 

3460 

5326 

37407 

TOTAL 

36 - 2000 

49,228. 

TOA MANTO1 

53,901. 

DU 

55,874 

T ROU9I9G 

63,140 55,413 62,759 55,059 61.306 54.839 61.391 .9 68,994 

, 
TOTAL 
KAY NOT ADD DUE TO ROUNDING
 



operations and maintenance costs over alternative A beccmes even more
 

pronounced as it increases to 24 percent. This much more rapid
 

increase in operations and maintenance results from the very high
 

nopulation growth rates, in excess of nine percent, needed in the 

Canal Zone to achieve year 2000 target populations. Such very dramatic
 

resource requirements in one zone would very likely cause resource
 

constraints throughout the entire ettlement system if adequate
 

resources are allocated to the Canal Zone to etablish a countermagnet
 

in Suez at the size suggested in B1 Efficiency.
 

4. 	COST RECOVERY OF OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE COSTS OF INTRA-URBAN
 

INFRASTRUCTURE
 

The 	discussion of operations of intra-urban infrastructure has so far
 

focused on only one side of infrastructure financing, current expendi

tures. The other side of the rec,,rrent financing of intra-urban
 

infrastructure is the revenues which might be available to finance
 

both operations and maintenance of infrastructure and requirements
 

for 	expansion of infrastructure systems to serve new populations.
 

As pointed out in the NUPS First Round Alternatives Working Paper
 

(page 64), "the net amount of capital the government requires to
 

finance infrastructure depends on the amount of capital investment 

which can. be recovered from beneficiaries. Higher levels of cost 

recovery reduce future capital requirements as returns on investments 

from earlier periods can be used to finance development in later 

periods."
 

As the First Round Alternatives Working Paper (pages 64-74) provides 

a discussion of both direct and indirect cost recovery and projects
 

additional capital requirements to finance infrastructure-under both
 

current and modified cost recovery policies, separate projections
 

of total future revenue requirements for financing the settlement 
alternatives were not made. Current cost recovery policies result
 

in deficits which are of such a magnitude that revenues would have
 

to increase by 123 percent to meet current revenue requirements of
 

intra-urban infrastructure in Greater Cairo, Alexandria, and the
 



Canal Cities l/. This revenue increase would only provide financial
 
resources for existing operations, itwould not provide public
 
utilities with a rate of return on their investment, nor would it
 
provide a cash reserve which could te used to partially finance
 
future expansion of infrastructure systems.
 

Variations in revenue requirements for settlement alternatives would 
follow trends already established by projections of operations and 
maintenance costs. The only major increases in revenue requirements
 
over operations and maintenance would result from provisions for a
 
rate of return on capital investment ininfrastructure and possible
 
increases indebt servicing requirements. Based on various master plan
 
projections, this additional requirement woula increase revenues
 
over operations and maintenance costs of water, sewerage and transport
 
systems by an.average of six to eight percent.
 

1/ Table 111-4, Page 68 of the NUPS First Round Alternatives Working
 
Pap2r . 1981.
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APPENDIX C
 

METHODOLOGY FOR EST 1ATING OIRECT INJVES71EN:T COSTS 

Although much has been written about the causes of regional investment cost
 
variations, the Study Team is unaware of any previous attempt to specify the
 
effects of regional cost differences on investment requirements ina quanti
tative macroeconomic planning framework. The methodology developed by NUPS
 
was outlined in the Working Paper on First Round Alternatives. In this sec
tion it is more fully described in order to provide a point of departure and
 
framework for continuing regional economic analysis by the government. In the
 
analysis undertaken by the Study Team, itwas necessary to rely on a more
 
limited number of variables than would have been desirable. Collection of
 
regional economic data and follow-up evaluations of investment projects by
 
government agencies in the future could improve the precision of the parameter
 
estimates.
 

The estimation of direct investment costs was done in two stages. First, in
vestment, employment and output relationships were examined using a national
 
data. Historical data and the 1980-1984 Development Plan were analyzed to
 
estimate the quantitative relationships between investment and both output
 
and employment. From these the Study Team derived estimates of the average
 
cost per new job by sector. The average cost per job by sector for the period
 
1986- 1990 is shown below:
 

Average Cost per Job. 1986-1990
 

Average Job Cost (1979 prices)
 

Agriculture LE 10,000 
Mining, Manufacturing & Construction 7,400 
Petroleum 333,000 
Housing & Infrastructure 50,000 
Services 4,400 

The second stage in the methodology involved adjusting the average cost per
 
Job and total investment cost to account for the effects of regional cost
 



variations and differences in the spatial allocation of investment. Compre

hensive city-specific data that might indicate the presence and extent of
 

agglomeration economies was not available for the forty urban areas included
 

in the study. As a measure of the current extent o' acglcmeration economies,
 

the Study Team selected the ratio of mining, mLnufacturi:tg and construction
 

employment to total employment frcm the 1976 Census. The larger the share of
 

employment in mining, manufacturing and construction the greater the agglomer

ation economies.
 

After extending the basic 1976 employment data to 1985 using a trend line pro-


Jection, an index of regional cost variation in the average cost per industrial
 

and service job was calculated from equation (1).
 

= .5(1 - EML / EMPMMC 
Regional Cost Variation Index (RCVI) 
 "~ 
 7= Cairo 

where: 

EMPPMCi = employment in mining, manufacturing, and construction in city i
 

EMPMMC = employment in mining, manufacturing, and construction in Cairo.
 

TOTEMP = total employment in city i.
 

TOTEMP Cairo = total employment in Cairo.
 

The index value for a city measures the percentage deviation of the city aver

age cost per job from the national average cost per job.
 

The element other than regional cost variation which determines the average
 

cost per job is the growth management cost. Here, again, the Study Team could
 

not locate either previous estimates of this cost or data from which it could
 

be estimated. The functional form and parameter value used in the equation
 

reflect a plausible relationship and value of average costs over a reasonable
 

range of settlement growth rates.
 

The city-specific average cost per job formula is equation (2).
 

Ag4
Average Cost = (2) 

where: 

g - city annual employment growth factor (eg 1.03 for 30)
 

A - national average cost per job x (1 + RCVI)
 
'
 

(national average annual employment growth tactor)
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The forty city-specific average cost curves form the basis by the calculation
 
of total direct investment cost. 
The total direct investment cost calculation
 
of the settlement alternatives 
that follow from population constraints and equal
 
per capita allocations of new employment (31 
Equity, S2 Equity, and C) are
 
straight-forward. From the 1985 employment base and the amount of new emptcy
ment in the 1986-1990 period 
 in each city (/XL), the annual employment growth
 
rate is calculated. The required investment in any city, for the five-year
 

period, isz:.L x Ag 4. The total 
cost of the alternative for the five-year per
iod is the sum of the forty city investment costs.
 

The settlement alternatives based on the least-cost principle (A,B1 
Efficiency,
 
and B2 Efficiency) require a different procedure. 
Ti.j l'east cost solution
 
obtains when the marginal cost of job creation is the same in all areas receiv
ing an investment allocation. Equation (3) is the city marginal cost curve
 
(i.e. the change in total investment cost of adding or subtracting a unit of
 
employment).
 

Marginal Cost S
5Ag - 4Ag . (3) 

The solution procedure is 
to find the set of city employment growth rates that
 
simultaneously equalize the forty marginal costs and allocate the target
 
amount of employment growth. 
 Figure C-1 shows in graphic form, the relation
ship between average cost and marginal cozt, and the least-cost solution at
 
which the marginal costs of two cities are equal.
 

FIGURE C-l: DEVIATION OF LEAST-COST CITY EMPLOYMENT
 
GROWTH RATES
Cost oer jobI 
 City 2 marginal cost per job
 

// /City 1 marginal cost per job//
 

Equal marginal
cost. c average cost per job
_ aeae otpe o
 
cost 


City 1 average cost per job
 

g g employment
 

growth rate
 



DIAGRAM C-i 

FLOW COST OF DIRECT INVESTMENT COST ESTIMATION
 

1976 Employment data base

.4 

-1985Emoloyment, trend projection
 

Regional Cost Variation Index
 

City Specific Cost Curves, 1985] 

I 1986-1990 Employment Change for 
Each Alternative
 

Regional Cost Variation Index
 
for each alternative
 

City Specific Cost Curves, 1990
 

1991-1995 Employment Change
 
for each alternative
 

I continue to 2000 

After completing the employment allocations for the period 1986-1990, a new
 

regional cost variation index is calculated for each alternative. The
 
procedure described above is then repeated for the 1991-1995 and 1996-2000
 
periods. Diagram C-1 illustrates the sequence of steps that leads to the
 
direct investment cost estimates.
 



APPENDIX D
 

EVALUATION SUMMARIES OF ALTERNATIVES
 

This appendix provides summary evaluation information by alternative.
 
The tables Show:
 

(1) the criteria on wfch each alternative was most highly ran!'ed;
 

(2) the criteria on which each alternative ranks lowest; and
 

(3) the distribution of ranks on all criteria for the alternative.
 

/
 



TABLE D-1
 

ALTERNATIVE A
 

CRITERIA ON WHICH ALTERNATIVE AVERAGE 
 CRITERIA ON WHICH ALTERNATIVE AVERAGE
 
RANKS HIGHEST .... RANK 1/ 
 RANKS LOWEST 
 RANK /
 

1, Economic Efficiency 1.0 1. Reduction of Rural to Urban Migration 5.4
 
2. Least Risk of Exceeding Real 
 2. Political Acceptability 5.3
Resource Constraints 
 i.0 3. Least Environmental Risks 5.1
 
3. Least Risk of Exceeding
Financial Constraints 4. Least Social Disruption due
1.14.LatScaDirpondeo to q
Migration & Maintainance of Cultural &
 
4. Encouragement of Private Investment 
 1.1 Family Ties 
 4.6
 
5, Implies Sustainable Settlenent 
 5. Inter-regional Equity 
 4.1
 

Growth Rates 
 1.1
 

NUMBER OF CRITERIA FOR WHICH
 

AVERAGE RANK IS:
 

BETWEEN 1- 2 
 2 - 3 3 - 4 
 4 - 5 5 - 6., TOTAL
 

Number 11 3 
 2 2 3 
 21
 

Percent 52.4 14.3 
 9.5 9.5 
 14.3 100.0
 

1/ A Rank of I is considered best and a rank of 6 is 
worst.
 



TABLE D-2
 

ALTERNATIVE B1 EFFICIENCY
 

CRITERIA ON WHICH ALTERNATIVE AVERAGE 
RANKS HIGHEST RANK 1/ 

1. Minimize Intrusion on Arable Land 1.4 

2. Encouragement of Private Investment 1.9 
3. Least Risk of Exceeding Managerial 

Constrainsts 1.4 
4. Economic Efficiency 2.1 

5. Least Risk of Unemployment 2.3 

tRITERIA ON WHICH ALTERNATIVE AVERAGE 
RANKS LOWEST RANK 1/ 

1. Inter-regional Equity 5.6 

2. Flexibility in Shifting Spatial 
Priorities 4.4 

3. Ability to absorb expected urbpi 
population at acceptable servicelevels 4.0 

4. Reduction of Rural to Urban Migration 3.6 

5. Implies sustainable settlement growth 
rates 3.6 

BET EEN 

Number 

Percent 

1 -2 

2 

9.5 

2 -3 

8 

38.1 

NUMBER OF CRITERIA FOR WHICH 
AVERAGE RANK IS: 

3-4 4 - 5 

8 2 

38.1 9.5 

5 -6 

4.8 

TOTAL 

21 

100.0 

1/ A Rank of 1 isconsidered best and a rank of 6 isworst. 



TABLE D-3
 

ALTERNATIVE B1 EQUITY
 

CRITERIA ON WHICH ALTERNATIVE 
 AVERAGE 
 CRITERIA ON WHICH A.TERNATIVE
RANKS HIGHEST AVERAGE
RANK 1/ 
 RANKS LOWEST RANK 1/
 

1. Minimize Intrusion-on Arable Land 2.36 
 1. Flexiblilby in Sh.ifting Spatial
2. Reduce Rural 
to Urban Migration 
 2.50 
 Priorities

3. Least Environmental Risks 4.50


2.93 
 2. Least Social Disruption 4.29
4. Least Risk of Unemployment 
 3.21 3. Least Risk of Exceeding Financial
5. Social Cost Minimization 
 3.21 
 Constraints 
 4.14
 
4. Administrative Cost Minimization 
 4.07
 
5. Flexibiliby in Project Choice 
 4.00
 

NUMBER OF CRITERIA FOR WHICH
 

AVERAGE RANK IS:
 
BETWEEN 
 1-2 
 2 - 3 3 - 4 4-5 5 - 6 TOTAL
 

Number 
 0 
 3 
 12 
 6 
 0 
 21
 

Percent 
 0 
 14.3 
 57.1 
 28.6 
 0 
 100.0
 

1_/ A Rank of 1 is considered best and a rank of 6 Is 
wost.
 



TABLE D-4 

ALTERNATIVE B2 EFFICIENCY
 

CRITERIA ON WHICH ALTERNATIVE 
 AVERAGE 

RANKS HIGHEST 

CRITERIA ON WHICH ALTERNATIVE 
 AVERAGE
RANK 1/ 
 RANKS LOWEST 
 RANK 1/
 
1. Political Acceptability 


1.79

2. Least Social Disruption 

2.00 
1. Minimize Intrusion on Arable Land 4.29
 

3. Flexibility in Shifting 
2. Encouragement of Private Investment 
 3.79
 

Spatial Priorities 

•4. Socatl Cost Minimization 2.00 3. Economic Efficiency3.57 3.79
 

2.21 Population
4. Ability to absorb Expected Urban
at Acceptable 

service levels
5. Ability to attract Foreign 3.43
 

Investment 
 5. Risk of Exceeding Managerial
2.43 
 Constraints 

3.43
 

NUMBER OF CRITERIA FOR WHICH 
AVERAGE RANK IS! 

1 2 2 - 3 3 - 4 4 -5 - 6OTAL 
Number 1 10 9 

0 21 
Percent 4.8 47.6 42.9 4.8 0 100.1 

1/ A Rank of 1 is considered best and a rank of 6 is worst.
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TABLE D-5
 

ALTERNATIVE B2 E'UITY
 

CRITERIA ON WHICH ALTERNATIVE AVERAGE CRITERIA ON WHICH ALTERNATIVE AVERAGE
 

RANKS HIGHEST RANK 1/ RANKS LOWEST RANK 1/
 

1. Inter-regional Equity 1.86 1. Minimize Intrusion on Arable Land 5.21
 

2. Least Social Disruption* 2.14 2. Economic Efficiency 5.00
 

3. Reduce Rural/Urban Migration 2.50 3. Encouragement of Private Investment 5.00
 

4. Flexibility in Shifting Spatial 4. Flexibility in Shifting Sectoral
 
4.50
Priorities 2.57 Priorities 


5. Political Acceptability 2.64 5. Risk of Exceeding Real Resource
 
Constrainsts 4.50
 

NUMBER OF CRITERIA FOR WHICH
 

AVERAGE RANKIS:
 

BETWEEN 1 -2 2- 3 3 - 4 4 - 5 5 -6 TOTAL
 

Number 1 4 6 9 1 21
 

Percent 4.8 19.0 28.6 42.9 4.8 100.1
 

1/ A Rank of 1 is considered best and a rank of 6 is worst.
 



TABLE D-6
 

AITERNATIVE C
 

CRITERIA ON WHICH ALTERNATIVE 
 AVERAGE 
 CRITFRIA ON WMICH ALTERNATIVE 
 AVERAGE
RANKS HIGHEST 
 RANK 1/ 
 RANKS !.OWEST 
 RANK 1/
 

1. Inter-Regional Equity 
 3.00 1. Inter-personal Equity 
 6.0
2. Least Environmental Risks 
 3.42 2. Economic Efficiency

3. Political Acceptability 6.0
 

3.79 3. Encouragement of Private Investment 6.0
4. Reduce Rural/Urban Migration 
 3.86 4. Flexibility in Shiftlng Sectoral
5. Least Social Disruption 
 4.00 
 Priorities 
 6.0
 
5. Least Risk of Exceeding Real Resource


Constraints 
 6.0
 
6. Least Unemployment 6.0
 
7. Sustainable Growth Rates 
 6.0
 

NUMBER OF CRITERIAL FOR WHICH
 

AVERAGE RANK IS:
 

BETWEEN 
 1 -,2 2 -3 
 3-n_4 
 4 - 5 5 - 6 
 TOTAL
 

Number 
 0 
 3 
 2 
 15 
 21
 

Percent 
 0 
 4.8 
 14.3 
 9.5 
 71.4 
 100.0
 

1/ A Rank of 1 is considered best and rank of 6 if worst.
 


